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The Long Way Home

Emergency Preparedness

F

rom the time Elizabeth and Annie were little, my husband
Nat and I had taken them into the mountains, from Tennessee to
New Hampshire. They trudged miles carrying loads. We taught them how
to light a stove, collect water, wait out thunderstorms, and walk through
wet and cold. The best part, I thought, was that they would come to know
discomfort and even danger. Courage could become second nature.
Ten years ago, I was a newspaper reporter, sent out late at night to write
about fires, fatal truck accidents, murders, and motel evacuations. I watched
people cry because they’d never had to run down a stairwell in the dark, even
at a false alarm. I listened to the screams of a woman who had fallen asleep
with a lit cigarette and set a fire that killed two of her housemates. I believed
that some of these people got into trouble because they were too soft.
Each spring I led a girls-only backpacking trip. Each summer the four of
us, with various friends, went out again. I bragged that girls needed a nudge
to be strong.
	Six hours after terrorists drove airplanes into the World Trade Center on
September 11, 2001, I walked down our street to meet Annie, who would
be walking home from fifth grade. Although she made the half-mile trip by
herself by then, I wanted to meet her this time.
Elizabeth, who attended a middle school twenty miles away, had already
arrived home. After the attacks, the school had announced it would close
early. She couldn’t reach us; even when she got through to Nat’s school, a
distracted staffer heard a child’s voice and would not put the call through. In
the chaos, no adult consulted the carefully filed “emergency plans” we parents
had filled out. Ours said Elizabeth, age 12, could not ride home with student
drivers. A boy we’d never heard of piled her into his car; with no help from
us, she was smart to catch that ride.
Elizabeth knew about the planes and burning buildings. Friends’ parents
worked in New York, and she was mute with horror. I turned on the television
and said I thought we all ought to know what was going on.
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	I did not know what Annie, who was 10, knew about the attacks, but I
hoped to reassure her on the sidewalk that we were fine, and that she would
be fine. She saw me from about a tenth of a mile away striding toward her and
looked quizzically at me.
	It was a gorgeous day, and she looked so sweet and innocent in her bluejean jumper. I told her as simply as I could, as we stood in the bright sun,
that terrorists had attacked two tall buildings in New York City that morning
because they did not like us. I asked her what the teachers had told her; she
said something about an accident with buildings and planes in New York. I
asked if any other parents had picked up her classmates early; she said yes. I
said I had not done that because there was nothing to worry about here in
Deep River, Connecticut. “We are safe here,” I told her.
Her stare pierced as she replied, “But you came out to meet me.”
	In the coming days, after planes started flying again, she’d recoil and cry
out, “A plane!” and I would say, “It’s OK,” even though I had no way of
knowing that.
Yet I did not stop believing that who we were, because of all our experiences
both in the backcountry and frontcountry, would get us through that time.
I showed my daughters television footage of 9/11. In the face of horror, I
chose to look. I worried later that this was a mistake, but the alternative,
shielding them from the reality of Al Qaeda, offered no solace. Tertullian
wrote in the third century, “Fear is the foundation of safety.” The terrorist
attacks trumped anything I’d covered on the reporting beat, but I saw in
those terrible days that we must try to face fear. In a true emergency, the
school administrators don’t consult emergency plans designed to keep children
safe. So we hope that we have taught them good judgment. I have never
had to fight a war or fight off an attacker. After 9/11, my instincts to fight
weather and weakness in the mountains were all I had. They weren’t enough.
But they helped. Evil will lash out. The thunderclaps could hit even after we
learn how to avoid them. We must stumble over the rocks anyway and try to
go in the right direction.
—Christine Woodside
Editor-in-Chief
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The Great Eastern Alpine Zone

The Northeast’s Gol’tsy
A vast, subtle expanse of mountains
Charlie Cogbill
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T

he article by Michael T. Jones and Lisabeth Willey, starting
on page 12, finally brings to our attention the many sites—some
unknown to almost everyone—in a coherent, geographic system of mountains
throughout northeastern North America. Jones and Willey give a sweeping
review of literally the high points in this great expanse. They comprehensively
cover the variety of geography, geology, and access and show clearly where the
Eastern alpine zone exists. They glimpse the variety of scenic beauty, cultural
history, climate, topography, geomorphology, flora, and fauna of the eastern
North American alpine.
Although neither the tallest nor the wildest of mountain ranges, the
Appalachians hold a mystique of sublime beauty. They harbor some of the
most diverse, and not incidentally some of the most utilitarian, forests of
North America. Greatly adding to their diversity is the fact that some of these
mountains rise just above the elevations that sustain forests. The topography of
these areas above treeline, shaped by mountain glaciers, maintain a cold, windy,
ice-blasted, foggy, snowy, and wet climate; short growing season; shallow,
nutrient-poor, rocky soils; and relatively species-poor, recently colonized,
postglacial flora. The largest of these alpine areas support ponds, wetlands,
mires, alpine rills (small streams), flat meadows, late-lying snowbanks,
headwalls, felsenmeers (seas of rocks), cliffs, and scree (loose rock) slopes. All
of these greatly increase their topographic and ecological diversity. Even so,
the alpine vegetation here amounts to only a restricted subset of the tundra
communities in the far north, beyond the Arctic treeline. Although often
called alpine tundra, the geographic and ecological nature of these mountains
is quite different. The northern tundra (after the Sami/Russian word meaning
“treeless plain”) is the term for the expansive northern biome. Isolated treeless
mountaintops, however, are distinctive in many ways from the variously
swampy or arid northern plains. A more apt geographic term for these peaks
in eastern North America is gol’tsy, literally Russian for “naked,” figuratively
either a bald pate or a summit emerging above the trees.
As one travels north, the average elevation of treeline decreases from 4,900
feet (1,500 meters) at 44 degrees north in northern New Hampshire to merge
with the Arctic tundra at 1,800 feet (550 meters) at roughly 55 degrees north on
the Labrador-Ungava Peninsula. The alpine summits form a virtual archipelago
Gros Morne in Newfoundland. In the far north, alpine summits form a virtual
archipelago of gol’tsy, islands of treeless mountaintops of the northern Appalachians.
MICHAEL T. JONES
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of gol’tsy, islands of treeless mountaintops of the northern Appalachians
and the similar topography extending north of the Saint Lawrence River in
Québec and Labrador. Southward, these peaks are restricted to a handful
of massifs, and northward in Québec, Labrador, and Newfoundland, the
total area beyond treeline is extensive on numerous mountains. In addition,
hundreds of peaks or high plateaus do not exceed the average elevation of
treeline but, because of exposure, topography, substrate, microclimate, or
historic disturbance, support smaller, simpler patches of gol’tsy.
Thus, northeastern North America supports a unique extension of barren
mountains with an arctic affinity far into the south. This is not the dramatic
presence of the Alps or Rockies, but mostly obscure and modest landscape
in a sea of forest. With moderate elevations, these small, isolated islands are
limited, and each one tends to be an individual with different geology, glacial
history, climate, topography, and vegetation history. The closest analogs
seem to be the Ural Mountains separating Europe from Asia in Russia or the
Sikhote-Alin Mountains of the Russian Far East.
	Necessarily missing from Jones and Willey’s survey are the myriad of
particulars on the geography, natural history, personal anecdotes, and
unimaginable vistas. These details are available to anyone willing to read
about, to visit, to explore, to hike across, to mount an expedition to, to
scientifically study, or to document new summits of, northeastern gol’tsy. This
guide lets us begin to understand and appreciate what is unique to both the
well-tramped summits in northern New England and the virtually unknown
summits of the Labrador-Ungava Peninsula, literally the last frontier in
eastern North America.

Charlie Cogbill is a historical ecologist who has conducted detailed inventories of
trees and plants going back to colonial times in New England and New York.
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At Winter’s Core
I’ve found the hot spring at forty below,
deep snow, and in its black water
the green of watercress,
slick algae filaments furring tufa rock,
smoke rising, the smell of sulfur,
every bare branch and needled pine
and eyelash white in hoarfrost.
I’ve heard the liquid singing in the sharp air,
and watched the mule deer,
resting at noon, head up, his antlers
tipped with sun, ears lifted, listen:
whatever moved, moved through our bodies—
the light, the wind, the creak of pine,
the Bow River’s glacial mumbling.
He stood, his hoofprint steaming.
					

Robin Chapman

Robin Chapman is the author of six poetry books, most recently Abundance (Cider
Press, 2009), which won the Cider Press Review Book Award. She is recipient of
Appalachia’s 2010 Poetry Prize. Her poems have appeared recently in The Antigonish
Review, Dalhousie Review, and Prairie Schooner, among other journals.
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Ten Peaks in the Great
Eastern Alpine Zone
A list of great mountains expands old ideas of boundaries
Michael T. Jones and Lisabeth Willey
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O

ur tents were facing northwest, away from the expected
rain, about seven feet apart on a spongy substrate of crushed serpentine
gravel. In thick gloom we’d set up a sturdy camp, reinforced with tarps
purchased at Canadian Tire, on the floor of a yawning glacial cirque about
five miles from the summit of Newfoundland’s tallest mountain. We were
concretely aware that a large tropical storm, Danny, had followed us up the
Atlantic coast and was expected to hit Canada’s island province sometime
that night. As we’d left the States the day before, radio commentators worried
that Danny would cut short the president’s vacation on Martha’s Vineyard.
We fixated on how much water this storm would dump on Newfoundland’s
coast ranges before spinning off toward Ireland.
Through the early morning, the tents heaved and flapped, and the sound
of rushing water grew closer and louder. We awoke early and tightened
down the tents; racing fog and a violent, windblown downpour obscured the
valley and the surrounding mountains. We managed to string together a few
pleasant hours that revolved around cowboy coffee and copies of the Corner
Brook Western Star newspaper, several of which we had along as part of our
plant-collecting apparatus.
By evening, it was clear that we’d chosen the wrong campsite and brought
the wrong tents. Water pooled on the tent floors and seeped through the flies.
Each gust sent a shower of water through the three-season screens. Through
the second night, we slept restlessly, if at all. Around midnight, the storm
slackened enough for us to hear a group of moose move steadily through
camp, and bleary, damp cold settled on our alpine valley. At daybreak,
we emerged from the saturated tents expecting a fogscape resembling the
previous day.
	Instead, we saw a startling mountain vista unlike any other in the East.
Sheer walls rose in three directions, forming a semicircular glacial basin more
dramatic and expansive than the Great Gulf below New Hampshire’s Mount
Washington. The ravine had formed along a major geologic boundary. To the
east, unvegetated reddish ocher walls of serpentine (rich in metals toxic to
most alpine plants) rose a thousand feet to a pronounced ridgeline. But to the
west, the cirque wall was richly vegetated with alpine and subalpine species.
In the night, great waterfalls had emerged every half-mile or so from the crest
of the ravine, draining the storm water from the enormous alpine plateau

A dramatic and expansive landscape of sheer walls and a cirque amazed and humbled
the authors on the tallest peak in Newfoundland. MICHAEL T. JONES
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above us. Across the valley, a prominent cream-colored travertine seepage
contrasted sharply with the orange cirque wall, and below it, three caribou
watched us prepare coffee.
Shaking off the storm, we started up the valley. Arriving at
the top of the headwall, we saw an endless alpine tableland stretched out
before us, sloping gradually toward the stony summit. The ground was
thickly carpeted with alpine plants and lichen. Behind us, the unnamed
cirque opened below us—providing views of the distant Fox Island River
valley and the Long Range Mountains to the east. We were completely alone
in this vast alpine wilderness. Not a road, or a building, or a power line
corridor, or any trace of any other human broke the tranquil scene. We stood
for a while at the head of the dramatic, nameless cirque, just as spectacular
as those in New England. It seemed natural and intuitive to us that this
spectacular place should be permanently protected for future generations
and for the mountains themselves. It’s an unusual feeling, a juxtaposition
of seeming inevitability (how can this place be anything other than a worldfamous preserve?) with evidence to the contrary (new roads, logging, and
development). After standing on many eastern summits and feeling the
same way, an obvious question emerged: Just how many other unknown,
unnamed, and unprotected alpine marvels exist in the East? What else might
we have overlooked? During the past eleven years, we’ve rambled over farflung corners of eastern alpine wilderness to answer these questions. Realizing
that many of these spectacular areas receive little or no protection, but have
industrial interests encroaching on them ever closer each year, we resolved
to redouble our efforts to spread the word about the remaining areas and
perhaps help build a constituency for their informed management.
There isn’t enough time in a life to climb all the mountains
one might wish. Even the most ambitious and fortunate will see their time
for nonessential pursuits rush through their fingers like fine sand. Discerning
mountaineers might develop some system of levelheaded prioritization:
a top-ten list of peaks they want to climb, perhaps. Consciously and not,
mountaineers everywhere seek out alpine mountains, those skyscraping peaks
high enough to break through the natural treeline. Many North American
alpine peaks are capped by a sort of rocky, distinctive tundra, but the greatest
surpass the “alpine zone” for an even higher crown of ice, snow, and rock.
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The alpine tundra persists just below these summit snowfields, like mantles
around them. The actual elevation of the treeline, of course, varies with
latitude, aspect, substrate, bedrock and surficial geology, and proximity to the
ocean, but everywhere the treeline is an important ecological boundary that
provides a frame of reference when comparing different mountains.
	In North America, most of the alpine territory is in the West, where
lifetimes of thrilling adventures await in the sprawling treeless wilds of the
Sierra Nevada, the Olympics, the Cascades, and the Rockies. But eastern
North America has beautiful alpine wilderness as well—much more than is
generally known. Often, the discussion of eastern alpine tundra focuses on
the peaks of New England, which support a combined alpine area one-tenth
the size of that found in Rocky Mountain National Park.

The total extent of alpine tundra in eastern North America
has never really been articulated.
	New England’s alpine scenery is mostly confined to Katahdin and the
Presidential Range. Some of us would go so far as to say these two ridges are
world class, or at least worthy of discussion among the other famous alpine
summits of North America. Many mountaineers based in New England
(through choice or chance) will, in the end, measure their commitment
to these two ranges not in trips or hours, but in decades. But, many more
eastern mountains await them: Katahdin and Mount Washington (and the
smaller alpine peaks of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, and New York)
together compose only a small fraction of the alpine wilderness in the East.
For our purposes, Katahdin and the Presidentials provide context and a
familiar launching point for a breakneck but holistic overview of the alpine
ecosystems in eastern North America. Alpine mountains, naturally rising
above the surrounding sea of boreal forest, continue north from Katahdin
in great arcs around the Gulf of Saint Lawrence as far as interior Labrador.
East of the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, these mountains run along the Gaspé
Peninsula and the west coast of Newfoundland via the major Appalachian
chains. West of the gulf, high alpine peaks run at disjointed intervals through
Québec and Labrador along the Laurentian Plateau of the Canadian Shield
(see the map on page 16).
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The top ten peaks on the authors’ list lie scattered from the White Mountains of
New Hampshire to Labrador. MICHAEL T. JONES AND LISABETH WILLEY

Outside of this region where “islands” of alpine tundra are
relatively discrete, alpine becomes harder to define. For example, north of this
region, in Labrador, the barren ecosystems of the mountains merge with coastal
tundra that continues in a great belt around the Arctic. Correspondingly,
the great ranges along the Labrador coast (the Torngats, Kaumajets, and
Kiglapaits) are in many ways more similar to the arctic ecosystems of
Baffin Island, Ellesmere Island, and Greenland than to the alpine islands
of New England, southern Québec, and Newfoundland. Similarly, the
“eastern alpine” has a distinct southern boundary: nowhere south of the
16 Appalachia

White Mountains do peaks reach the alpine diversity of Mount Washington,
although subalpine spruce-fir cap the highest mountains of Massachusetts,
Virginia, and North Carolina.
We’d go so far as to say that these islands of alpine ecosystems—
spanning six states and provinces—are worthy of a more unified approach in
conservation and science. Several other more worthy authors have explored
this concept: Drs. Merritt Fernald, Arthur Pease, and their colleagues at
Harvard explored many of these alpine areas and certainly had a clear sense
of the distribution of alpine ecosystems in eastern North America. More
recently, Dr. Charlie Cogbill has written a number of excellent papers on
the subject of treeline and eastern alpine ecosystems. But the total extent of
alpine tundra in eastern North America has never really been articulated in a
format that is accessible to mountaineers, hikers, naturalists, conservationists,
and scientists alike. There are well over 150 eastern alpine peaks in all. This is a
daunting list, considering that dozens of alpine peaks are inaccessible without
air transport. Many have yet to receive formal or permanent protection from
mining, road building, and development (which isn’t to say that there is a
clear conservation strategy for any of these peaks). With the hope of reaching
a wider audience with this information and gradually building an informed
constituency for the eastern alpine region (and, ultimately, its conservation
and biodiversity), we’ve prepared the following list.
	Our list is based on four relevant but otherwise arbitrary geographic,
geological, and ecological criteria: (1) elevation, (2) isolation (distance from
a higher mountain), (3) alpine vegetation diversity based on the number of
broad bedrock types present (as these strongly influence alpine vegetation,
e.g., limestone, serpentine, etc.), and (4) extent of continuous alpine tundra.
At a minimum, each of these peaks or ranges supports thousands of acres
of alpine territory. This is to say that the smaller alpine areas such as the
Adirondacks, the Greens, Moosilauke, the Franconia Ridge and the Bonds
in the Whites, Bigelow, and the rest, beloved and sublime, are (for present
purposes) outside of our scope.
	Our list of great peaks naturally covers both familiar, accessible mountains
such as the Presidential Range—which towers over the others in elevation,
but pales in comparison with the great northern ranges in alpine extent and
diversity—as well as remote and poorly explored ranges. In the Uapishka
Mountains (No. 3) and Lewis Hills (No. 6), a few rough roads come near
the mountains and groups like the International Appalachian Trail and
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Les Amis des Monts-Groulx have cut the first trails, but you probably will
not see anyone, should you visit these ranges. These are a long way from
the comforts of home, but once there, you’ll have a wild and remote alpine
landscape entirely to yourself. These mountains still support the full suite
of characteristic arctic-alpine fauna. Wolves still roam in the Uapishka
Mountains, arctic hare and ptarmigan are common in the Lewis Hills, and
you’re likely to see woodland caribou above treeline in any of these more
remote mountains. In this essay, we also cover two frighteningly untamed
ranges: the Mealy Mountains (No. 2) and the Monts Otish (No. 4). There is
no ground access to these ranges in summer; there are no trails, and definitely
no safety net.
	Of course, it’s easy to romanticize all of these mountains from the warm,
dry comfort of a New England living room. Raw and rotten weather can
come to any big, northern mountain, but in the alpine peaks of the Canadian
Mountain

Range

State or
Province

Elevation Alpine zone
(feet)
(acres)1

Latitude Longitude

1. Mount Washington

White Mountains

New Hampshire 6,288

3,000

44.271

-71.303

2. Unnamed High
Point

Mealy Mountains

Labrador

~3,870

>150,0003

53.647

-58.554

3. Mont Veyrier

Uapishka-Groulx

Québec

3,622

>150,0003

51.531

-68.076

4. Mont Yapeitso

Otish

Québec

~3,700

>75,0003

52.322

-70.445

5. Mont Jacques
Cartier

McGerrigles

Québec

4,160

3,000

48.988

-65.948

6. The Cabox

Bay of Islands

Newfoundland

2,671

40,000

48.833

-58.484

7. Gros Morne

Long Range

Newfoundland

2,648

1,000

49.594

-57.784

8. Baxter Peak

Katahdin

Maine

5,268

2,000

45.904

-68.921

9. Barr’d Harbour
Hill2

Highlands of
St. John

Newfoundland

2,066

15,000

50.820

-56.845

10. Mont Albert

Chic-Chocs

Québec

3,775

7,000

48.903

-66.205

Extent of alpine ecosystem is the approximate land area of high-elevation, treeless plant
communities with arctic/alpine affinities. Estimates are either based on previously published
works (e.g., Kimball, K.D. and D.M. Weirach, 2000. Alpine Vegetation Communities and
the Alpine-Treeline Ecotone Boundary in New England as Biomonitors for Climate Change.
USDA Forest Service Proceedings RMRS-P-15-VOL-3. 2000) or delineation by the authors
using aerial photographs.			
2
Topographic maps of the area present the “North Summit” (1,619') as a point 7.5 miles to the
west (50.83˚, -57.02˚) of the high point listed here.					
3
The total extent of alpine ecosystems on the larger, northern ranges can be difficult to define.
At high latitude, alpine ecosystems merge confusingly with taiga, making aerial delineation
difficult and arbitrary. In addition, extensive surveys have not been conducted in these ranges,
so field-based estimates are unavailable.						
1
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Shield, it can inspire its own sort of faltering despair. The flies are sometimes miserably and freakishly thick. Luckily, cold rain usually tempers the
enthusiasm of the flies, so seldom are both a problem. Because of all this, the
shoulder-seasons are nicest; there is sometimes a window in June when the
flowers have opened and the flies haven’t come. Then, there is a time in September when the flies are gone, the weather is tolerable, and the light is long.
Bands of red and yellow color the edges of small lakes. In summer or winter,
we hope you decide that these mountains are worth a closer look.

Mount Washington’s height and diverse alpine tableland ranks it first on the list.
JERRY AND MARCY MONKMAN

Ten Great Eastern Alpine Peaks
1. Mount Washington, Presidential Range, New Hampshire (6,288', 44.27
N, 71.30 W)
For its great height, alpine extent, and isolation from other alpine areas, there’s
no eastern mountain as significant as Mount Washington and the Presidential
Range. It seems intuitive to us (having cut our teeth on their flanks) that the
Presidentials would dominate this exercise, but purists might generally prefer
Katahdin (No. 8). Katahdin’s pronounced remoteness and lack of infrastructure
are clear differences, of course, but Mount Washington harbors a much larger
and more diverse alpine tableland. Away from the summits and the major
arteries (Crawford Path, Ammonoosuc Ravine, Tuckerman Ravine, etc.),
much of the Presidential alpine area receives relatively little traffic most of the
year. Spectacular alpine plant displays may be found in areas of late-lying snow
WINTER/SPRING 2012 19

on and below the headwalls of Oakes Gulf, Tuckerman Ravine, Huntington
Ravine, and Great Gulf. Other ecologically noteworthy areas include the
Alpine Garden and Monroe Flats near the Lakes of the Clouds. Several arcticalpine species reach their southernmost location in eastern North America
on the Presidential Range, including the alpine-arctic plants moss campion,
nodding saxifrage, sibbaldia, and alpine cudweed and the American pipit
(an arctic-breeding bird). Several excellent guidebooks exhaustively cover the
Presidential Range, especially the AMC White Mountain Guide (Appalachian
Mountain Club) and Dr. Nancy Slack and Alison Bell’s AMC Field Guide to
New England Alpine Summits (Appalachian Mountain Club, 2006), which is
also extremely useful on Katahdin, Mont Jacques-Cartier, and Gros Morne.
Mount Washington and the Presidential Range can be accessed easily on foot
from all the highways surrounding the massif: US 302, US 2, NH 16, as well
several smaller roads leading into the range—Cog Base Road, Jefferson Notch
Road, Dolly Copp Road.

The glacier-scarred Unnamed High Point of the Mealy Mountains in a remote area of
Labrador reminded one alpinist of an inland Norwegian fjord. JERRY KOBALENKO
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2. Unnamed High Point, Mealy Mountains, Labrador (about 3,870'
53.65 N, 58.56 W)
The Mealy Mountains or Akamiuapishkua (in Innu), located about 130
kilometers east of the air base at Goose Bay, Labrador, remain one of the
least-accessible alpine mountain ranges in all of North America. The range
rises to its greatest height in the English Mountains, a series of rounded
glacier-scarred Precambrian anorthosite and granite summits on the Grenville
Canadian Shield. The alpinist Michael Lederer, whose account of the Mealy
Mountains was published in 2009 by the American Alpine Club (“2009:
English Mountains,” posted at aaj.americanalpineclub.org), describes the
range as something between Baffin Island and an inland Norwegian fjord.
Many of the remote alpine peaks are unnamed. The coastal position of the
range creates a local climate with both continental and marine elements,
producing abundant late-lying snow at high elevations. Fortunately, most of
this region was recently set aside as a 4,500-square mile Canadian National
Park, but there is no supporting infrastructure and the range is no easier to
access as a result. Until recently, the English Mountains were poorly known to
science, but the Labrador Highlands Research Group of Memorial University
has developed a field research program there. The entire massif supports a
wide range of alpine and subalpine habitats, from old-growth, closed-canopy
white spruce in the river valleys to open-canopy taiga and heath-dominated
tundra at the highest elevations. Alpine portions of the range are important
habitat for the Mealy Mountain woodland caribou herd, which is considered
threatened, and a southern population of willow ptarmigan. The Mealy
Mountains are accessible by helicopter (Universal Helicopters, www.uhnl.
nf.ca) or float plane (Air Labrador) from Goose Bay, Labrador (expect to pay
between $2,500 and $5,000). It’s theoretically possible to access the English
Mountains from the shores of Lake Melville in summer, which would involve
a 60-mile boat trip from Goose Bay and an arduous, 20-plus-mile overland
traverse through dense spruce forest and string bogs. But overland summer
travel in Labrador can be its own special kind of hell, overwhelmingly
miserable during the extended black fly season.
3. Mont Veyrier, Uapishka Mountains (Monts Groulx), Québec (3,622',
51.53 N, 68.08 W)
In the black, damp heart of boreal Québec, 450 miles north of Québec City,
the massif of the Uapishka Mountains huddles on the taiga like some broken,
twisted creature just heaved itself up out of the adjacent Manicouagan meteor
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Deep in Quebec, Mont Veyrier sits, a massive hunk of metamorphic rock.
MICHAEL T. JONES

crater. The formally recognized name for the entire massif is Monts Groulx,
which is simply too banal to persist. Uapishka, an original Innu name for the
massif, reportedly means “White Mountains,” and is gaining popularity. The
Uapishka Mountains have the unusual distinction of being extremely remote
and wild and relatively accessible (the western portion of the range may be
easily accessed after a 16- to 20-hour drive from New England). In many
ways, it represents the most logical starting point for those seeking a truly
wild, remote, and unregulated alpine experience in eastern North America.
The Uapishka comprise billion-year-old metamorphic rocks of the Grenville
geologic province, the southernmost portion of the Canadian Shield, which
reaches south to the Laurentian Mountains and the Adirondacks and
northeast to the Mealy Mountains. The Uapishka Mountains constitute
one of the largest areas of alpine tundra in eastern North America, more
than 370,000 acres (more than 50 times that found on Mount Washington).
Along the western edge of the massif near Mont Veyrier, about a half-dozen
large summits rise prominently from the plateau and provide stunning views
of a flooded, Triassic-age meteor crater across the Labrador Highway. An
unmarked, eighteen-mile wilderness traverse from north to south (Mont
Jauffret to Mont Provencher) may be completed in three to five days.
Naturalists trained on Mount Washington will recognize many of the alpine
plant species here, although many species typical of the Canadian taiga reach
into the alpine snowbeds. Wolves, caribou, black bear, pine marten, and willow
ptarmigan are common on the high tundra, and brook trout and arctic char
occur even in the highest lakes. The western summits of the Uapishka can be
reached from Québec Route 389, the Québec-Labrador Highway, which runs
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north to Labrador from Baie-Comeau, Québec. A rough hiking trail at
highway kilometer 335 provides access to Mont Provencher; a similarly rustic
footpath leads south from kilometer 365 to the massif of Mont Jauffret.
Mont Veyrier may be accessed in one or two days’ hike from either of these
summits. Get a copy of the map published by Les Amis des Monts Groulx
(www.monts-groulx.ca) or by Beyond Ktaadn (www.beyondktaadn.org).

The rarely photographed summit of Mont Yapeitso, which means “bull caribou.”
GUILLAUME de LAFONTAINE

4. Mont Yapeitso, Monts Otish, Québec (about 3,700', 52.32 N, 70.45 W)
Two hundred kilometers west of the massive Uapishka Mountains (No. 3)
lie the scattered summits, knobs, and ridgelines of the Monts Otish. Rising
to 3,700 feet at Mont Yapeitso (which reportedly means “bull caribou”), the
fourth-highest mountain complex in Québec, the Otish Range comprises
several dozen semi-isolated, boomerang-shaped, or linear summits that are
almost completely unknown to adventurers, naturalists, and conservationists.
About as extensive as the Uapishka (the alpine region extends about 50 by
30 miles), the Otish are situated in a geologically complex region of the
Canadian Shield at the border of the closed-canopy black spruce forest and
the lichen forest zone. The mountains lie near the boundary between the
Grenville geologic province and the older rocks of the Superior province,
but are composed mostly of the Otish group, sedimentary layers from the
Proterozoic era, which rest atop the older metamorphic rocks. These layers
were formed after faults caused depressions in the basement rock, forming
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inland seas that allowed the accumulation of sedimentary deposits. The
mountains themselves are made up of red sandstone and conglomerates as
well as gabbro dykes formed during the Grenville orogeny. The prevalence of
sedimentary rock contributes to a particularly interesting, but under-studied,
calcareous alpine vegetation unusual on the Canadian Shield. The Monts
Otish are accessible in summer by helicopter or float plane from Témiscamie,
Québec (www.airroberval.com). Québec has approved plans for a new road
to facilitate mining in the area (Route des Otish), but it appears that this
road will (fortunately) not come close to the higher peaks. Beyond Ktaadn
(www.beyondktaadn.org) has published an overview map of the Otish high
peaks region.

Most of the arctic-alpine plants known in ranges to the south grow on Mont JacquesCartier, 230 miles north of Katahdin. MICHAEL T. JONES

5. Mont Jacques-Cartier, Gaspésie, Québec (4,160', 48.99 N, 65.95 W)
The high mountains of Gaspésie, about 200 miles north of Caribou, Maine,
would be the final word on Appalachian alpine biodiversity if not for the
mountains of western Newfoundland and their endless alpine wonders.
Nonetheless, given that the highest peaks of the peninsula lie merely 230
miles from Katahdin, its alpine biodiversity is stunning. Nearly every arctic24 Appalachia

alpine plant known from the two great alpine peaks in New England (the
Presidentials and Katahdin) occur here, as do dozens of others. The diverse
alpine vegetation is closely tied to the geology of the region’s highest peaks,
which include extensive areas of calcareous, serpentine, and potassic bedrock,
each harboring a representative alpine flora. The high peaks of Gaspésie,
Québec, are roughly divided into two mountain ranges near the Sainte-Annedes-Monts River, which meets the ocean at the town of the same name. East
of the river is the tableland of Mont Jacques-Cartier, formerly called Tabletop
Mountain and today more broadly referred to as the McGerrigle Range.
Together with the Chic-Choc Mountains to the west (see Mont Albert,
No. 10), the McGerrigle Range provides habitat for the only woodland
caribou herd south of the Saint Lawrence. Critical habitat for this iconic
species surrounds the summit of Jacques-Cartier. Both ranges lie within the
Parc national de la Gaspésie. Because of the park’s geological and botanical
diversity, the enormity of its alpine areas, and the breadth and comfort of
its front-and backcountry facilities, this is an exceptional destination for
mountain exploration at any time of the year. The peaks of the McGerrigle
massif may be accessed via Québec Route 299 and numerous side roads.
Access to the Jacques-Cartier summit is heavily regulated and a day trip to
the peak requires shuttle reservations. Several peaks on the western edge of
the McGerrigle Range, including Mont Xalibu and Mont Richardson, are
often easier to access. Expect seasonal closures to protect the tundra habitat
of woodland caribou. Access through the surrounding wildlife reserves may
also be subject to seasonal road closures during hunting season. Obtain a
map of Parc national de la Gaspésie from Québec’s national parks agency
(www.sepaq.com).
6. The Cabox, Lewis Hills, Newfoundland (2,671', 48.83 N, 58.48 W)
From the fogbound ferry terminal at Port aux Basques at the southwest
corner of Newfoundland, it’s only about two hours up the Saint Lawrence
coast to reach the various logging roads that lead into the mountains of the
Bay of Islands region. These mountains are broad mesas with enormous
alpine tablelands, encompassing four major ranges known as the Lewis Hills,
Blow Me Down, the North Arm Hills, and the Tablelands. The highest point
on the island of Newfoundland is a windswept and lonely dome known
locally as The Cabox, located near the center of the Lewis Hills Range. The
Lewis Hills stand as Newfoundland’s testament that spectacular mountain
scenery can exist at elevations lower than 3,000 feet. The four igneous massifs
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The Cabox, a dome near the center of the Lewis Hills, is the highest point on
Newfoundland. Michael t. Jones

surrounding the Bay of Islands are famous for their exposures of serpentine.
Brilliant orange serpentine bedrock is punctuated by sweeping glacial cirques
overlooking the ocean, making the Lewis Hills Range among the most
visually spectacular in eastern North America. A wilderness traverse across
the Lewis Hills and its sister range, Blow Me Down, can be completed in
five to seven days. Some of the best mountain scenery in Newfoundland may
be found at Rope Cove and Molly Ann, glacial cirques on the west face of
the Lewis Hills, overlooking the ocean. Caribou, as well as rock and willow
ptarmigan and arctic hare, are commonly encountered on the tundra of both
the Lewis Hills and Blow Me Down. The Lewis Hills may be accessed from
the south, by way of logging roads from Port-au-Mal and Cold Brook, or
via the winding, rutted Logger School Road, which leaves the Trans-Canada
Highway south of Corner Brook. The Newfoundland and Labrador section
of the International Appalachian Trail (IATNL) has recently completed trails
into Blue Brook off Logger School Road. The IATNL website provides good
information about trail and road access (www.iatnl.ca), and Beyond Ktaadn
(www.beyondktaadn.org) has published a map of the entire Bay of Islands
region.
7. Gros Morne, Newfoundland (2,648', 49.59 N, 57.78 W)
Like Katahdin is to Maine, Gros Morne is the mountain of Newfoundland.
The alpine scenery is spectacular. Gros Morne Mountain is the centerpiece
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of the Gros Morne National Park’s world-class tundra-fjord-ocean
landscape and the most recognized and visible mountain in Newfoundland.
It is not the highest—Gros Morne’s quartzite summit crests about sixteen
feet below the gabbroic dome of the The Cabox (No. 6), about 60 miles
to the south. Gros Morne’s winsome and eerie name is sometimes taken to
mean “Big Hill,” but morne means “sad” or “bleak” and gros means “great,”
“heavy,” or “colossal.” Some of these combinations result in too much of an
overstatement to be poetic (think “Colossal Sadness”), but “The Big Bleak”
definitely has more of a Newfoundland ring to it than does the “Great
Somber,” another translation sometimes tossed about. The mountain is no
bleaker than any other eastern alpine mountain, and its ocean views of Bonne
Bay are unparalleled in the East. Gros Morne is bounded to the north by a
landlocked fjord, Ten Mile Pond, and to the south by a large cirque; the Long
Range runs out the view to the eastern horizon and the serpentine Tablelands
balance the mountain scenery across Bonne Bay. Gros Morne is composed
largely of quartzite, which distinguishes it from the gneissic Long Range that
runs the length of Newfoundland’s northwest coast. The alpine vegetation of
Gros Morne shares more in common with Mount Washington (No. 1) and
Katahdin (No. 8) than the serpentine portions of the Lewis Hills (No. 6). The
flat tableland of Gros Morne harbors large populations of rock ptarmigan,
arctic hare, and caribou, and may be the most accessible place to see all three
of these alpine-loving species. Gros Morne National Park has information
available at the visitors’ centers as well as online (search on the Parks Canada

The name of Gros Morne Mountain, the most visible peak in Newfoundland, could be
translated to mean “The Big Bleak.” That moniker might seem a little unfair given its
stunning coastline view. MICHAEL T. JONES
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website, www.pc.gc.ca). The Long Range (multiday) Traverse is an eastern
classic but requires coordination with Parks Canada officials and a permit
from the park. Start this traverse with a ferry across Western Brook Pond
fjord and end on Gros Morne Mountain itself. If you’ve only got a day, the
nine-mile round-trip James Callahan Trail leads to the summit where
spectacular views may be had of the coastal fjords and the Long Range.
The trailhead for Gros Morne Mountain is located four miles east of Rocky
Harbour. Check with the park in advance; the mountain summit is closed
seasonally for caribou calving.
8. Baxter Peak, Katahdin, Maine (5,268', 45.90 N, 68.92 W)
Looking back on one and a half centuries of reverence for this mountain, it
might be easy for the uninitiated to assume it’s overrated. It isn’t, of course.
Among Katahdin’s early explorers was Henry David Thoreau, who made the
trek from Concord during his second summer at Walden Pond. In his follow-up
essay “Ktaadn,” (which formed a chapter in his book The Maine Woods [first
published in 1864]), Thoreau redefined his understanding of wilderness based
on his frightening experiences at Katahdin’s treeline. In his journal, he wrote,
“For what canst thou pray here—but to be delivered from here?” In the
1840s, Katahdin hovered at the edge of burgeoning frontier industry that had
reached into northern Maine. Today, frontier mountains such as the Uapishka

Katahdin’s windswept ridge frightened Henry David Thoreau in the mid-1800s.
LISABETH WILLEY
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(No. 3) and Lewis Hills (No. 6) have been made similarly accessible by
haphazard resource extraction. In some ways, Katahdin is ecologically similar
to Mount Washington (No. 1): its granitic bedrock supports a similar suite
of alpine plant species and its eastern facade is deeply indented by treeless
cirques. Katahdin’s alpine tableland supported a local caribou herd until the
early 1900s; two subsequent reintroduction efforts failed.
There is a wealth of information about Katahdin, and a good place to start
is with Baxter State Park. Authorities carefully regulate access to Katahdin,
and those not familiar with the peak should consult with them before heading that way. The North Basin is a spectacular cirque on the east face that is
both accessible (from Chimney Pond) and relatively quiet.

The remote rocky plateau of Barr’d Harbour Hill, in the Highlands of St. John, supports
a range of alpine plants. Michael t. Jones

9. Barr’d Harbour Hill, Highlands of St. John, Newfoundland (2,066',
50.82 N, 56.85 W)
Eighty miles north of Gros Morne (No. 7), the Highlands of St. John are
paired quartzite massifs, banded with limestone cliffs, topped with a broad,
flat summit of sandstone felsenmeer. The Highlands’ name derives from their
vantage overlooking St. John Island, and not from the city of St. John’s on the
southeastern tip of Newfoundland. Dr. Merritt Fernald visited these peaks
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in the 1920s, and his accounts provide insights into the logistics of alpine
adventure on the edge of civilization 100 years ago. The requisite bushwhack
through krummholz (the wind-stunted trees are known locally as tuckamore)
to reach the plateau makes the place seem no closer to civilization today.
Recently cut logging roads now reach high up the northern flanks, and the
Highlands have been variously proposed for silica mining and a biodiversity
reserve. The windswept, white tablelands support what eventually comes to
seem like a very familiar and common alpine flora: black crowberry, alpine
bearberry, mountain cranberry, three-toothed cinquefoil, bog bilberry, and
Labrador tea in open rock fields, with scattered patches of alpine azalea,
diapensia, mosses, and lichens on exposed sites. In protected areas under
spruce krummholz, starflower, bunchberry, northern comandra, bakeapple,
and Canada mayflower are common. Especially on the eastern portion of the
North Summit above its central canyon, small bogs fill depressions on the
tableland where deer’s hair and bakeapple grow thick. In places on the most
exposed tableland, the felsenmeer (a German term, literally, “sea of rock”) is
pocked with polygons and circles of vegetation, some filled with crowberry
and others by black spruce or common juniper. Among these are occasional
frost boils of clay and gravel.
Perhaps the most striking element of the Highlands, though, is the caribou herd. Deep, entrenched caribou trails meander through the peat of the
tableland. Dozens of antlers strewn across the felsenmeer suggest that at some
times of year the Highlands abound with these majestic creatures. The fastest
route up either of the Highlands of St. John is from the logging roads (e.g.,
Squid Cove Road) that leave Route 430 just north of the North Summit. In
a sturdy, high-clearance vehicle, you can wind your way within a couple of
kilometers of the rocky plateau, leaving only a couple hours’ struggle through
the tuckamore. Alternatively, a short access road cuts from Route 430 east
toward the visible power line right of way, leaving an extremely steep halfmile bushwhack to access the cliffs below the plateau. Beyond Ktaadn has
published a map of the Highlands of St. John (www.beyondktaadn.org).
10. Mont Albert, Gaspésie, Québec (3,775', 48.90 N, 66.21 W)
This serpentine giant stands like a massive red monolith among the rest of
the Chic-Choc Range and offers starkly different mountain scenery than the
metamorphic and granitic peaks south of the Saint Lawrence. Compared
with the distant and remote Lewis Hills (No. 6) in Newfoundland’s Bay of
Islands, the serpentine massif of Mont Albert is relatively accessible from New
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The unusual geology, abrupt changes at treeline, and caribou wandering about, all
vaulted Mont Albert in the Chic-Chocs onto the list, even though the mountain lies only
twelve miles from No. 5. LISABETH WILLEY

England and Québec City. Although only twelve miles from Mont JacquesCartier (No. 5), Mont Albert warrants its own entry into this list because
of its unusual and visually stunning geology. As mentioned earlier (No. 5),
the Gaspé Peninsula offers a wide range of alpine recreational opportunities,
and largely because of Mont Albert, is unrivaled in its scenery, alpine area,
and alpine biodiversity south of the Saint Lawrence. The northeastern face
of the mountain can be traversed via the eleven-mile developed footpath
beginning and ending near the Gîte du Mont-Albert and traversing the ravine
called the Cuve du Diable. From the north, the vegetation changes abruptly
after you reach treeline, where the bedrock gives way from amphibolite to
serpentine. Alpine wildflowers typical of serpentine mountains are abundant
here, including alpine catchfly, Labrador sea thrift, Lapland rosebay, and
several sandworts and chickweeds. Caribou are common on the tableland.
The same map and references as for Mont Jacques-Cartier (No. 5) apply
to Mont Albert.
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Settling Down
Snow comes and hides the other seasons,
		
the subnivean tunnels of memory.
The tired year tucked neatly under winter’s soft blankets.
The morning sky gives no indication of the gray, wet spring ahead.
December, it’s quiet contentment. The smell of wood split in cold,
			
released in fire.
Snow weights the spruce boughs like a worried mind. On the ground its soft
		
undulations mimic the curves of your ghost.
Sunlight reaches the forest floor in small patches;
		
the snow holds it without melting.

					

Jeff De Bellis

Jeff De Bellis studied geography and worked on trail crews for many years before
becoming an instructor and guide at The Mountain Institute. He lives most of the
year in a small cabin in West Virginia and commutes to work on cross-country skis
whenever the weather allows.
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Wind
A Jekyll-and-Hyde factor for northeastern mountains
Kenneth Kimball
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O

n a worldly scale, mountain heights in the northeastern
United States don’t grab a whole lot of attention, but their winds are less
forgettable. Until recently, New Hampshire’s Mount Washington even held
the world record wind speed at 231 miles per hour, which remains the highest
mountain wind ever recorded.1 This is all the more impressive considering
that the forces delivered by wind increase exponentially, not linearly, with
wind speed. Winds exert a complex Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde influence on
this region’s mountains. On the good Dr. Jekyll side, winds are natural stress
agents that contribute to the long-term survival of the remnant arctic-alpine
ecosystems still occupying the higher peaks. Without the inhibitory effect
of strong winds, these rare northeastern ecosystems likely would have been
overgrown by the subalpine forest thousands of years ago.
Hikers traversing the region’s higher summits and ridgelines well know
how strong mountain winds can also take on a dark, life-threatening, Mr.
Hyde personality. Wind’s Mr. Hyde personality has transformed even further
to threaten mountain ecosystems themselves. With the industrialization and
urbanization of the eastern United States, wind is now the conveyor belt that
transports a concoction of air pollutants long distances to the region’s higher
elevations. This chemical milieu reduces visibility, impairs hikers’ lung capacity, and stresses mountain ecosystems by acidifying their watersheds, releasing
toxic metals from the soils, and overfertilizing the vegetation with excessive
nitrogen. Confounding wind’s impacts on mountains, government subsidies
and advances in wind turbine technology in the 1990s have made northeastern mountains the focus for industrial-scale wind power development, a
major game changer for these mountains’ ecosystems and landscapes.
The Appalachian Mountain Club, with its mission to protect the region’s
mountains, conducts multifaceted research to identify key drivers that will
influence the long-term fate of the region’s subalpine and arctic-alpine ecosystems. Research that not surprisingly follows Bob Dylan’s sage advice: “The
answer, my friend, is blowin’ in the wind.” Joni Mitchell was on to another
Mount Washington’s record wind speed, 231 mph, apparently lost out to the reported 253-mph
speed recorded April 10, 1996, on Barrow Island, Australia, during Typhoon Olivia. This new
claim did not come out until January 2010, when the World Meteorological Organization
announced its review of worldwide weather extremes. See www.mountwashington.org.

1

The Appalachian Mountain Club’s air pollution monitoring equipment below Mount
Washington, in the White Mountains. KEN KIMBALL
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critical element of the puzzle when she penned the lyrics, “I’ve looked at
clouds from both sides now. . . . I really don’t know clouds at all.”
Mitchell’s dilemma is ours; fortunately, our research lets us better know
the two sides of mountain clouds. On the one hand, clouds deposit air pollutants; on the other hand, they cause icing events that help stall the forests
from invading the alpine zone.
Global warming dominates common hearsay as the major threat to
northeastern mountain ecosystems, but clouds and wind are likely more
important than temperature in shaping the past and future fate of the
subalpine and arctic-alpine ecosystems. The old-school explanation that
hiking up Mount Washington in New Hampshire or Katahdin in Maine
is climatically parallel to driving from the lower elevation forest of New
England to the tundra of the Arctic Circle misses the actual causal agents
for mountain ecosystem change with elevation.2 The changing vegetation
patterns on northeastern mountains—from the deciduous, broad-leaved
forest at lower elevations, to the mid-elevation spruce-fir forest, to the stunted
krummholz, and then to the arctic-alpine zone—may mimic the changing
plant communities one would experience while driving north, but reduced
growing seasons at various elevations are less responsible than commonly
suggested in this “hike upward” analogy.
	In a perfect textbook scenario, with every 1,000 feet of elevation gained,
the adiabatic lapse rate (drop in temperature resulting from diminishing air
pressure with altitude) should result in a temperature drop of roughly 3.5
degrees Fahrenheit. As one hikes up, the air cools, yes. But why are the lowest
of the Western and Central European alpine zones at elevations well above the
Northeast’s tallest peaks? Those two zones lie farther north in latitude than
those in New England. Or, how do we explain that treeline—the elevation of
the boundary between forest and alpine—varies by more than 1,800 feet on
both Mount Washington and Katahdin? This variation in treeline elevation
represents a temperature difference, based on lapse cooling rates, of almost 7
degrees Fahrenheit. Such contradictions illustrate that more complex factors
are involved.
Adiabatic cooling principles prevail in calm conditions, but calm conditions are not the norm on mountains. Regional prevailing surface winds move
across the landscape and, upon hitting an obstruction such as a mountain,
See my article, “Northeastern Alpine Ecosystems—Survivors or Victims of Climate Change?”
Appalachia, 228: 140–144 (Summer/Fall 2009).
2
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accelerate to get all of their air over the top and to the other side. As the flowing surface air masses are uplifted over mountains their air pressure drops, they
cool. The moisture they contain frequently condenses to form orographic—
mountain—clouds. Latent heat energy is released when water changes from
the gas (humidity) to the cloud liquid (droplet) phase in air, which lowers the
adiabatic cooling rate. Nighttime temperature inversions are also common in
mountains, whereby temperatures instead increase with elevation.

How do we explain that treeline—the elevation of the
boundary between forest and alpine—varies by more than
1,800 feet on both Mount Washington and Katahdin?
Air masses also stratify, similar to how summer water temperature changes
abruptly at a certain depth in deep lakes with warm, less-dense water above
and colder water below that do not mix even with strong surface winds. The
planetary boundary layer, the layer of the atmosphere closest to the earth
whose air physically interacts with the surface of the earth it is passing over, is
slowed by friction and well mixed because of turbulence caused by variations in
topography. Above the planetary boundary layer and absent most topography,
a separate, more laminar, and faster airflow can be occurring. The depth of
the planetary boundary layer is not static at the same altitude; rather, it varies
daily. Northeastern high elevations are usually within the planetary boundary
layer during midday, but above it by evening. Nighttime uncoupling from the
planetary boundary results in summit evening winds typically being faster,
and they move polluted air masses from afar much quicker to the summits
with minimal pollutant scavenging compared with the mountain base. This
explains why Mount Washington air is more polluted on the summit, more
so in the evening, than in the mountain’s valleys.
	Of interest is that in the Northeast, the top of the planetary boundary
layer—where fair weather and orographic clouds typically form—coincides
with the same elevational range in which subalpine forest and alpine
ecosystems survive. This alpine and cloud relationship provides clues to why
the regional global warming trend is weaker at higher elevations and why we
have such low-elevation alpine ecosystems surviving in the Northeast, more
so when we put wind in the equation as well.
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The higher summits frequently hide in the clouds; Mount Washington’s
summit is one of the cloudiest places in the United States. Clouds during
cold weather can result in the accumulation of rime ice. Regionally, the best
measurements of rime ice accretion rates with elevation come from Mount
Washington and, in Vermont, Mount Mansfield and nearby Madonna Peak.
In the 1980s, researchers placed rime ice detectors on the ski area lift towers on Mansfield and Madonna. Rime ice accumulated more sharply above
2,700 feet. This is the same elevation at which spruce-fir forest—which
prefers cool, damp conditions—starts. Rime ice formed more frequently on
Mount Washington than on Mount Mansfield because Washington is higher
and because of its closer proximity to the moisture-bearing Atlantic Ocean,
a factor enhanced when the weather to the east involves a low-pressure
system.
Balsam fir trees are another indication that factors other than growing
season prevent forest from invading the alpine zone. Though stunted in the
form of krummholz, they do grow almost to the top of the highest mountain in
the region, Mount Washington. But they only survive this high in the shelter
of depressions and larger rock formations. Blow clouds over a mountain with
strong winds and below-freezing temperatures and substantial rime ice can
rapidly collect. The taller and spindlier the surface area is, like a tree, the better
the collecting efficiency is. This ice can build up so thickly that limbs break,
and accumulated ice-encased branches swaying in high winds are chafed. Add
blowing snow across the surface of the alpine zone and the sandpaper effect
on any tall vegetation not sheltered can be lethal. Break off the tallest leading
buds with frequent icing and these trees will grow horizontally and short
instead of vertically, forming krummholz that hikers find impenetrable. On
the more wind-exposed and hostile ridges and summits, the tiny alpine plants
survive because they offer minimal collecting surface areas for ice and they
hunker down where the air moving across the ground is slowed dramatically
because of friction.
The wide range of elevations of treeline correlates with comparisons of
valleys to ridges. In valleys or gulfs, treeline is higher. The clouds are there,
but the winds that enhance rime ice deposition are weaker. On ridges, treeline
is lower. The frequency of clouds may be less, but the accelerating winds over
the ridges increase the efficacy of deposition of those clouds present.
Clouds also play a role in climate warming trends, which are less in
the White Mountains than in lower surrounding elevations. Greenhouse
gas emissions of carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxides in the lower
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Rime ice rapidly collects on krummholz, the stunted balsam fir trees that cling to life just
below treeline. AMC RESEARCH DEPARTMENT

troposphere act as a thermal blanket that reduces the radiation of some of the
day’s sunlight energy back into space during clearer nights. Water vapor and
clouds are also very good thermal blankets. Because these mountaintops are
naturally in the clouds much of the time, nighttime cooling is less influenced
by the addition of greenhouse gases at these locations. Wind and frequent
rime ice events and how cloud immersion ameliorates warming trends may
best explain why northeastern alpine ecosystems have not succumbed to
forest invasion, even several thousand years ago when this region’s climate
was warmer than today. During that warm period, the lower-elevation forest
did transform to more southern forest species, until a cooler climate returned
to give us the Northern Forest we know today.
Today, wind power already has transformed some of our northeastern
mountains, and it could transform more. The best regional winds, excluding
the ocean, are above 2,700 feet. Stronger winds allow for the use of larger
turbines with better capacity factors. For context, subalpine forests above
2,700 feet in elevation make up 1.4 percent of the total area of Vermont, New
Hampshire, and Maine, and about a quarter of that land area is privately
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Wind turbines, if built in the numbers to meet goals, could industrialize the ridges in the
Northeast. KEN KIMBALL

owned. Building wind turbines requires wide roads to move the massive components and erect them at heights of 300-plus feet above the ground.
How significant could this new impact on mountains be? Maine has set
an aggressive goal of generating 3,000 megawatts of land-based wind power
generating capacity by 2030. Using the average generating capacity of existing
wind farms at approximately 11 to 12 megawatts per ridgeline mile, it would
require the industrialization of about 250 miles of ridgeline, with extensive
road systems, power lines, and 1,000 to 2,000 nearly 400-foot-high turbines
with blinking red lights. In Maine, 53 percent of the area above 2,700 feet
lacks conservation protection status, and it is questionable whether the state
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could achieve its 3,000-megawatt goal without industrializing a number of
these higher ridgelines.
Few regulations or guiding principles direct the northeastern states as they
consider wind power. The upper-elevation spruce-fir forests where the wind
blows best also represent some of the most natural remaining and old-growth
parts of the Northeast’s landscape, and provide critical habitat for a number
of wildlife species of concern, including the pine martin, Canada lynx, and
Bicknell’s thrush.
As the climate warms, these subalpine forests will serve as refuges for the
lower-elevation spruce-fir forests, whose required cooler habitat is expected
to decline. The subalpine forest served this role during the postglacial
hypsithermal period, 9,000 to 5,000 years ago. Then, deciduous forests moved
northward and to mid-elevations in response to global warming, restricting
the spruce-fir forest to the cooler coast and higher elevations. Gradually, the
earth cooled again, and about 1,000 years ago, the spruce-fir forest species
were able to recolonize the lower elevations of the Northern Forest. Should
wind power development severely curtail or eliminate the present upperelevation spruce-fir forests, these forests’ ability to serve again as refugia in a
warming climate could be seriously compromised.
Like the good and evil conflict of Jekyll and Hyde’s personalities, the
development of mountain wind power presents significant challenges. Wind
power helps address air pollutant and greenhouse gas emissions, but if not
properly constrained could throw the proverbial baby out with the bathwater.
To meet this dilemma head on, the AMC Research Department is proactively using satellite and aerial imagery to identify and analyze the numerous
islands of high-elevation spruce-fir forest in New England and New York and
to advocate for the protection of the most ecologically important subalpine
forests and other high-resource mountains from wind power development
(see www.outdoors.org/conservation/wind/index.cfm).

Dr. Kenneth Kimball is the director of research for the Appalachian Mountain
Club. He and the Research Department staff have been studying northeastern alpine
ecosystems for almost 30 years and, more recently, the impacts of industrial-scale
wind power development on the region’s mountains and how to address them. More
information on the AMC’s mountain research can be found at www.outdoors.org/
conservation/
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Mountains with Handrails
The trouble on Half Dome
Robert E. Manning
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I

n 1980, Joseph L. Sa x published M ounta ins Without H a ndr a ils ,
a small but eloquent book with a strong moralistic message. He begins by
asking, Should the national parks be treated as “recreational commodities,”
serving visitors’ demands, or reserved as “temples of nature worship,
admitting only the faithful?” This is an important question—a derivative of
the fundamental tension between use and preservation as embodied in the
1916 National Park Service Organic Act—that often splits preservationists
and recreationists. Of course, Sax tips his hand with the book’s title. Drawing
on the philosophy of Central Park designer and early Yosemite advocate
Frederick Law Olmsted, Sax says that park visitors should be asked to be
“reflective,” rely on their “contemplative faculty,” and “set their own agenda”
without elaborate trappings of civilization. It’s an appealing argument: “Put
aside for awhile the plastic alligators of the amusement park,” Sax says the
preservationist would argue, “and I will show you that nature, taken on
its own terms, has something to say that you will be glad to hear.” At the
risk of being still more elitist, Sax goes on to write, “The best use [of the
national parks] is not to serve popular taste, but to elevate it.” Appalachia
readers should be familiar with this argument; the classic, ethically oriented
mountaineering literature preaches that the essence of mountain climbing is
not reaching the summit, but the climb itself.
	Of course, Sax’s book was not available in 1919, when the Sierra Club
arranged for a set of cables to be installed on the final steep pitch up the east
face of Half Dome, in Yosemite National Park. (How times have changed!)
That’s when the trouble on Half Dome began. The cables enable the average
park visitor to reach the summit by means of a day hike from Yosemite Valley.
By 2008, tens of thousands of visitors annually were hiking the sixteen-mileor-more round-trip, climbing nearly 5,000 feet, then using the cables, pulling
and dragging themselves up the last 400 vertical feet—a 65 percent grade,
9,000 feet above sea level, exposed on all sides—jostling for position with
as many as 100 or more fellow climbers. The San Francisco Chronicle recently
described this group derisively as “hikers wearing tennis shoes and sandals,
city kids in baggy basketball grab, children, flabby tourists, and the elderly.”
According to one breathless website, “Half Dome is the ultimate Yosemite day
hike—the one you can’t die without doing, and the one you’re most likely to
die while doing.” On a 1-to-10 difficulty scale, this website gives Half Dome
Grabbing on to a fixed cable route, tens of thousands of climbers a year drag themselves
up the final steep pitch of the granite Half Dome in Yosemite National Park.
MARK MARSHALL/NPS
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an “11,” while it gets a “9” on the “insanity factor.” The website might be right
about the dying part: four hikers have died climbing the mountain in the last
few years.

A “Perfectly Inaccessible” Peak
But let’s start at the beginning; first came the geology. Granite domes are a
distinctive landscape feature that appear in many parts of the world. They’re
formed several kilometers beneath the earth’s surface as “plutons” (after Pluto,
the classical god of the underworld) or pools of magma that cool slowly and
crystallize. In their underground form, nascent domes are under great pressure.
However, as they are ultimately exposed through erosion and continental
uplift, pressure on the granite is reduced and it expands, forming cracks, joints,
and sheets that lead to a characteristic and distinctive form of erosion called
exfoliation. In this process, sheets of rock erode from the surface of domes
like the skin of an onion. Geology texts use Half Dome as the classic example
of an exfoliating dome. Although Half Dome looks to be perfectly smooth
from Yosemite Valley, Half Dome hikers know better. Glacial action has also
shaped the Yosemite landscape. It’s commonly believed that the glaciers that
formed the characteristic U-shaped Yosemite Valley cleaved and carried away
the “missing half ” of Half Dome. But this is probably exaggerated because
the view of Half Dome from the floor of Yosemite Valley is a bit of an optical
illusion; scientists estimate that about 80 percent of the northwest “half ” of
the original dome remains.
American Indians called Half Dome “Tis-sa-ack” (the name of a
mother in Indian legend whose likeness is seen in the rock face). Its
current name was bestowed in 1851 by the Mariposa Battalion, the
first party of whites to enter Yosemite Valley. In the 1860s, Professor
Josiah D. Whitney wrote in his Yosemite Guide-book (California State
Legislature, 1869) that Half Dome was “perfectly inaccessible” and that it was
“probably the only one of all the prominent points about the Yosemite which
never has been, and never will be, trodden by human foot,” making this what
may be the most ill-fated prognostication in mountaineering history. In 1875,
George Anderson spent several days drilling holes in the granite of the summit’s final steep pitch, inserting steel pins and fixing ropes that allowed him to
lay claim to its first ascent. John Muir scrambled up shortly after.
	In more modern times, Half Dome has achieved legendary status in the
climbing and hiking communities. The first technical ascent of the vertical
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The distinctive shape of Half Dome, seen here from Yosemite Valley, has become the
symbol of Yosemite National Park. NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

north face was in 1957 via a route pioneered by Royal Robbins and others,
the first Grade VI climb in the United States. Today, climbers follow nearly
50 routes to the summit. For those who wish to stick to the trails, the John
Muir Trail leaves Yosemite Valley at the Happy Isles trailhead and climbs by
some of the most scenic and iconic features in the park, including Vernal and
Nevada falls, Liberty Cap, and Little Yosemite Valley. After about six and
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a half miles, the Half Dome Trail branches off for the last two miles to the
“subdome” (a false summit) and the shallow saddle at the base of the cables,
and from here hikers pull themselves up the cables to the summit.
Half Dome is one of the most recognizable and charismatic mountains
in the world. Towering over the east end of Yosemite Valley, its distinctive
shape has become a symbol of the park and the Sierra Nevada. Getting to the
top of Half Dome is high on the life list of many climbers and hikers from
around the world. In broader American culture, Half Dome is prominently
featured on the recently minted California state quarter, it appears on the new
California driver’s license, and it appears in the logos of a number of organizations and businesses, including the Sierra Club and The North Face.

The Cables Route
The “cables route” consists of two parallel strands of braided steel cables
approximately two and half feet apart, supported by metal stanchions fixed
to the granite, and spaced at intervals of approximately ten feet. Wooden
planks are anchored between most pairs of stanchions offering climbers a
series of footholds. The cables route travels about 600 linear feet to gain the
last 400 feet of elevation to reach the broad summit of Half Dome. From the
mostly flat 13-acre summit, the views are astounding, sweeping west down the
length of Yosemite Valley, north across the valley to Yosemite Falls, and east
and south out over the vast High Sierra. The National Park Service takes the
cables “down” (that is, removes the stanchions and lays them and the cables
flat on the rock surface) at the end of the hiking season (normally Columbus Day), and puts them back “up” on Memorial Day weekend (snow and
weather conditions allowing).
The cables have beckoned increasing numbers of hikers to Half Dome
over the years for what the younger generations call an epic hike. The vast
majority start at sunrise in Yosemite Valley to make the sixteen-or-so-mile
round-trip hike that usually takes ten to twelve demanding hours. This hike
poses a number of potentially serious challenges. The granite track of the
cables route has been polished by the boots of all those hikers over the years
and can be slippery, especially when wet. The hike can be exhausting, and
this can be exacerbated by dehydration. Some hikers suffer from altitude sickness. Many suffer vertigo associated with the extreme exposure of climbing
the cables, and this can lead to a “freeze response” when on the cables. One
hiker was recently quoted, “Everything in my body was shaking. I felt like I
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The cables route travels about 600 linear feet to gain the last 400 feet of elevation. Some
hikers suffer vertigo and “freeze.” william ring

was going to vomit.” Many hikers do not adequately prepare. In the kind,
understated words of Yosemite ranger Mark Fincher, “Many of the hikers
making their way to the cables don’t hike routinely, and for many it is their
first real exposure to wilderness.” Once on the mountain’s summit, they may
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encounter lightning storms that can develop quickly in the afternoon. All
this is made worse still by extreme crowding on the cables and long delays
in ascending and descending. It’s been estimated that there may have been as
many as 200 climbers on the cables at one time. Frustration with this slow
pace, along with diminished cognitive abilities from exhaustion and vertigo
and “summit fever,” have led some hikers to move outside the cables to get
around congested areas and bottlenecks, exposing them to a greater degree of
danger from falling and serious accidents.
	Over the years, most accidents on Half Dome have been minor. But an
increasing number require assistance from park rangers, and some of these
accidents have become very serious. In 1985, lightning struck five people on the
summit; two of them died. In 2007, three hikers fell to their deaths in separate
incidents. Two of these cases involved hikers who were on the mountain
when the cables were not “up.” Another person died and one had a near miss
in 2009. In the latter, a hiker fell from the cables and was sliding on his back
toward oblivion when his baggy pants caught on a projection in the granite
(one of those exfoliated ridges). This may be the only case in mountaineering
history where a climber has been saved by a “giant wedgie.” Of course, these
accidents are tragic for those involved but are also traumatic for other hikers
who witness them, some of whom report enduring nightmares. Responding
to these accidents can also put park rangers at risk. These accidents, which
drew substantial media attention such as the San Francisco Chronicle’s frontpage series of articles called “Danger on the Dome,” caused the National Park
Service to change the way it manages recreational use of Half Dome.

Wilderness Management and Other Oxymorons
In his influential book, Wilderness and the American Mind (Yale University
Press, 2001), historian Rod Nash notes the paradoxes of wilderness in the
United States and beyond. First, we don’t value wilderness until it’s just about
gone. Then, after preserving the remnants of wilderness that are left, we “love
it to death.” Finally, to save wilderness, we manage it in such a way that it’s no
longer really wilderness. After all, the word wilderness suggests free from the
control of humans whereas management suggests just the opposite.
Despite the very high use of Half Dome, it’s important to note that it’s
part of the 95 percent of Yosemite National Park designated as Wilderness
under the provisions of the landmark federal Wilderness Act of 1964. The
act stipulates that Wilderness areas are “to provide opportunities for solitude
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and a primitive and unconfined type of recreation.” Moreover, National Park
Service wilderness policy states, “Unacceptable impacts are impacts that would
. . . unreasonably interfere with the atmosphere of peace and tranquility . . .
in wilderness. . . .” Consequently, in 2010, the National Park Service decided
to limit use on Half Dome, instituting a mandatory permit system.
Based on monitoring counts of use on Half Dome, the permit system
limited use on weekend days and holidays to 400 hikers: 300 day-hikers
and 100 backpacking parties. A permit was not required for weekdays
because monitoring data showed that use was relatively low during this
period. Permits for day-hikers were made available on a government website
and phone number, cost a nominal $1.50 per person (plus a $5 per group
processing fee), and could be reserved as much as four months in advance. On
the first day of sales, permits sold out in 32 minutes. A ranger was stationed
at Half Dome where permits (in the form of a ticket) must be presented.
Climbing Half Dome via the cables route without a permit was subject
to a $5,000 fine, six months in jail, or both. The Park Service monitored
use of Half Dome during that 2010 season to test how the permit system
was working and found that congestion on the cables was substantially
reduced on weekend days and holidays, but that congestion on weekdays
had increased substantially. The average number of hikers on weekend
days and holidays (days for which permits were required) was 301 (many
permit holders apparently did not do the hike as originally planned), and
the average number of hikers on weekdays was 692. The 2010 monitoring
report concludes, “Thus, it appears that an unintended consequence of the
permit system was the interchange of use levels from weekends to weekdays.”
Based on these findings, the Park Service extended the permit system to
include all days during the 2011 Half Dome “season.” Permits for weekends in
May and June 2011 sold out in 5 minutes. Half Dome permits started showing
up on Craigslist for as much as $100.

The Science of Wilderness Management
Meanwhile, the National Park Service commissioned a program of research to
support management of recreational use on Half Dome. Scientists at two universities (Virginia Tech and Colorado State), a consulting company (Resource
Systems Group), and park staff conducted the research, which they reported
at a recent national scientific and professional meeting in New Orleans. This
program of research included several components. First, a series of statistical
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models of use of Half Dome were developed using (1) travel time on the
cables (measured by a card that visitors carried with them and that a field
technician “stamped” with the current time at key locations, including the
base of the cables, on the summit, and then again at the bottom of the cables)
and (2) a systematic series of photographs of hikers on the cables to determine how many hikers at one time were on the cables route and how many
were climbing outside the cables. Researchers found statistically significant
relationships between the number of hikers at one time on the cables and (1)
the time required climb the cables and (2) the number of hikers outside the
cables. More specifically, when more than 30 people were on the cables at any
one time, travel time slowed significantly, and some climbers moved outside
the cables. Analysis also found that “free flow” ascent time on the cables is
about 21 minutes and that this corresponds to roughly 30 people at a time on
the cables.
A second component of the research involved a survey of Half Dome
hikers. A representative sample of hikers was surveyed after they had
completed their hike. The survey included many questions about the
socio-demographic characteristics of hikers, their assessment of the
Half Dome hike, and their attitudes toward management. Key findings
were that (1) 60 percent of respondents reported feeling crowded on the
cables; (2) 23 percent believed the likelihood of hikers having an accident
is high (though incongruously, only 12 percent believed the likelihood of
them having an accident is high); (3) 79 percent of respondents reported
seeing hikers outside the cables while holding on to the cables, 24 percent
reported seeing hikers outside the cables while not holding on to the cables,
53 percent reported seeing hikers “frozen” on the cables from fear, and 78
percent reported seeing hikers who were unprepared for the hike; (4)
4 percent reported going outside the cables on the ascent, 16 percent on the
descent, and 11 percent on both the ascent and descent; and (5) 71 percent
of those who went outside the cables reported they did so to avoid being
delayed by crowds. In summary, Half Dome hikers tend to feel crowded,
believe accidents can happen (mostly to other hikers), report going outside
the cables occasionally, but seeing others go outside the cables more often,
mostly to cope with crowding.
A third component of the studies involved field technicians walking the
upper stretch of the trail to Half Dome from the top of Nevada Fall to the
subdome, recording the number of hikers they met along the way. On permit
days in 2010, an average of 120 hikers were encountered, while on nonpermit
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days an average of 267 hikers were encountered. These numbers are very high
for a Wilderness area and do not comport well the Wilderness Act’s emphasis
on solitude.
A fourth component of the research program constructed a computerbased simulation model of visitor use on Half Dome. Data collected to
construct the model included hiking times from the Happy Isles Trailhead
in Yosemite Valley to the subdome, travel times to ascend and descend the
cables, time spent on the summit, and behavior on the cables (i.e., whether
hikers remained inside or went outside the cables). The resulting model
is being used for several purposes. For example, the model estimates that
a maximum of 227 hikers per day can be allowed to hike to Half Dome
without exceeding the 30 people-at-one-time figure noted earlier (the point
at which some visitors begin to move outside the cables). Under the current
maximum use level of 400 hikers per day, the model estimates that it would
take 47 minutes to evacuate the summit in case of a lightning storm or other
emergency; under pre-permit use levels of 2008, it’s estimated that it would
take well over an hour. For safety reasons, some have proposed that hikers be
required to use climbing harnesses and “clip on” to the cables in via ferrata
style. (The Italian phrase means “iron way,” referring to cables routes in the
Dolomites.) But this would slow climbing to such a degree that the model
estimates that only 70 hikers could be allowed to do the hike per day without
exceeding the 30 people-at-one-time standard.

“This Page Is Intentionally Left Blank”
The National Park Service has issued several reports that describe ongoing
research, planning, and management efforts for Half Dome. In a sometimes
stiff, bureaucratic style, pages of these documents that for some reason do not
contain any printing (e.g., dividers between chapters) are marked “This Page
Is Intentionally Left Blank.” This is a well-meaning attempt to assure readers
that they’re not missing anything important, but it may well be a metaphor
for the future of Half Dome. Where do we go from here?
	Our national parks are icons of American nature and culture, but they are
historical artifacts as well, the result of decisions made as much as a century
ago. In 1919, very few people visited Yosemite, and the National Park Service
sought ways to entice visitors. As a result, the park now includes more than
100 miles of scenic roads, a golf course, a ski resort, a luxury hotel, and cables
on Half Dome. Installing a third cable (which has been suggested) and then
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maybe a fourth seems out of step with the growing scarcity and more contemporary appreciation of wilderness. When these artificial attractions cross
the line into carnival-like distractions, such as the Yosemite Firefall1 and roads
through giant sequoias, we bring them to a well-deserved end. What shall we
do with the cables on Half Dome? Of course, there’s no shortage of strong
public opinion. One public comment on the current permit system reads,
“Our group has been hiking Half Dome for years never having a problem and
now cannot get permits. This sucks, whoever did this sucks!”
All of this is just one more manifestation of the use versus
preservation issue that is at the heart of the national parks and our tensionfilled relationship with the environment more broadly. The Organic Act of
the National Park Service famously directs that the agency’s purpose is “to
conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects and the wild life
therein and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such manner and by
such means as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations.” In his homey wisdom, Aldo Leopold characterized the situation more
generally as “How can we live on a piece of land without spoiling it?” And
Garrett Hardin, in his influential paper “The Tragedy of the Commons,”2
used Yosemite as an example of common property resources, arguing that
the only way to avert the tragic destruction that comes with the inevitable
trend toward overuse is “mutual coercion, mutually agreed upon.” As we’ve
seen with Half Dome, science—in this case, an impressive program of social
science—can help inform this process by providing objective information on
current and likely future conditions. But decisions on the desired future of
Half Dome will have to address what we want as a society for this iconic place
and what we’re willing to give up to get it.
But what about wilderness and mountains without handrails? Nash takes a
relative, cultural view of wilderness, ultimately concluding that wilderness is
the places people call wilderness. Given the diversity of contemporary society,
this means that wilderness is really a spectrum of areas that might include
Half Dome, but certainly includes most of the rest of Yosemite—95 percent
according to Congress. And this is how the park is managed, its wilderness
The Yosemite Firefall was a nightly spectacle from 1872 to 1968. Embers from a bonfire on
Glacier Point were pushed over the precipice, falling 3,200 feet into Yosemite Valley. To tourists
who watched from below, it resembled a glowing waterfall.
2
Science, 162, no. 3859: 1243–1248 (December 13, 1968).
1
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divided into a series of zones, each offering a more remote, solitary, and
pristine experience as we move farther from the trailheads. To be generous,
we might call Half Dome a “wilderness threshold” zone and be happy that
it beckons and rewards so many hikers, converting many of them in the
process to confirmed wilderness advocates. This is the type of compromise
that’s needed to join preservationists and recreationists into a unified force
for parks and wilderness. But we should also remember the lesson that Sax
offers: most of wilderness should probably be met more on its own terms than
ours. An important corollary is that when we build handrails on mountains,
we create recreation opportunities that may be more like an amusement park
than a national park, and we’d better be ready for the consequences, including
managing these places as intensively as they’re used.

Robert E. Manning is a professor at the University of Vermont, where he teaches
and conducts research on the history, philosophy, and management of parks and
wilderness. He is also director of the university’s Park Studies Laboratory. He
is a member of the Appalachia Committee. His articles “Slackpacking the Colorado Trail” (with Martha Manning) and “Parks or Parking Lots?” appeared in the
Summer/Fall issues of 2008 and 2009.

Reference Note: Joseph L. Sax’s book, Mountains Without Handrails: Reflections
on the National Parks, is still available through its publisher, The University of
Michigan Press.
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Waterman Essay Contest Winners
Editor’s Note: In this, the fourth annual Waterman Fund essay contest, which
Appalachia sponsors jointly with the Waterman Fund, we have chosen two
winners. We judge the contest without knowing who wrote the essays, so after the
vote to split the prize this year, I was delighted to see that both of these writers had
made last-minute debuts in this journal last issue. Bethany Taylor’s campaign to
rename Adams 4, in the White Mountains, after Abigail Adams, passed the U.S.
Geological Survey; she wrote about it for News and Notes. Blair Braverman’s
piece, “Ice and Ashes,” arrived over the transom, so to speak. Both women examine
philosophical questions around wilderness. These questions have concerned Laura
and the late Guy Waterman, after whom the alpine research and education fund
was named.

The Warp and Weft
Bethany Taylor

I

write this from my house in Jackson, feet propped on the
windowsill while the Ellis River rushes below. From here, the sound of
the water is like distant laughter. The confluence of the Ellis and Wildcat
Brook borders my yard. Most days, the presence of the water is as ordinary as
the garage. But other times—better times—the weight of the rivers’ course
leaves me breathless. These rivers first burst open with snowmelt longer years
ago than I can ever know and will continue to do so long after I am gone, the
water eternally rising and falling with the rains and seasons.
	In the rare, crystalline moments when I fully witness forces larger than
myself, chills run down my spine and I recognize life as good and sweet and
full. I find a scrap of this grace in a certain slant of light coming down at
sunset across the alpine zone, jagged rocks the colors of gold and iron. I hear
the same in the thrum of the ocean, crashing new waves in a timeless pattern
across the sands. The clarity of the stars on dark nights slices to the core of
this like a paring knife through an apple. All of these things—either thought
or witnessed—are so ordinary as to be comforting yet so primal as to be sublime. It is in the balance of these moments, when I am at once held in place
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and sprung free from, aware of,
my own limits of being that I feel
most alive. Alive, and blessedly
insignificant. To be aware of all
that is greater than myself, to see
for a moment the enormity of
time, of seasons, and the capacity of the world to beat on, endlessly, as if past and future mean
nothing, this is where I find
what some might call wildness,
what others might call holiness
or beauty or truth. It does not
matter what we call this when
we find it—the sensation goes
deeper than words anyway.
Think, if you will, of your
life as a thread being pulled
through the fabric of time. I do
not know how large the fabric Bethany Taylor. COURTESY OF the author
is. The color of your thread, the
shape of the line you stitch, and who or what might be pulling the thread,
I don’t care much about either. Hold faith in those details as you choose. I
see my thread as long and the stitches perhaps uneven, but I will, always,
eventually pierce through the fabric and pull tight against it, again and again.
The moments when I sense the holy-wildness of the world, and my own
brief presence within it, are the times when my own thread pulls tight, when
I am both joined to and apart from the fabric of time and space. These are
the times I feel most alive, for I begin to sense how limited and precious my
time here truly is.
A friend told me of a poet who gave his wife old bones and bird
skulls as love letters. I can think of few things as sweet. “Life,” the bones say,
“is transient and fragile. We will all decay, but here, here while we are so briefly
alive, you and I are together in this moment of time.” This is almost what
these wild-holy times of beauty say as well. To me, these instances of reckoning with the finite nature of being human, the reality that you’ve got less than
a century here are sweetly galvanizing. Better make the short time here, under
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the stars and along the rivers, amid the forests and atop the mountains, better
make it good. So say the bones and rocks and stars. Listen.
There is no place on earth I find more storied, poetic, or beautiful
than the Crawford Path, above treeline and at sunset. In the right company, it
is all that I might find wild and holy. I’ve been there many times and cannot
get enough of it. Looking towards the sinking summer sun, the mountains
to the west unfold and unfold and the gold light kisses the green of the trees
and turns them purple and blue. I lift up my arms in the evening breeze, over
my head and feel the air on my skin. I hear the ripple of the wind against my
body. It is always, almost, the same—more or less, these are the same winds
that sweep across these mountains, these rocks and plants and occasional
people, every day and have since the rocks were formed in these familiar and
well-loved shapes. The molecules of it all are never the same, of course, but
the patterns, the sweep and flow of air, these are part of a timeless dance. And
just now, just for the moment when I disturb the air and the wind accommodates my movement, I am part of it all. That my disturbance is so small,
that the wind and the rocks and the setting sun and the gold and purple glow
of the moment is so constant and all encompassing, this is enough to remind
me of my insignificance, my mortality, and the wild-holy happenstance of my
own existence. My heartbeat and breath change, and I wish the smile on my
face could stretch as wide as my arms, as wide as the landscape.
	In Thornton Wilder’s play Our Town, his Emily cries out a farewell to the
world that I wish I had the faith to greet each morning with. “Oh earth,”
she says, “you’re too wonderful for anybody to realize you. Do any human
beings ever realize life while they live it?—every, every minute?” “No,” another
character replies. “The saints and poets, maybe—they do some.”
When I watch the sun go down the craggy shoulders of the Presidential
Range, the orange glow running toward the Greens and Adirondacks, I may
come closest to realizing life.
What humbles me is that I used to think that the earth was
only wonderful far from people and paved roads. Wildness was solely the
province of the green areas on maps and only in such isolation could I feel
the threads of being snap taut and awake. My environmentalism, my ethics
and way of being, was never anything but selfish. I wanted, in the marrow
of my bones, to preserve the places—mostly mountaintops and shorelines of
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New England—where I had begun to realize life, where I had first become
conscious of my thread squeezing through the warp and weft of time. I felt
my best self in wild places—the sad and frightened parts of myself melted
away in the face of wildness. I was afraid of that without wild spaces I would
come apart, unstitched like a rag doll.
To hold wildness, I imagined my life going in the way of a hermit-explorer.
I would go farther and deeper and wilder from the mainstream culture that
was choking the rivers and bringing toxic rain to the mountains. So I dreamed
of islands and mountain cabins, longing to pull far and farther away. But I
began to know and know of men and women who died in pursuit of the
same, to feel the wide nets of grief that catch loved ones like minnows and
my longing for isolation tempered. I clung to my familiar landscapes as a life
raft—they would be my wilderness, my only source of wildness. Still believing that the salvation of, if not the world then certainly myself, lay in wildness, I needed and asked everything from these few places. I did not believe
that any sort of true wild beauty could lie outside the boundary lines.
And then, several years ago, far from my beloved and known New England
wilds, I drove through Portland, Oregon. A bridge spanned the Willamette
River and caught the fading sunlight in rusty steel trusses and brown-stained
cement, lit this old industrial structure with the exact key of gold-light as I
find in the mountains of home. Alone in a creaking car and gridlocked in
rush hour traffic, to find beauty at all was as unexpected as a valentine in
August. Let alone for the beautiful thing to be so opposite and foreign to my
ideals of beauty, of wildness. And yet . . . there is my heartbeat and breath
and the tug of a thread, all just as if I were in the mountains. If I could take
my hands off the wheel and stretch toward the bridge, I would. Rather than
the timelessness of the rocks on a trail, I thought of the rivets in the bridge,
of the mortality of tough and fragile men who built the bridge, whose hands
had maneuvered the cranes and placed the beams. I did not know their history, and judging by the red-gold of the rusty bridge, their time passed years
ago. But here I was, seeing the same sun as ever hit the same bridge, and I
felt small and safely lodged in the vast fabric of time and space. How could
I have lived my life, ignoring the chances for beauty and wildness outside of
wild places?
The poet Frank O’Hara’s tombstone reads, “Grace to be born and live
as variously as possible.” I hear those words when I find wildness in strange
corners. I whisper them to remind myself to look. The words, and imagining
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a hand carving the words into a poet’s headstone, are a scrap-smile of wildness
unto themselves.
T. S. Eliot writes,
We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.
The wildness of other places and odder corners does not diminish the
sublimity of my original landscapes. Rather, each time I see the most familiar
places and again find in them both tonic and sanctuary, I also hold small
pieces of the other times and places of wildness in my heart and the pulling of
the thread through time sounds like a symphony, deepened with the wealth
of instruments.
Sometimes I think that if we got rid of all protected land,
all Wildernesses and National Forests and Parks, that might be a good
thing—perhaps we would learn to value all land, rather than lionizing certain geographies while destroying others. And that would be a worthy goal.
A sort of land-use golden rule, do unto this landscape as you would do unto
the land you most love. Perhaps we may grow to that ethos. But, for now, I
see the need and merit for such designations and protections. For all that I
believe with every fiber of my being that there is the possibility of wildness,
of beauty, of sanctity in even the ugliest places, I still hold wilderness and
remote, untrammeled landscapes dear. We need, as a people, space in which
to conduct our explorations. We crave the sublime cliffs and roiling waters
and distant stars to shock us awake, to open our eyes to what has always been
here, what will be here after we are merely bones and dust. In wilderness,
we learn to see wildness, to feel beauty. The trick is to bring those sharpened
senses back from the woods, home to the mundane, and be pierced by wildness into realizing the sublime wonder in every, every minute of our briefly
stitched lives.

Bethany Taylor of Jackson, New Hampshire, earned a master’s degree in environmental studies at the University of Montana.
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The Climber
Knee-deep in snow
before the mountain,
he already feels immortal.

which has been impatient
for him beyond
time, and he smiles

It is not just religious
that the mountain
truly came to him, though

to fulfill it finally,
takes his first step
towards it,

he had to travel
five thousand miles to let it,
but a truth

and shadows of the high
crevices, ice caves,
raw curlicues overhanging the sky

buried in a Book of Hours
written long
before he was born, his name

take the next step
towards him, that brief opening
of all the ages past.

surely scratched
there in a forgotten language,
parchment to be

		

James Doyle

discovered centuries after
he dies. He looks up shyly
at the mountain

James Doyle’s latest book is Bending Under the Yellow Police Tapes (Steel Toe Books,
2007). He has published poems in many journals, including Alaska Quarterly
Review, Cold Mountain Review, The Iowa Review, and Poetry. His piece “Severe
Aunts” was read on National Public Radio by Garrison Keillor in 2004.
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On Being Lost
Blair Braverman

C

olby College, in Maine, sits atop a broad hill that slopes
down into woods on all sides, like a castle moated by a tangled knot of
trees. In my four years at this school, I’ve spent a great deal of time getting
lost in these woods, whose size—only a few square miles, really—suggests
that for most of us, getting lost would be difficult if not impossible. Luckily,
I’m willing to put in the effort. There’s a magic in being lost, and when I set
off for an hour’s or an afternoon’s expedition, I try to cross the boundary into
the unfamiliar. I try to find an instability of place.
	I leave my dormitory and enter the woods along a broad, rutted-dirt
trail. My favorite time to do this is early morning, when the sky is blue and
the branches are dark veins against the white light of the rising sun on the
horizon—or else on overcast mornings, when the whole gray sky seems to
glow above me, smooth with fog or mottled with clouds, and the sun could
be nowhere or everywhere at once. In fact, any time of day will do. I walk
down the trail, feeling the solidity of the earth beneath my sneakers, the
small variations of pebbles or roots. Within a few minutes I begin to pass
animal trails, threads of open space, marked only by a slight parting of bushes,
a crack of greenery less dense than that around it. It is these that I most like
to follow.
	Sometimes there are footprints between the ferns, footprints cloven and
confident, no longer than my thumb. They are even, immaculate, each
pressed into the soil with equal force; my own footprints, on the other
hand, vary from the deep gouge of a landed leap to a gentle disturbance of
twigs, left while I hesitate to look over my shoulder. If I were to walk with
certainty, then my prints would be as the deer’s; as it is, I’ve got no chance in
the world.
Lately I’ve been wondering how animals navigate—if they even realize
they are navigating. When a deer passed along this trail, parting these same
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bushes, was she following a scent, a
feeling, a certain unknowable pull
toward food or water or home?
	I’ve never seen an animal lost,
not outdoors at least. I’ve seen
animals lost indoors, and I know
that even to witness such a thing
is alarming, disconcerting. Last
year, while waiting for a flight at
JFK airport in New York, I saw no
fewer than four plump sparrows
swooping under the domed ceiling. They rode the air in high arcs,
passing over the bowed heads of
men and women holding suitcases
and cell phones. One of the spar- Blair Braverman in the field.
rows kept fluttering against a tall COURTESY OF the author
window, sliding back and forth
against the glass, over and around. It would stop, rest its small feet on the sill
and shiver itself into a perfect light ball; then, after its feathers had smoothed,
it would rise again to fly endlessly against the glass. Two of the other birds were
hopping beneath a row of benches, pecking the ground. One held a worm
in its beak, and I stared at it, stunned, wondering how this perfect anomaly
had occurred, how a bird and worm had both happened into the same
cement-walled room and found each other in time to enact this modest
replica of wildness; then, at the same moment, I understood that the worm
was a French fry.
	I thought, then, that the birds could spend their whole lives in the airport,
could find food and water and simply live there, for years, maybe even die of
old age in that one room.
	In any case, though the deer who made these trails may well have known
its destination, I don’t know mine, and that’s how I want it. I don’t try to lose
my way; instead, I simply let myself follow, follow whims or desires or some
vestigial instinct left long undeveloped and unheeded. I walk. I walk over
roots and down into gullies, walk through the creases of earth worn away by
last year’s snowmelt, walk into and out of clearings. I pluck ticks from my
ankles. I loiter, wallow, rub leaves between my fingers.
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	In the spring, I count fiddleheads as they sprout, admire their elegance
as they push through humus in delicate curls; later, as I pass through a carpet of ferns, I remember how they started out. I lie on my back and look at
the sky, then I lie on my stomach and look at the soil. I have seen squirrels, deer, skunks, groundhogs, and on one occasion, a red fox, who trotted
parallel to my path for several minutes; we stared at each other the whole
time, neither of us changing direction. Then, abruptly, the fox was gone,
ducked and vanished into some unseen cavern, and I understood that it had
come home.
Usually, after an hour or two of wandering, I too begin heading for home.
Unlike the fox, I never beeline; I couldn’t if I tried. I know that if I make my
way uphill, I usually emerge at some point into a field, or near a road I recognize. But I have, at other times, surprised myself, coming out in a location
totally, miraculously unknown. Once, blinking, I stepped out of the woods
and into a groomed backyard, where I was met with three charging poodles.
After a moment’s consideration, I sprinted around the side of the house—
which was generously pillared, with three cars in the driveway—and came
panting into a cul-de-sac, which I traced back to a main road several miles
from campus. Later, when I looked at a map, I discovered that the section of
woods I had emerged from was not, in fact, attached to the section of woods I
had entered several hours before; they were separated by a four-lane highway,
which I had never actually crossed.
Do you understand? I am addicted to such mysteries.
Last summer I worked as a mapmaker for Colby’s Environmental
Studies program. I sat for eight hours a day in a computer lab, staring at a
screen, trying to diagram Maine’s woods and mountains—trying to demystify them. It was technical work. I spent a lot of time typing numbers into
spreadsheets, column after column; it was hard to imagine that data like this
could somehow represent wilderness. But there was, I found, a precise beauty
in the maps’ layers, the speckled lakes and jagged mountains, the lacy coastline, the spider web of roads and rivers. I liked to know where everything
was, to see the relationships between places, the way creeks converged into
streams, and streams into rivers, and the thick mass of forest spread across the
northern half of the state like jam on toast. And to be able to put these maps
together myself, to construct a model representing hundreds of miles—I felt
like I was cupping the whole state between my hands.
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	One morning, as I settled into the lab, my professor came to me in a rush.
That very afternoon, he said, he would be bringing several researchers up into
the mountains to show them a conservation project he was working on, and
that they had helped to fund. He needed a map. Not just any map, but one
made by his own student, in his own lab. He wanted to show them what I
could do. Normally, it took me days, if not weeks, to make a map—he needed
this one in three hours. Could I do it?
	Of course, I told him, already starting to sweat. A map. I could do it. In
three hours? No problem. Relax, I said. I have it under control.
For the rest of the morning, I typed and squinted and cursed, tracked
down data and tried to make sense of it. I painted rivers. I colored the forest.
I shaded the dark sides of mountains. I added a legend, a compass, and a scale
bar, and I signed my name at the bottom: by Blair Braverman, June 2010. The
map, when I finished, was lovely—bright and intricate, detailed enough to be
useful in navigation without sacrificing artistry. I printed five copies—one for
my professor and each of the researchers—then slid them into plastic covers,
knocked on my professor’s door, and handed him the neat stack. He smiled.
My job was done.
That evening I went for a walk in the woods, and I felt a certain
confidence I had never before experienced, an unfamiliar sense of authority.
I know you, I thought to the trees. I had mapped the wilderness. I was on
top of it.
The feeling lasted until the next day, when I met my professor with his
head in his hands. How had the trip with the researchers gone? A disaster, he
said—well no, not quite a disaster, but an embarrassment. He had spoken
so highly of his students, and so proudly of the map I’d made, and yet when
he and the researchers began to search for a certain river that was an integral
part of the conservation effort, they drove in circles for over an hour; they
simply could not make a connection between the map in their hands and the
landscape around them. It wasn’t until late in the afternoon that my professor
realized, in horror, that the river wasn’t on the map. I had simply—forgotten
it. Left it out. How was that possible? My professor didn’t know; I had used
official government data. I looked at the map—but it was so pretty!—and
then out the window, feeling helpless. It was windy outside, and trees waved
their branches, the forest shrinking away toward the horizon.
	I sat down that evening with my map and an atlas, creased flat on the
table, and began to compare the two, segment by segment. Sure enough,
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there was the river in the atlas, and
when I looked at my own map, I
couldn’t even find the place where it
was supposed to be. The only thing
there was a lake—a really big lake.
The lake wasn’t named, and—now,
this was strange—I couldn’t find it
in the atlas. In fact, it seemed to be
directly covering the missing river—
and not just that but the whole area
around it, a dozen or so small towns,
two mountains.
	I stared at the map and atlas with
a feeling of dawning horror. It was
possible, I realized, that I had drowned
half of northern Maine.
Later, I would think that the
amazing thing wasn’t the lake itself,
but
the fact that none of us had
Braverman while lost on a backpacking
trip in Oregon. COURTESY OF THE AUTHOR
noticed it. Not me, not my professor, not even the researchers—we
had all failed to question a lake the size of a Rhode Island puddled in the
middle of the state, a lake none of us had ever heard of. That even as the
researchers searched the map for a certain river, it was easier to acknowledge it as missing than to point out that Hey, so’s the rest of the county!
After all, the data should have been reliable. The computer shouldn’t
have lied.
This was the first time that being lost frightened me.
	I thought of the sparrows in the airport, nesting in the branches of
potted trees, swallowing French fries. I thought about how they could live
their whole lives in that terminal, cocooned in glass and cement, soaring
under metal beams. Did they even realize something was missing? Did I?
A sparrow, I have learned, navigates with the direction of the setting sun,
the angle of the horizon in the distance. A beaver builds its home based on
the flow of water, and measures the seasons not by weeks or months but by
the chill of the air, by the crust of ice that starts at the edges of the pond and
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spreads inwards, a silver ceiling. A bat echolocates, a grasshopper follows the
prevailing winds, a bear lets its nose find the way.
And I pass through a doorway into the bright outside, down a path to the
mouth of the woods. I step off-trail, walk through a crease in the bushes, follow the shadows of mountains cast by a sun 93 million miles away. There’s a
chipmunk on a stump, ignoring me, and a line of ants by my feet. The wind
is still. I take a few turns; I’ve never been here before. At the top of a hill, I
stop to catch my breath and look out at the horizon, over fields and the dark
roofs of a few loose cabins. Far beyond them, in the distance, is the flash of
sunlight on a lake.

Blair Braverman graduated from Colby College in 2011. She is a candidate for an
MFA in the University of Iowa’s Nonfiction Writing Program.
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Crazy!
A writer’s quest to find the golden trout in Montana
Lisa Densmore
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A

s I stared across the near-vertical scree field, I thought
that I needed my head examined. This was by far the most treacherous
test of endurance I had taken, and all for a fish! The entire wall of the steepsided ravine felt as if it were moving. The cardinal rule of climbing, three
points on the rock at all times, seemed a moot point if all three of those
points threatened to roll 1,000 feet into the chasm below. I paused, jealously
watching a mountain goat pick its way expertly up the scree on the opposite
side of the canyon. The large white billy stepped sure-footedly upward,
eventually cresting the ridge and disappearing into the next drainage in the
time it took me to go about 100 feet. I gingerly placed one foot ahead of the
other, testing each step before I trusted my full weight to it, which inevitably
sent a half-dozen grapefruit-sized rocks tumbling toward the ribbon of Milly
Creek far below.
Milly Creek runs clear and cold from Cave Lake, my destination, deep in
the Crazy Mountains in south-central Montana. Day two of this three-day
backpacking trip was waning, yet my partner, Jack Ballard, and I still hadn’t
made it to the lake. It lay eight miles from the trailhead. We had planned
to reach it yesterday. Jack estimated that we had another two miles to go,
which isn’t far on low-elevation trails. Now there was no trail, only an exposed
mountainside of loose rock at 8,000 feet above sea level. We traversed at an
uphill angle, taking care to stay above the cliffs yet not so high that we became
trapped in the ledges above us. The expanse of this landscape made me feel
minuscule and expendable.
We climbed slowly but steadily under our 50-pound packs. At this elevation, two miles seemed to take an eternity, especially when every step triggered a micro-landslide. I stared at Conical Peak (elevation 10,715 feet) at the
end of the valley, one of 23 peaks above 10,000 feet in the Crazies. Cave Lake
apparently lay at the bottom of a cirque on the side of the mountain. I was
dog-tired, hot, and dehydrated. The intense afternoon sun baked the mountainside. My water reservoir had run dry an hour ago.
“I don’t like Cave Lake anymore,” Jack declared. He rested by a scrubby
lone shrub amid this barren alpine land.
“But we haven’t gotten there yet,” I said, carefully lowering my pack onto
the rocks, happy for the chance to air out my sweaty back. I had started hating Cave Lake just before lunch.
To reach Cave Lake, Lisa Densmore, left, and her companion, Jack Ballard, had to
traverse a scree-covered mountainside. JACK BALLARD
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“Exactly,” said Jack, “This is probably the worst alpine destination that I
like to go to.”
Jack had made the arduous journey twice before. He still claimed the
sweetness of place greatly outweighed the effort to get there. I think it
more a case of the human brain’s natural suppression of pain over time. Jack
hadn’t remembered how challenging this route was. He had only remembered
the reward: the chance to hook a rare golden trout in one of the most pristine
lakes in the Rocky Mountains.
Cave Lake is among a dwindling number of places where golden
trout swim. They survive only in the cold, clear water of the most remote
alpine streams and tarns in the Sierra Nevada and the Rocky Mountains.
They do not tolerate warm water or a disturbed environment. Golden
trout’s presence indicates water purity because they quickly disappear from
places of excessive human intrusion, domestic animals, farming, and lakes
where other trout swim. Brown trout eat them. Brook trout out-compete
them for food, and rainbow trout and cutthroat trout interbreed with them.
	Of the 50 lakes in Montana that once harbored populations of golden
trout, only 14 still support the species. All of these 14 lakes lie at least five
miles from a road. Adding to the challenge, the opportunity to catch them
is short, about six weeks per year, when these high-elevation tarns are free of
ice. Golden trout may be small—typically 6 to 12 inches long—but earning
the chance to cast a line into a lake filled with them is the angling equivalent
of striking a precious mother lode of real gold. And one does have to work
for it.
A few weeks earlier, we hiked 11 miles round-trip to Sylvan Lake in the
Beartooth Mountains where I caught my first golden trout. Like a prospector
on his first claim, I was hooked on gold. I had never seen a more beautiful
freshwater fish, gold-hued for sure but with large dark spots, an olive back,
and a cranberry-red stripe down each side. But our time to fish in Sylvan Lake
had been brief because of the long day hike to reach it.
Trekking to Cave Lake sounded good from the comfort of our living room
staring at a topographical map of the Crazy Mountains. Though half of the
route was off-trail, Jack seemed confident we could cover the roughly eight
miles to the lake in a day, then fish for a day, then hike out the third morning.
To me, an avid backpacker and angler, the trip sounded wonderfully romantic:
I would camp by a remote mountain tarn with my handsome sweetheart and
cast for one of the most winsome fish in the freshwater world.
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Golden trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss aguabonita) are technically a subspecies
of rainbow trout. California’s state fish, goldens are native to the Kern Plateau
in the southern Sierra Nevada. Isolated in this hanging valley, they evolved
there over a period of 100,000 years. Though American Indians were likely
the first humans to see golden trout, the first Europeans to discover them
were early prospectors, loggers, and shepherds who traveled by chance to the
Kern River area during the 1800s. Enamored with the color and spunk of

Lisa Densmore admires a golden trout she has just caught in Sylvan Lake. These elusive
fish live only in remote lakes with no contaminants. JACK BALLARD
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these mountain fish, a few of these early explorers soon distributed goldens in
other lakes and rivers in the Sierra Nevada, carrying a dozen or so at a time in
coffee pots and other simple containers.
At first, the fish flourished, but by 1900, golden trout populations were
in serious decline. Overgrazing by sheep and cattle and nonnative species of
trout disrupted the fragile ecosystems in which goldens finned. By 1978, as
goldens neared extinction, the federal government created the 303,000-acre
Golden Trout Wilderness to help revitalize their native habitat. Today, only
ten miles of water in the Kern region contain pure golden trout, but the breed
also survives in several other isolated bodies of water in the western United
States, including Sylvan Lake and Cave Lake in Montana.
According to the oft-cited 1984 government report, The History and
Present Status of Golden Trout in Montana, by Patrick E. Marcuson (State of
Montana, Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks), a fisheries biologist for
the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, the U.S. Bureau of
Fisheries transported 600 golden trout eggs from California to a hatchery
near Bozeman, Montana, in 1907. Though records are vague, Marcuson
believes that additional eggs arrived in Montana until 1939, when California
imposed an embargo on their export. The year before the embargo, Sylvan
Lake received its first stocking. When California resumed egg shipments in
the 1950s, additional golden trout were added periodically to Sylvan Lake,
where they thrived. Since the 1950s, Sylvan Lake has supplied the brood stock
for other Montanan tarns, with the stockings usually accomplished from
the air.
Cave Lake was one such recipient. A fisherman pulled the Montana state
record golden trout, weighing 5.4 pounds, from Cave Lake in 2000. A fivepounder isn’t huge by trout standards, but considering these fish have only
about ten weeks per year without ice over their heads, the record-breaker was
one grand fish!
Golden trout feed on a variety of aquatic insects that hatch off the water,
as well on as terrestrial invertebrates, such as grasshoppers, that accidentally
fall into it. Anglers consider a one-pound fish a noteworthy prize. The trout
I pulled from Sylvan Lake was about that size and a feisty fighter. That’s
when Jack suggested that we backpack through the Crazy Mountains into
Cave Lake.
An isolated range that straddles Gallatin and Lewis and Clark national
forests, the Crazy Mountains extend for 40 miles between the Musselshell
and Yellowstone rivers, northwest of Big Timber. As a result of their
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location on the leeward side of the Continental Divide, they are more arid
and less forested than many other mountain ranges in Montana, and less
visited. Surrounded almost entirely by private land, access into the Crazies is
limited especially from the south and east, where the highest peaks rise.
Though mostly roadless, the government has not classified the Crazies as
Wilderness; they are therefore vulnerable to human exploitation, particularly
for natural gas and mineral extraction. Several efforts by conservation
groups to gain protection of the interior of the range have failed in the past,
complicated by the patchwork of land ownership. When I learned of this,
my desire to see pristine Cave Lake and its golden trout increased. At some
unknown point in the future, the opportunity might cease given this species’
intolerance for disruption. The difficulty of the situation hit home on the first
day of our expedition to Cave Lake.
Like other parts of Montana, the approach to the Crazy Mountains is a
checkerboard with private owners effectively having private access to public
sections of land because the public quadrants are not by a public road. One
of the only ways to access the Crazy Mountains is on a right of way through a
private guest ranch. It’s a challenge to find it. We had to park outside a specific
gate, walk to the main ranch house to sign in, then follow a poorly marked
footpath through several pastures. Once through the ranch land, the route
followed Sweet Grass Creek, passing through several gates, each a boundary
between public and private land.
We had a late start but covered the first three and a half miles in a quick
one and a half hours. Though it was tough to tell the footpath from the many
cow paths, the direction was obvious. To the west, we could see the bottom of
the deep, narrow Milly Creek drainage at the end of the valley.
The ranchland ended at a clearing known as Eagle Park. From there, we
followed Sweet Grass Creek, the main waterway into which the mountain
streams in this part of the Crazy Mountains, including Milly Creek, flow.
Spruce moths flitted around their namesake trees chased by a ruby-throated
kinglet. Now, in early August, Sweet Grass Creek looked like an average
brook, though it was obvious by the broad, rocky swath on either side that it
swelled to an impressive hundred yards wide in the spring.
Though there was no official trail, horses and cattle had trodden a narrow path. The footing remained reasonable until we reached the crossing for
Sweet Grass Creek. My legs instantly turned scarlet after three slippery steps
in the chill water, but the spot was too picturesque to leave without a few
photos. The ford was just below the mouth of a narrow gorge. I imagined the
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Deep in the Crazy Mountains, eight miles from a road, Cave Lake is nestled in
a cirque. LISA DENSMORE

powerful torrent that must have funneled through the gorge only a couple of
months earlier.
An hour later, we were still by Sweet Grass Creek with the shadows from
the surrounding mountains drawing closer. We decided to halt for the day
rather than try to make it to Cave Lake, which was still four miles away as
the crow flies. The rest of route would be rugged and off-trail. Once on the
scree, there would be no place to camp. And straying off-course could prove
extremely dangerous among the ledges and cliffs. We thought it best to be
prudent even though we were in the Crazy Mountains.
The Crazy Mountains were originally known as the Crazy Woman
Mountains. Captured in the popular 1972 film, Jeremiah Johnson, the story
goes that a pioneer woman went insane here after her family died. This is
a western translation from the Crow Indian language. The Crows, who
hunted in the Crazy Mountains long before European settlers arrived, called
them the Blue Bird Mountains. In the mid-1850s, Crow Chief Plenty Coups
had a vision atop Crazy Peak—at 11,214 feet, the highest in the range—
that told him how to lead his people. When the Crow tried to describe this
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vision to early explorers, they misinterpreted “vision” to mean “crazy.” As we
labored on the loose rocks, I thought I would go crazy if we didn’t arrive soon
at Cave Lake.
The morning had started normally enough. Shouldering our packs,
we climbed through a forest of moss-bearded trees. We saw evidence of
moose among the monarda, harebells, and yarrow as we scrambled over an
inconvenient blowdown, soon gaining an open steppe. Looking at the
massive peaks and high rocky ridges above us, I felt the expanse of the area
for the first time.
We passed a rock cairn, the first of many random cairns built hastily by
prior backcountry travelers to Cave Lake who wanted to remember the route
on their return. Despite the markers, they probably didn’t travel the exact
way twice. It was impossible to properly mark the route yet still make timely
progress. The cairns merely confirmed that someone had passed that way
before. I trusted my map and GPS more than those rock piles.
We dropped off the steppe and headed toward the mouth of the canyon
from which Milly Creek flowed. I could hear, roaring below us, the creek we
needed to cross. We could do this at only one spot. No wading this time.
The crossing required a three-foot jump, from one rock to another, across the
fast-moving creek before it headed into steep-sided chasm. Even if Cave Lake
were free of ice, Milly Creek would prove an impassable barrier before July 4
or after a heavy rain.
As the timber above the steppe thinned, Milly Creek’s roar became a distant whisper far below us. Waterfalls, a thousand feet tall but only a few feet
wide, cascaded down the opposite side of the canyon. Soon the trees gave way
to the cursed scree. I crested a rib of the mountain, exhausted and wondering
how much farther I could go before succumbing to an unwanted Crow vision
of my own, when I came to a thick patch of alpine lupine alongside a fast
tumbling stream. Water! It was so cold it made my teeth ache, but so sweet! I
felt rejuvenated, and we had reached the end of the sidehill rubble.
An alpine garden greeted us on the other side of the stream. We walked
through the asters, paintbrush, fireweed, and goldenrod. Bluebells nodded in
the sun and alpine daisies smiled warmly at us from their boggy mounds. We
stepped over dozens of foot-wide tributaries, each snaking their way through
the colorful wildflowers toward upper Milly Creek. This was an alpine Eden
compared with the hell we had just traversed. It occurred to me that we trod
on a fragile alpine bog, but there was no trail or durable surface to walk on. In
New England, where I had gained most of my mountain experience, walking
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Jack Ballard attempts to hook a golden trout in Cave Lake.

LISA DENSMORE

here was akin to a cardinal sin. I consoled myself with the fact that in one
year, perhaps eight people would come this way.
The large cirque promised to encircle us just ahead, though ominous clouds
were quickly obscuring the top of the mountain. We waded around the edge of
a small pond that Jack dubbed the “nursery,” making our way to the main lake
just above.
Fish rose, nabbing the small bugs that floated off the glassy surface.
Golden trout!
A staircase of large boulders speckled with orange roe separated the main
lake from the nursery. Golden trout typically spawn at ice-out near the outlet
of their resident lakes when the water temperature creeps above 44 degrees.
At Cave Lake, elevation 8,645 feet and sheltered by Conical Peak, the spawn
was apparently still going on in August.
	Summer here brings no guarantee of fair weather. A few drops of rain
began to fall as we quickly set up our tent. Within moments of crawling
inside, claps of thunder and powerful gusts of wind rattled our flimsy shelter
as lightning snaked across the summit of Conical Peak. I shuddered briefly at
the violence of the storm, then fell asleep, exhausted and not caring whether
a bolt of lightning found our tent or not.
When I awoke in the morning, the weather still brooded, but the rain
had stopped. After breakfast, we assembled a fly rod then walked to the edge
of Cave Lake. The lake was a 40-acre mirror with Conical Peak perfectly
reflected in the water. It was chilly. Patches of snow lingered on the large glacial moraine that blanketed a third of the great cirque like a pale nubby veil.
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It was grand yet peaceful, one of nature’s amphitheaters waiting for the next
act to begin. Undoubtedly, a lot of backstage action hid from Jack and me,
as the annual cycle of life in this fragile ecosystem must be completed during the lake’s brief thaw. If the heavy frost coating our tent and the tingling
of my cold toes were any indication, winter would return soon to this
majestic place.
All trace of the previous evening’s storm had vanished, but a wedge of
mackerel clouds forecast another mountain gale later that day. I was anxious
to pack up camp and get through the scree field with a buffer of time. For me,
the challenge of the route trumped the chance to catch golden trout, but Jack
was anxious to hook a fish.
	I followed him for a while with my camera as he worked his way along
the bouldery shore, casting for unseen fish in the crystal clear water. Without
any fish to photograph, my attention wandered to a tuft of Merten’s mountain heather, a white alpine flower endemic to the northern Rockies and the
Cascade Mountains. As I focused on the tiny bells at my feet, Jack worked his
way away from me along the lakeshore.
“Get over here, quick!” Jack suddenly shouted, “I got one!” The tip of
his bent rod wiggled erratically as he tried to keep his line from going slack.
Cave Lake still harbored large, healthy golden trout.
“Quick” is a relative speed when navigating 70 yards of large rocks. As
I leapt from rock to rock, taking care not to slip or sprain an ankle, I heard
Jack groan.
“Lost it.”
We spent the next hour trying to catch another but had no luck, not even
on the nursery pond, though fish still rose here and there on its calm surface.
As we began the journey back to civilization, Jack was already planning our
next expedition to Cave Lake. His attraction to golden trout was even stronger than mine. I knew we would be back. I only hoped the human brain
would pull its usual trick, allowing me to forget the pain and luring me back
for the rare golden reward.

Professional writer and photographer Lisa Densmore is a longtime member of
the Appalachian Mountain Club and a frequent speaker at the AMC Pinkham
Notch Visitor Center. Her latest book is Best Easy Day Hikes Adirondacks (FalconGuides, 2011).
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The Beat Generation
in the Mountains
After the famous San Francisco reading,
fire lookouts became literary sites
Ron Dart
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A braid of circumstances ties the Beat Generation to the North Cascades. In the
early 1950s, a weary America turned its attention to getting ahead after enduring
the Depression and WWII—and in that era of the man in the gray flannel suit,
a group of literary rebels hit the road and the trail. While the Lost Generation
found its refuge and inspiration in Paris, the Beats found their safe harbour in
the North Cascades as well as in San Francisco’s North Beach.
				
—James Martin, North Cascades Crest:
	Notes and Images from America’s Alps (Sasquatch Books, 1999)

O

n October 7, 1955, the poet Kenneth Rexroth orchestrated
the most famous Beat Generation poetry reading in history, one that
joined Columbia-educated, Greenwich Village Beat writers—Allen Ginsberg and Jack Kerouac—with the ecologically minded “mountain Beats” of
the West—Philip Whalen and Gary Snyder—at San Francisco’s Six Gallery.
That night Ginsberg read his poem “Howl” for the first time in public. But
for Kerouac, Whalen, and Snyder, a Western landscape far from that gallery
touched their work deeply.
	Snyder and Whalen had lived in fire lookouts on Sauk, Sourdough, and
Crater mountains in the North Cascades just a few years before, and Kerouac
spent his first summer in the range the summer after the Six Gallery reading,
when he worked as a lookout on Desolation Peak. Kerouac’s experience in
that job so lingered in his mind that he wrote about it in four of his books.
Ginsberg also visited the North Cascades, making two trips with Snyder in
1956 and 1965.
These are the facts of the Beats’ journeys to the ancient rock spires and
ice fields of the North Cascades. There is no doubt that they influenced the
emerging literary and political vision of this new generation of American
writers. The lookout sites, perched high on rock rims, knobs, and citadels of
ages, became literary sites to develop spiritual and cultural insights. There,
the Beat writers retreated to reclaim more meditative lives. They felt that
the North Cascades were like the mountains in China where their Chinese
mountain sage, Han-Shan, spent his meditative days.
Kenneth Rexroth (1905–1982) was the elder and dean of the West Coast
mountain Beats. He fondly tells the tale of his North Cascade days in his

This lonely site in the North Cascades inspired four of Jack Kerouac's books.

KEVIN MILLEr
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accessible autobiography, An Autobiographical Novel (Doubleday, 1966).
Rexroth had traveled across much of the United States in 1924, that summer
when he helped build a shelter in the Cascades, hiked, opened trails with saw
and ax, and had many an adventure. His rambles included a climb of Glacier
Peak, west of Lake Chelan, and an amble up the Skagit Valley to Canada. His
mountain enthusiasm could not be missed. “I got back probably the happiest
boy who ever lived.” And he recalled, “I tried to arrange my itinerary so that
I’d have a peak to climb every evening after work”. The sights he took in from
the precarious perch where he joined the group building McGregor Lookout
were worthy of the poet’s soul and eye.
Although Rexroth later parted ways with the Beats, he was their mentor
and patriarch and a pioneer in the West Coast literary movements from the
1930s to the 1950s. He wove together, on a delicate tapestry, the threads of
Eastern and Western mysticism, poetry, politics, ecological awareness, and
even publishing.
His influence on the younger Snyder was very clear. Snyder lived as a
lookout in the North Cascades at Crater Mountain in 1952 and on Sourdough
Mountain in 1953, but the “high summer of the great fear” dominated 1954.
Joseph McCarthy was baiting “Reds,” and Snyder’s leftist and anarchist affinities ran counter to McCarthy’s ideological commitments. Snyder could not
get a job in the North Cascades because some thought he might be a national
security threat. Snyder had more than demonstrated his competence in the
mountains as a lookout in 1952 and 1953, but other factors were at work in
keeping him from high mountain lookout life.
	Snyder, like Rexroth, was in the midst of synthesizing a new vision for post–
World War II America: poetry, politics, Buddhism, ecological attentiveness,
and mountain metaphors. The 1950s were the years when the Beats were quietly
putting down roots that would give birth, in the 1960s, to the counterculture.
In the North Cascades, the silent and listening years formed and forged their
souls. It is almost impossible to miss the centrality of mountains in Snyder’s
prose, poetry, and translations. The publication of Snyder classics from the
1950s such as Cold Mountain Poems (A. Schiller, 1968), Riprap (Origin Press,
1959), and Myths and Texts (New Directions, 1978) signaled a literary way that
was grounded in mountains and the transformative myth of mountains.
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Questioning a Frantic Life
I attended a reading of Snyder’s Danger on Peaks (Shoemaker & Hoard) in
2004 in the North Cascades area, and almost 1,000 people turned out for
the evening. In fact, many had to be turned away. I was quite fortunate at
the reading to get a signed copy of Danger on Peaks and a photograph taken
with Snyder. The theme of mountains, though, was ever present in Danger
on Peaks as it was in such publications as Mountains and Rivers Without End
(Counterpoint, 1997), Look Out: A Selection of Writings (New Directions,
2002), and the hefty tome, The Gary Snyder Reader (Counterpoint, 1999).
Snyder, of course, has traveled, in both a literal and literary sense, beyond the
North Cascades, but, again and again, there is a circling back to the glacierthick rock sentinels of the Cascades.
	Snyder met Philip Whalen (1923–2002) in 1952. Whalen was never as
active in the mountains as Snyder or Rexroth, but Whalen spent a few years
there. He lived as a lookout at Sauk Mountain in the North Cascades from
1953 to 1955. I have been to Sauk many times, and the old lookout is no longer
visible. It’s an easy perch to reach, and from this pleasant spot Whalen began
to synthesize his interest in poetry, Zen Buddhism, mountain metaphors,
and an ecological sensibility. Life in the lookouts for Snyder and Whalen was
about looking out for changes in American society. Distance from the valley
was needed for better seeing, and Whalen and Snyder saw much in the fastmoving and driven ethos of the time. Did they want such a frantic existence?
The North Cascade Beats were very much charting a new path worthy of a life
trek in the 1950s. Continuous Flame: A Tribute to Philip Whalen (Fish Drum,
2004) is a fine eulogy to Whalen’s role in pointing the way to a spirituality
that is deeply meditative and poetically probing.
Most know Jack Kerouac (1922–1969) as the “king of the Beats.” The
publication of On the Road (Viking) in 1956 drove the shy and introverted
Kerouac to the center of literary life in the 1950s. Kerouac was an East Coast
urban boy, but in 1955, he met Rexroth, Snyder, Whalen, and many others at
the Six Gallery reading in San Francisco. Kerouac, like Rexroth, Snyder, and
Whalen, was on a conscious spiritual and literary search, and he found part
of his answer in the mountains. Kerouac was hired as a lookout at Desolation
Peak in the North Cascades in the summer of 1956. He had high hopes of
what the experience of more than two months alone on a rock knoll would
do for him on his journey. Kerouac, like Rexroth, had pronounced Roman
Catholic sympathies and leanings, but both men were also interested in the
Eastern traditions and Buddhism. Both men were quite aware of the work of
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Ron Dart on the steps of the Desolation Peak fire lookout cabin where Jack Kerouac was
stationed in 1956. KEVIN MILLER

Thomas Merton, and the way, as a Christian monk, Merton used the image of
mountains as a dominant metaphor in his journey. (Snyder and Whalen, conversely, tended to be much less interested in the relationship between West
and East.)

Kerouc’s Lonely Time on Desolation
Kerouac’s lengthy sojourn as a lookout on Desolation Peak had a profound
impact on his life. Desolation Peak is on the north end of Ross Lake just as
Snyder’s Sourdough lookout is on the south end of Ross Lake. The sheer
aloneness as a lookout combined with the silence and rock turrets in all
directions does work its way into the inner life. Kerouac wrote poignantly
and graphically about his time on Desolation in four books: Dharma Bums
(Viking, 1958), Lonesome Traveler (Grove Press, 1960), Desolation Angels
(G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1965), and Book of Blues (Penguin, 1995). Snyder is
immortalized in Dharma Bums as Japhy Ryder just as Mount Hozomeen
(whose split knife edge broods over the North Cascades and gazes down
on Desolation Peak) is never far from Kerouac’s imagination and writing.
Kerouac lacked the inner discipline of Rexroth, Snyder, and Whalen, and this
partially explains his short life and tragic death, but there can be no doubt
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that the North Cascades touched a deep chord within him that would not be
still or silent. The opening line of Desolation Angels, which takes up more than
a page, is descriptively apt and insightful:
Those afternoons, those lazy afternoons, when I used to sit, or lie down, on
Desolation Peak, sometimes on the alpine grass, hundreds of miles of snow
covered rock all around, looming Mount Hozomeen on my north, vast snowy
Jack to the south, the encharmed picture of the lake below to the west and
the snowy hump of Mt. Baker beyond, and to the east the rilled and ridged
monstrosities humping to the Cascade Ridge . . . stark naked rock, pinnacles
and thousand feet high protruding from hunch muscles another thousand feet
high protruding from immense timbered shoulders.

I was fortunate to climb the fang-like upper peaks of Hozomeen in 1975, and
I have led many a trip to Kerouac’s lookout shrine on Desolation Peak. Kerouac brought to a close the final few lines in Chapter 22 of The Dharma Bums
with this celebration of Hozomeen:
Hozomeen, Hozomeen, the most beautiful mountain I ever seen, and the
most beautiful as soon as I got to know it and saw the Northern Lights behind
it reflecting all the ice of the North Pole from the other side of the world.

	Sadly so, Kerouac’s descent from the upper knoll and mountain ridge of
Desolation Peak to the demands of valley wreaked havoc with his soul. The
tragic descent is well recounted in Desolation Angels.
The North Cascades—mysterious or even obscure to many who read the
Beats—played an essential role in the emerging Beat generation. Rexroth,
Snyder, Whalen, and Kerouac were all indebted, for different reasons, to the
white-clad summits, rocky gorges, and guardians of ages past. The merging of
Eastern and Western spirituality, poetry, prose and politics, ecological awareness, and the mountain as a mystical metaphor, happened to the Beats in the
North Cascades in the 1950s.

Ron Dart lives in Abbotsford, British Columbia, in the Canadian Cascade Mountains, just over the border from where the Beats spent time in the North Cascades.
He has taught in the Department of Political Science/Philosophy/Religious Studies
at University of the Fraser Valley since 1990.
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Somebody Should Build a
Bridge Over This River
A young trail crew’s feat, 1953
Douglas W. Rankin
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I

would like to share with you the culminating adventure
of my youth: the building of a 36-foot, 4-inch cable suspension bridge
over the West Branch of the Peabody River, which drains the Great Gulf,
a massive glacial cirque on the north side of Mount Washington, deep in
New Hampshire’s White Mountains. It was 1953, I was 21 years old, and in
the final of five seasons on the Appalachian Mountain Club trail crew. None
of us had prior experience in bridge construction. In those unreconstructed
days, the crew consisted of about ten high school or college-age males. From
our base in Whitefield, we worked ten six-day weeks, most of them in the
White Mountains. The Appalachian Mountain Club had made patrolling
and “standardizing” trails a priority since the early 1920s.1 We also were
responsible for the upkeep of shelters, toilets, can pits (this was pre–“carry in,
carry out” policy), ladders, and bridges—which from time to time involved a
major construction project. It is the last that led to this tale.
The adventure began on June 27, 1951, near the beginning of my third year
on the crew. First-year man Bill Peterson and I patrolled down the Osgood
Trail after a night at Madison Spring Hut. We were returning to meet the
rest of our work crew at our camp on the Bluff. We dropped our gear at the
camp, and I set off alone to patrol the Madison Gulf cutoff and Madison Gulf
Trail down to the West Branch. There, I discovered that the southern half of
the Great Gulf Bridge was gone—washed out. I was dumbfounded. While
returning to the Bluff, I ran into the rest of the work crew, told them of the
disaster, and we all went down to gawk. Clearly, the repair would be a major
undertaking. We knew that we could not do it that summer.
As we stood there looking at and talking about the washout, it began to
sink in that, should I return the following summer as trail master, rebuilding the bridge might be my responsibility. I definitely had conflicted feelings
about the challenge versus the uncertainty of success.
	Our 1951 crew was small—only eight full-time members. We already
had our hands full cleaning up after the November 1950 Great Appalachian
Storm, a large extratropical cyclone that probably had wiped out the Great
Gulf Bridge. We did not come close to finishing the cleanup that year but
For further reflections on trail work and the trail crews of the 1950s, see Doug Mayer and
Rebecca Oreskes, “Mountain Voices: Ben English, Jr.,” Appalachia, vol. 62, no. 1: 46–62.

1

Week four: Douglas W. Rankin adjusts vertical tie bars on the cable suspension bridge
he and a handful of young workers were building near Mount Washington. COURTESY OF
DOUGLAS W. RANKIN
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did so in 1952 directed by Howard M. Goff, councillor of trails. Summer 1952
brought more bad news. A rock slide on the headwall of Huntington Ravine
had wiped out part of the trail. The front supporting log for the ridgepole of
the large Great Gulf shelter (at an elevation of 3,250 feet and built in 1927)
had broken. The front of the roof and poop deck had collapsed. We put off
any thoughts of bridge construction until the summer of 1953.
	In fall 1952, new Councillor of Trails Allen B. Folger set the rebuilding
of the Great Gulf Bridge as a priority for 1953. I faced a dilemma. I had
just completed four wonderful years on the trail crew but knew that, for my
career, I should seek geological work the next summer. The challenge of the
Great Gulf Bridge won.
The question of how to go about building trail bridges had concerned
the AMC for a long time. In 1932, Councillor of Trails Harland Sisk wrote
in an article on trail bridges in Appalachia (vol. 19, no. 2, 279–287), “It was
agreed that our regular trail crew, made up of college students, was not
sufficiently skilled to undertake any serious bridge-building projects. Local
men, experienced in various kinds of outdoor carpentry, seemed best suited.”
I was not aware of this statement until the summer of 2010. As far as I knew
in 1952, the trail crew had not constructed a major bridge since before the
Great Hurricane of 1938.

Seeking Help
The old log bridge, which I have guessed was built in the 1930s, had consisted
of two spans with a total length of about 90 feet. The easiest approach to
rebuilding it would be to hire someone with construction and woods experience to do the job with the trail crew’s support. Over the winter, I approached
the then Brown Paper Company of Berlin, New Hampshire, for help in finding such a person. Nothing worked out, but I did get a nice tour of the mill in
Cascade. I next sought the advice of Joe Dodge, the huts manager at Pinkham
Notch. One person he suggested was not available; Joe recommended that we
look for another site either upstream or downstream. He pushed the idea of a
cable suspension bridge rather than a log bridge. On June 20, 1953, Al Folger
and I visited the bridge to consider just that. We eventually settled on a site
about 400 feet downstream from the old bridge that would require a much
shorter span and thus make a suspension bridge feasible.
	Our major concern was a large boulder in the middle of the river that
might direct debris into the bridge during high water or the spring ice-out.
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The 1953 trail crew at Hutton Lodge, Whitefield, New Hampshire, August 22. Left to
right, rear: Watts, Sessions, Scott, Bender, Nichols, Beauchamp. Front: Orosz, Jenkins,
Rankin, Hayes. COURTESY OF DOUGLAS W. RANKIN

The new site also would require a new network of trails. We were now into
the 1953 season. It was increasingly clear that if a bridge were to be built, we
had to get on with it, and there didn’t seem to be any alternative but to do
it ourselves, with the crew we had. We were fortunate that Robert B. Watts
of Nutley, New Jersey, would return for his second year. He was levelheaded,
practical, confident, and at home with tools. He became my bridge partner
and without him, I’m not sure we could have done it.
Besides Bob, age 18, the 1953 trail crew (and their ages if known) included
Joe Orosz of Watertown, Massachusetts, third-year man, age 20; David
Hayes of Melrose, Massachusetts, second-year man, age 17; Dobie Jenkins
of Tuscaloosa, Alabama, second-year man, age 16; Charlie Beauchamp
of Tuscaloosa, Alabama, first-year man, age 17; Phil Bender of West Newbury,
Massachusetts, first-year man; Joel Nichols of West Newbury, Massachusetts,
first-year man; Bob Scott of Tuscaloosa, Alabama, first-year man, age 16; and
Don Sessions of Brookline, Massachusetts, first-year man, age 19.
The weekly bridge work party varied in size from five to two; everyone
worked for at least a week except for Joe and Dobie, who were needed to lead
other work parties on our normal trail work. We also benefited from a week’s
work each by two former trail crew members—Old Trail Crewmen—and
even some work on the bridge from Joe’s donk skinners.2
Between 1930 and 1965, donkeys transported supplies in the White Mountains. The donkey
drivers were called donk skinners.
2
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An earlier Great Gulf Bridge, photographed as it looked in the 1920s.
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There remained the problem of the bridge design. What does a 21-yearold, even one skilled with using an ax and crosscut saw (no chain saws then),
know about building cable suspension bridges? Finally, on July 2, I asked my
engineer father, Carl S. Rankin, if he thought he could design the bridge. My
parents were up north from Newark, Delaware, vacationing at Lake Fairlee,
Vermont. (This was the home base from which my family introduced me to
the White Mountains when I was 5.) Dad agreed to drive over on July 4 with
my older brother, Bruce, to meet me and Al Folger and look at the site. Dad
agreed that the site was reasonable and volunteered his services to produce
a plan.
During dinner at Pinkham Notch that evening, I saw Mary Backus,
who was working for her second summer on the Pinkham crew, for the first
time of the summer. Her father, Dana Backus, had been on the AMC trail
crew in 1923, 1924, and 1926. Because of the proximity of the bridge site to
Pinkham, I saw Mary numerous times during the summer. We were married
on September 4, 1956, but that is another story. Both of our daughters worked
in the huts.
Dad made a second trip to the river crossing on July 8. He strung lines
across the river and made some more measurements, establishing our final
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span of 36 feet, 4 inches. Robert Sturgeon, an older blacksmith in Berlin,
agreed to make the ironware for the bridge including bull drills. Dad’s very
professional draft of the bridge and his bill of material are dated July 15, 1953;
these became our bible for the rest of the summer. I still have the tattered,
faded drawing.
The bridge would be a cable suspension bridge between two gigantic boulders on opposite sides of the West Branch. Four steel rods, each sunk 12
inches into the boulders, would support the cables, which would be anchored
to bolts sunk into the back sides of these or other boulders. The footway
was 2 feet, 6 inches wide. The north boulder was embedded in the abrupt
riverbank. The south boulder sat at the edge of the bouldery riverbed and was
separated from the abrupt south bank by a small floodplain. Because the top
of the south boulder was lower than that of the north boulder, we would
have to build a 4-foot stone-and-mortar pier on top of the south boulder.
To span the south flood plain we planned to construct a two-span log
bridge, about 30 feet long, held up in the middle by a pier of log cribbing
filled with rocks.

Hiking In
We began construction on Saturday, July 18, at the beginning of our work
season’s fifth week. We would pack out, leaving behind a finished, shiny, new
bridge on Tuesday, September 1. On our starting day, we had a site, a drafted
design, a bill of material, a work crew, and an unexpected bonus. Through
a friend of Joe Orosz’s father in Watertown, we were offered 300 feet of
used 5/8-inch elevator cable from Otis Elevator Company, free except for
the postage. Things moved fairly quickly despite our steep learning curve.
During the first couple of days, we bought lumber, hardware, and tools at
Fournier’s Hardware store in Whitefield, picked up sand in Dalton, and
ordered the ironware from Robert Sturgeon in Berlin. We marked and sawed
the lumber to proper lengths, sanded the railing pieces, and then transported
the whole lot to a gravel pit at the 2-mile mark on the Mount Washington
Carriage Road.3
We reached the bridge site via the Madison Gulf Trail from the 2-mile
mark down to the West Branch. This 2-mile, mostly gently downhill,
Officially, the road to the Mount Washington summit was renamed the Mount Washington
Auto Road in 1911, but people called it the Carriage Road for many years.
3
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root-infested stretch that included two small sharp stream valleys became
ingrained in our memories over the summer. On Monday, July 20, the first
day we packed material in to the bridge site, Charlie Beauchamp discovered
a yellow jacket nest among the roots of the north bank of the first stream
crossing. Several of them nailed Charlie, who had stepped on the nest and
was then temporarily trapped there when the long pry bar on his packboard caught on an overhanging branch. This nest would bug us throughout
the project.
We set up our five-person Baker tent on an uneven, slightly tilted piece
of ground immediately adjacent to and upriver from the large boulder that
would be the north pier of the bridge. This was to be a long-term camp, so
we dug holes for a can pit and found an elevated rock ledge with a superior
view (but invisible from the work site and trails) for the crapper. We built
our cooking fireplace on the coarse river gravel below the tent and set up our
refrigerator pot adjacent to the fireplace, braced among rocks in the river.
In those days, we cooked over an open wood fire and could drink untreated
water directly from the river. I don’t think that I have ever lived closer to work
or in a place where everything was almost within hand’s reach.

Dynamiting the Boulder
Our first adventure was to get rid of the large boulder immediately upriver
from the site. In 1949, as a first-year man, I had worked with Ted Brown, cotrail master, in using dynamite to dig crapper and can pit holes at Guyot and
Great Gulf shelters. With this background, Bob Watts and I walked into the
hardware store in Berlin and bought 24 sticks of dynamite, blasting caps, wire,
and a 6-volt battery. For the pack-in to the site, Bob carried the dynamite as
well as kerosene for our lantern; I carried the blasting caps. We maintained
a safety separation of a couple of hundred feet. The pack-in was uneventful
except for one episode. Bob’s foot caught on a root and he fell, managing to
shed his pack before he landed face down on the trail. He still remembers
watching in horror as the packboard tumbled down the trail in front of him.
	I had been assured that the proper technique would be to use a mud
blast: place a couple of dynamite sticks on top of the boulder, cover them
with mud, and—wham—the boulder would crack. On the morning of day
two, we, of course, posted lookouts on the trail above and below the site. The
explosion was impressive, showering everything with mud. The boulder was
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unimpressed. We upped the ante at least twice more, increasing the number
of sticks each time and using more mud, which kept sliding off the sticks. The
explosions were even more impressive. They removed the leaves from many
trees. Mud was in everything, including on our tent and gear. We did succeed
in knocking off a very small piece of the boulder. After this, we faced reality.
We would have to drill a hole in the boulder and put the dynamite sticks in
the hole. We were going to have to learn how to drill holes anyway for the
upright poles and anchor bolts, so we might as well start learning. Bob drilled
the hole in the boulder, and I began drilling a first hole for one of the upright
steel poles at the site while others carried on packing material into the site.
It took Bob about a day and a half to drill a 20-inch hole. A blast using two
sticks of dynamite nicely split the boulder into three pieces.
Drilling was a learning process. We used bull drills, which were steel rods
about three feet long and an inch or so in diameter with a larger diameter
base that ended in a single blade. We drove the drills with 7- and 8-pound
sledgehammers. One man held the drill and turned it a little in the hole
between each blow; another swung the sledgehammer. The holder had a
nerve-wracking and deafening job. Eight pounds of steel landed inches from
his head. I shudder to think that we wore no protective gear and worked
mostly bare-chested. The hammerer gradually worked up the skill to take a
full overhead swing to hit the drill. It was bodybuilding. He rested periodically
to clean the pulverized rock out of the hole using a long-handled spoon that
Robert Sturgeon had made for us. Early on and even later, we did miss the
drill occasionally. Considering that we had to stand or sit on boulders, it is
amazing that no one was seriously hurt. Hammering positions for the anchor
bolts were particularly awkward.
To be fair to the crew, I took the more dangerous task of holding the drill
for a while. It quickly became apparent that I was a more accurate hitter than
the younger crew members, so I went back to wielding the sledge. Altogether,
we drilled twelve holes that were 12 inches deep and four holes 6 inches deep
for eyebolts to guide the bottom cables across the piers. Drilling all of these
holes took nearly until the end of the second week, counting many other
tasks and our Friday off in Whitefield. During that first week, for example,
we built a donkey corral in the gravel pit on the Carriage Road. We were
grateful to Joe Dodge for lending us the donkeys and the donk skinners,
Ed Hastings and Rocky Rice, for three days. Initially, the donks carried in
sand and cement, but we soon discovered that the encounters between the
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In the gravel pit along the Mount Washington Carriage Road, Doug Rankin and Bob
Watts try to figure out how to pack in the two longer end posts, July 25, 1953. COURTESY OF
DOUGLAS W. RANKIN

loads and trailside trees lost too much sand and cement. We switched the
donks’ loads to lumber and miscellaneous supplies.
Packing out alone at the end of the first week, my load was light and the
trail easy, but as I hiked along, I began to feel uneasy. Something was wrong.
The feeling got stronger and stronger. Finally, I realized that the problem was
the seeming absolute silence. For four days, I had lived probably no more
than 200 feet from the roaring West Branch. I had the same adjustment to
make every week.

Packing in the Long Steel Rods
At the beginning of week two, after measuring and cutting the elevator cable
to approximate lengths in Whitefield, Bob Watts and I carried in the two
long upright supports for the south pier cables. They were cold-rolled steel
bars 1.75 inches in diameter, one 9 feet, 7 inches long and the other 10 feet,
5.5 inches long. The longer one weighed 120 pounds. We elected to carry them
both at the same time, one person at each end. After some experimentation,
we tied donkey saddle cinches around each end of each bar and slung them at
arm's length over opposite shoulders. We carried the weight on our shoulders
but could lift the poles with our hands periodically to relieve the stress. It was
a slow, awkward trip in. We found that we had to hike in lock step, which
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was an interesting drill, given the roots and boulders on the trail. The sideways pressure made my hips so sore that it was about a week before I could
sleep comfortably on my side. Then there was the “bee crossing.” The plan
was to take the poles across the stream and over the nest one at a time, moving as fast as we could. As leader, I decided to take the rear position. If anyone
were to be stung, it was most likely to be the person carrying the back end
of the pole. As we carried the first pole across at a slow trot, I tripped, going
down to the crossing just as Bob was starting up the far side. We both fell.
The front end of the pole jammed into the yellow jacket’s nest, and Bob got
stung a bunch of times. So much for trying to be a good leader. Negotiating
the crossing took a long time. After the yellow jackets had calmed down, we
extracted the bar by both grabbing the far end and pulling, then dropping it
and running. After more waiting, we came back for the bar, pulled it farther
from the nest, then picked it up, retreated up the trail toward the Carriage
Road, and made a detour through the woods downstream to cross. We used
the same route to take the second bar across.
Early in the second week of the bridge project, Bob and I took some time
off to make an evening trip to Lakes of the Clouds Hut, for the farewell party
for Hutmaster Larry Eldredge, my college roommate. He had been drafted
into the U.S. Army. It was a fine party with lots of singing and lots of beer. We
returned to the bridge in the morning a little worse for wear. However, drill
duty called, and by late morning, I felt great. Using the 8-pound hammer,
I worked up to 83 consecutive hard strikes without stopping. Drilling is a
somewhat methodical chore. Counting blows is one way to pass the time of
day. A short after-lunch nap proved disastrous because when I got up I could
hardly move a muscle. But again, duty called. I continued work on one of
the holes on the south boulder. Because I am fairly short (5-foot-5), I was
standing on the used dynamite crate so that I could take full swings at the
drill. At some point in the afternoon, I managed to miss the drill completely
on a full swing (fortunately on the side away from the holder), knocked the
box out from under me, and nearly pulled myself off the rock and backward
into the river. Fortunately, I let go of the hammer before that happened. Even
more fortunate, no one was in the path of the flying hammer.
The next tasks were to set the uprights and anchor bolts in the holes
encased in lead and to build the stone and mortar pier on the south boulder.
We needed lots of firewood to melt the lead; we needed cobbles and boulders
(which we collected locally) and sand and cement (which we packed in) for
the pier. Gathering these supplies went along with finishing the drilling.
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Our attempt to melt lead in a heavy bucket over an open fire was a failure.
The lead would melt only when we really stoked the fire. If we let the fire
die down just a bit, the lead started to solidify and, once started, it would
completely solidify, and we would have to start over. After a morning of this,
during which we burned most of the wood from the old Great Gulf Bridge,
we gave up. I now understand why charcoal was invented. Bob went out
to Pinkham and borrowed Joe Dodge’s plumber’s stove. The stove worked
miracles. In short order, we had all of the upright poles and anchor bolts
set in place, in lead. Pouring lead around the nearly horizontal anchor bolts
presented another challenge, which we solved by building a dam of glazing
putty around the hole opening. We started constructing the south pier at the
end of the second week after building a sandbox in which to mix the cement
using a garden hoe.
The pack-in at the beginning of week three was also memorable. This time
the challenge was carrying four 3-by-4-inch, 12-foot beams and two 3-by-4
inch, 13-foot beams to be the base for the floor planking. Bob and I took
them in, a pair each, braced apart at the ends with lashed sticks and carried on
football shoulder pads borrowed from Gorham High School. I don’t remember who made the extra trip to bring in the last pair. After that, Bob and I
continued work on the south pier. Others did some serious packing, carrying
in 90-pound bags of sand and cement. David Hayes and Bob Scott spent
the nights at Pinkham so that they could get an early morning start on packing. On August 2, they made three round-trips before supper. After supper
at Pinkham, they fell under the spell of Pinkham crew member Mary Lord,
who wanted to see the bridge and persuaded them to make a fourth pack trip,
little realizing what lay ahead. After returning, a weary Dave and Bob had just
settled down for the night at Pinkham, when Rocky Rice woke them and told
that they would have to get up at dawn and report for firefighting duty on the
Glen Boulder Trail.

Forest Fire
At about 8 a.m., Monday, August 3, those of us camped at the bridge site
were surprised to see Mary Lord again (!). She arrived in time to catch Watts
at his morning toilet, something Bob has never forgotten. Mary had hiked
in four miles from Pinkham to tell us about the fire on the Glen Boulder
Trail and that Joe Dodge wanted us to go help fight it. First, we packed cases
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A flash flood rages past the south pier of the partially constructed bridge on August 10,
1953. DOUGLAS W. RANKIN

of “C rations”4 up from the Glen Ellis Falls parking lot to the fire crew. The
fire was near and above the Glen Boulder. Our assignment was to help cut a
fire line across the top of the fire and down the back (south) side. We then
manned separate watch posts along the back line. Fortunately, the night was
calm, the fire was under control, and we were dismissed about midnight. We
were back at Pinkham at about 1:30 a.m. for a solid night’s sleep.
Week four saw the completion of the south pier. We attached turnbuckles
to the anchor bolts, more accurately measured and cut the cable, and then
strung the cable. As the pier grew toward its full height of 4 feet, we needed
some platform from which to work. We rigged swing-like seats suspended
by rope from the cable eyeholes at the tops of the upright poles. The system
worked quite well. Bob and I worked independently from either pole, setting
in place cobbles passed to us by other crew members.
	Our work was interrupted on Monday by heavy rain and a flash flood.
Pinkham recorded 1.5 inches in five hours. In trail crew parlance, this was
Editor’s Note: C rations were yesterday’s MREs—meals ready to eat—the military packaged
field rations.

4
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called a luck day. We slept and read. After an early lunch, more naps. One of
us woke up soon after, looked outside, and let out a yelp. The river was lapping against the bottom of our unfinished south pier. It was a raging torrent.
We sat around camp some more, realized that it would be a while before we
could go back to work in the morning and decided to go out to Pinkham
for the night. I may have had a conflict of interest here: Mary Backus was at
Pinkham. Because of the high water, we had to go out via the Osgood Bridge
and Osgood Trail and, of course, hike two miles up the Carriage Road to
retrieve the truck. This option would not be available today because in the
1980s, the lower part of the Osgood Trail to the Glen House was closed and
the Osgood Bridge removed. I don’t remember who, on our trip out, first
said, “Somebody should build a bridge over this river!” Indeed, the high water
dramatically showed the need for a bridge for trail access in or out of the
upper Great Gulf via the West Branch.

Bob Watts and Doug Rankin on the finished bridge, September 1, with Mount Adams
in the background. COURTESY OF DOUGLAS W. RANKIN
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Stringing the Cables
We strung the cables toward the end of week four. Two bottom cables helped
carry the weight of the long stringers, the flooring, and the handrails and
provided stability. Steel vertical tie bars of varying lengths connected the bottom cables to the suspension cables. We strung the bottom cables, by hand,
first, carrying or pulling each one across the now-receded river and attaching
each end to the appropriate anchor bolt. We had to thread the tie bars onto
the cables in the proper order, by length, before anchoring the far ends. First,
we tightened the bottom cables with the turnbuckles, then used loose cross
planks as a platform from which to thread the suspension cables through the
eye hole at the top of the upright poles. Then we threaded the cables through
the vertical tie bars. We did use a safety line. The bottom cables and the future
bridge were high enough above the underlying boulders so that we could not
work from below; hence, the loose cross-plank platform. Finally, we placed
and tightened the vertical tie bars. At this point, we put up hand-painted
signs at each end of the bridge whenever we left the site: KEEP OFF THE
DAMN BRIDGE. Before packing out at the end of week four, we admired
our handiwork. Somebody was building a bridge over this river!

Dad’s Ever-Present Drawing
The rest of the construction was fairly routine, with no more adventures.
In week five, we attached the 3-by-4-inch stringers to the bottom cables
with U-staples, nailed the decking to the stringers, attached supports for the
railing to the decking with hinges, and painted. My father’s drawing was
ever-present. Toward the end of the week, we began cutting and peeling logs
for the construction of the pier and trestle for the south approach to the
bridge. During week six, I worked alone with visiting former crew member
Aldie Hammond (1947 to 1949). The rest of the crew was off to do its oncea-summer work on Katahdin in Maine and Mount Cardigan south of us. We
finished the railing, applied red lead to the metal, cut, peeled, and twitched
logs, built the cribbing for the south approach pier, and started to work on the
south trestle. This final week was a short one. I worked with another former
crewmate, Bob Willard (1949, 1950, 1952), who had been a first-year man with
me in 1949, and David Hayes. We finished the south trestle, built a ramp to
the north pier, greased the cables, painted the bridge, completed rerouting the
trails, made careful note of which trail signs would be needed, and cleaned
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up the site. We were surprised on the morning of September 1, our final day,
by the 8 a.m. arrival of Bob Watts and Bruce Carpenter (a visiting Old Trail
crewman, 1948–1950). Bob and Bruce had replaced the roof on the now torndown Garfield Pond Shelter and standardized part of the North Twin Loop.5
At the end of the last workday, they decided to hike through the night from
the North Twin Loop (23 miles), so that they could help pack out and Bob
could say farewell to the bridge. We took some celebratory photographs and
packed out, sad to leave a site that had been home for more than six weeks,
but with general euphoria.
We had built the damn bridge.

Epilogue
Forty years after the building of the Great Gulf Bridge, Bob Watts and Bob
Scott organized a reunion of the crews of the late 1940s and early 1950s. In
August 1993, we gathered for two nights of camaraderie at Pinkham Notch.
We toured the new (to us) Hutton Lodge, met the current crew, learned
about the new focus of hardening trails, and contemplated what life would
be like on a mixed-gender trail crew. About fifteen Old Trail Crewmen, and
several of our wives (including my wife, Mary), were there. On Saturday,
most of us, including six from the 1953 crew, made a pilgrimage to see the
bridge. The news that someone had gently told us was true. About a year
earlier, the Forest Service had replaced our bridge (cables, tie rods, upright
poles, pier, everything) with one of its design. I am told that the 1953 bridge
design did not meet the U.S. Forest Service specifications. All that remained
of our bridge were a couple of unused anchor bolts still in the boulders.
	In one sense, I feel that I have done only one significant thing in my life
and that someone had come along and torn it down. On the other hand,
to actually build the bridge was an incredible experience. We shouldn’t feel
too badly. Our 1953 bridge lasted 40 years, albeit with replaced decking,
considerably longer than the one we replaced.

5

The North Twin Loop is now known as the North Twin Spur.
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Editor’s Note: The Great Gulf Bridge that replaced the one the 1953 trail crew
built was still standing (on the Great Gulf and Madison Gulf trails, where they
coincide), as of August 2011; in 2009, U.S. Forest Service field crews replaced half
of that bridge’s wood components. The bridge now is located in the federal Great
Gulf Wilderness, which was designated in 1964. Structures in federal Wilderness
areas remain only when the USFS determines that they do not interfere with the
character of the Wilderness, so one can’t predict a certain future of any Great Gulf
Bridge.

Douglas W. Rankin of Washington, D.C., spent his career as a geologist for the
U.S. Geological Survey, most of the time as a field geologist in the Appalachian
orogen. In retirement, he volunteers as a scientist emeritus, mapping the Upper Connecticut Valley. He is the senior author of the Guide to the Geology of Baxter State Park
and Katahdin (Maine Geological Survey Bulletin 43). He still is married to Mary
Backus.

Acknowledgement: The author thanks David Hayes and Bob Watts, who read a
preliminary draft, refreshed his memory, and improved the manuscript.
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Accidents
Have I not walked without an upward look
Of caution under stars that very well
Might not have missed me when they shot and fell?
It was a risk I had to take—and took.
		
—Robert Frost, Bravado
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N

o two seasons are ever the same in the White Mountains.
The weather varies and the people change. Although common threads
may weave through the hiking incidents in the White Mountains, many
twists in the details make it impossible to predict them to any meaningful
degree. The winter of 2010 to 2011 proved typically unusual. During the first
half of the season, very few accidents required search and rescue. In fact, the
U.S. Forest Service snow rangers were not called to manage a single incident
on Mount Washington until mid-March. Snowfall accumulation was below
average most months, but regular small snows and the lack of a pronounced
January thaw kept snow on the ground for most of the winter.
These accumulated small storms apparently snuck up on recreationists,
who encountered an unusually large number of avalanches. Avalanches come
every year—more than 100 of them on the east side of Mount Washington—
but they rarely involve people. In the first few months of 2011, nine avalanches
caught nineteen skiers, snowboarders, or technical climbers. Amazingly, only
one of them was hurt. Most of the avalanches hit while the people were
ascending, so the afflicted could just as easily have been hikers or snowshoers.
With all of the electronics now carried around the backcountry, it was no surprise that photos and videos documented a number of these incidents. One
unreported avalanche swept over skiers who were standing on the floor of
Tuckerman Ravine below large slopes rated with high avalanche danger. One
member of the party was wearing a helmet-cam, and the Mount Washington
Avalanche Center learned of the accident several days later when a video had
been posted on YouTube. Another narrow miss occurred in the Gulf of Slides
when a naturally triggered avalanche buried a site where two men had just
removed their tent. These two incidents stress the importance of being able
to recognize avalanche terrain, including the lower-angle slopes that serve as
“runout zones” for the slides.
Always predictable is the dedication of many volunteers. The New
England K-9 Team marked 30 years in 2011. The all-volunteer team
was involved in 30 separate searches in 2010. The year 2011 was also the
25th anniversary of the New Hampshire Outdoor Council, a nonprofit
organization that acts as a funnel point for donations and then disperses
funds to the various rescue teams through grant programs. The NHOC also
A U.S. Forest Service helicopter searches for a missing snowboarder near Boott Spur in
spring 2011 after he climbed above Tuckerman Ravine in the clouds and then mistakenly
descended the wrong side of the mountain. The USFS, working with New Hampshire
Fish and Game, found him in the Dry River Wilderness. JUSTIN PREISENDORFER
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supports education and awareness campaigns and was a critical partner in the
development of the hikeSafe responsibility code (www.hikesafe.com).

Shackled by Ice
Winter seemed to return to the White Mountains in time for 2010 trickor-treating. Costumed children wore down jackets in Gorham and North
Conway as they went door to door, and for the better part of a week, temperatures on the summit of Mount Washington stayed below their long-term
average. Light but steady snow accompanied the last few days of October,
and it appeared as though the fall hiking season had come to an end. Such
was not the case, however. Before long, rain fell all the way to the summits
and temperatures rose again. Even through Thanksgiving, most summits were
bare of snow, and the month wrapped up with less than half the customary snowfall. Temperatures averaged a couple degrees warmer than normal
throughout November.
Then, on November 27, the mercury plummeted. It was the Saturday
following Thanksgiving, and James A., age 51, got a late start for his hike up
5,367-foot Mount Madison. There was no snow at the trailhead, but the air
was bitter and the summits stayed in the single digits for the entire day. The
daily summit weather report from the Mount Washington Observatory read,
“Fog will continue and upslope snow showers will return to the summits.
Winds will be increasing as the low passes, generating ground blizzards by
the afternoon as all the newly fallen snow is whipped about.” It was at about
11 a.m. when James left the Appalachia trailhead and began his walk.
James reached Madison Spring Hut at 2 p.m. amid light snow flurries
and assessed the seemingly short 1-mile round-trip hike to the summit of
Mount Madison. Sunset was at 5:15 p.m., which meant that if he made it to
the summit in the hour that he expected, he would be back down below treeline before darkness fell. Feeling fine with this safety margin, James climbed
toward the summit. While he was high on the summit cone, the weather
system’s low passed overhead, the wind picked up, and a snow squall engulfed
James’s surroundings. He struggled to follow the line of cairns in the limited
visibility and turned to his global positioning system unit. Unfortunately, the
cold temperatures caused the electronics to malfunction. James carried no
regular compass and didn’t stop to take his map out of his pack.
As he navigated through darkening skies and blowing snow, he lost the
trail. He eventually realized that he had veered northeast of the hut and was in
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the top reaches of Snyder Brook. The Valley Way parallels the brook, and James
knew that he needed only to cross the brook and begin climbing up the steep
slope on the other side. One, two, maybe three hundred feet, and he’d surely
hit the trail. As James shuffled across the brook, the snow-covered ice gave
way, and he quickly found himself up to his chest in an icy mountain stream.
He clawed his way out and onto shore, where he realized the magnitude of
the situation and reached for his cell phone. No service. He walked down
the brook bank cautiously. James was chilled and his soaking wet pants kept
falling down. In blowing snow, he stood with his pants around his ankles,
cell phone in hand trying to let someone know of his predicament. His pants
became frozen around his ankles, and he realized that he carried no knife to
cut them off. His phone picked up a hint of a signal, and James made a 911
call. When he was finally connected to a 911 operator and New Hampshire
Fish and Game conservation officer, he wasn’t very hopeful, telling them “I’m
not going to make it.”
Conservation officer Matt Holmes knew from the story and James’s attitude that time was of the essence. He quickly put in a call to Androscoggin
Valley Search and Rescue knowing that many of the team’s members live in
the town of Randolph where James was then standing. A team of rescuers
was soon assembled and on the Valley Way. Veteran AVSAR members Paul
Cormier and Mike Pelchat located James around 4,400 feet not far from
the trail, but he was moderately hypothermic and still had his pants frozen
like shackles around his ankles. The rescuers stripped him of his clothes, got
him into dry layers, and fed him warm liquids and food. Before long, he was
able to walk out under his own power, and he refused medical care when he
reached the trailhead.
Comment: Calculated risk is what we take every day when we drive to
work or take a leisurely walk through the woods. There is always a chance
that calamity may fall upon us, and we live our lives making decisions, some
conscious some otherwise, on our odds of survival. James was an experienced
hiker, and he was able to make decisions on a solid foundation of knowledge.
Leaving the trailhead at 11 a.m. is far too late a start for many hikers during
the short days of late November, but James was confident in his abilities.
When he sat at the hut contemplating the ascent above treeline, he realized
he had a smaller margin of safety—exposed environment, cold temperatures,
moderate winds, forecasted ground blizzards, limited time before darkness,
few if any people around, and so forth. He decided on a level of acceptable
risk with which many readers would not feel comfortable. If he broke a leg
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near the summit, he’d be stuck above treeline in deteriorating conditions at a
time when most people would be back at their cars. His calamity insurance
was the gear in his pack, the skills and experience he had acquired during
previous adventures, and the fight in his soul. Although many would have
turned around at the hut, I don’t think that James’s decision to push for the
summit was inappropriate if he had the equipment and confidence to navigate a portion of his descent in the dark. It had taken him three and a half
hours to make it to the hut, and had he turned around there, he would have
reached his car right around dusk. Instead, he chose to push on without the
proper equipment.
Just as the observatory had predicted, when the low passed through the
area, it kicked off upslope snow showers that were whipped into ground blizzards by increasing winds. The weather that James encountered was exactly
what was forecasted; however, it arrived with noteworthy intensity. I was paddling a canoe down the Androscoggin River on a duck-hunting adventure
when I encountered the low. Two of my brothers were in another canoe 100
feet away but I lost sight of them in a flash. Next thing I knew I was floating
next to Route 16, where a truck had pulled over because the visibility was so
poor. The driver, a small old man, jumped out when he saw me and yelled
something about having to use a shovel to bail out my boat. In a 15-minute
window, three inches of snow piled up on the canoe floor. Other folks who
were outdoors when the low passed had similarly entertaining stories about
the wall of white.
When visibility shuts down or you suddenly find yourself disoriented, the
most important thing that you can do is to stop and relax. Retracing your
steps is much easier to do when you’re calm and collected. The same goes
for navigating via GPS or map and compass. The idea behind cairns as trail
markers is to establish a string of points usually no more than 150 feet apart
that can confirm that you’re on the trail. From one cairn, you strike out to
locate the next. If you cannot find it, you retreat and try again. This can be
done systematically with a compass by following a series of bearings that are
5 degrees apart. If you do not reach a cairn within a certain distance, you follow a back bearing (original bearing plus 180) to the point of origin, realign
yourself 5 degrees off the original bearing, and repeat the process. If there are
multiple people in a party, you can also align the group and make a sweeping
arc through the area, making sure that all members can see either the cairn or
the person on their cairn side. Climbing parties can also use their rope (usu-
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ally 150–200 feet) to position one person at the cairn while the other does a
sweep of the area within a rope’s length.
Although GPS technology is absolutely wonderful, there is no substitute
for a good old-fashioned map and compass. GPS units have gotten much
better over the last decade, but like all electronics, they begin to struggle
when temperatures dip toward 0 degrees F. The most common problems are
dramatic decreases in battery life and poor screen performance. The map and
compass should come along no matter what, but do the following also: place
high-quality, fresh batteries in your GPS unit and also carry an extra set, best
kept warm in an inside pocket to give more power when you need them.
Keep your GPS tucked inside your jacket; it might periodically lose satellite
reception, but the batteries will stay happy, and the liquid crystal display will
stay just that, liquid. As an alternative, you can keep the unit inside the lid of
your pack with chemical hand warmers taped around it. You can also store
batteries inside the insulated sleeve or “koozie” that you use to keep a water
bottle of tea warm.
Falling through ice and into frigid water is probably one of the most frightening experiences, whether it happens within sight of your house or three
miles into the backcountry. The critical step to survival if you do fall through
is getting yourself out of the water and onto solid ground. To do this you’ll
need to stay calm, try to crawl or swim out onto the ice that had previously
supported you, and roll away from the hole in the direction from which you
approached. Once out, getting dry and warm is the order of business. James
might have been able to get a fire going if he had the proper tools to do so,
but he brought one lighter and it had gotten wet. Or he might have changed
into a dry set of clothes if he carried them inside a waterproof bag within
his pack. A knife would have been handy to cut off the frozen pants and at
least give James the ability to do jumping jacks or something else to generate
body heat.
James was quick to speak to the media about his ordeal, and his selfmade videos graced the 6 o’clock news. His 911 call also received airtime as
he stated, “I’m not going to make it.” Officer Holmes replied, “Jim, hang
in there. It (has) a lot to do with your mindset. You need to put your mind
to the fact that you’re going to make it.” Holmes was exactly right. When
adversity strikes is no time to be a pessimist. The organization that we know
today as Outward Bound evolved partly as a way to train young British sailors
with skills and the mindset to survive. Laurence Gonzales’s excellent book
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Deep Survival: Who Lives, Who Dies, and Why (Norton, 2003) argues that
attitude is the greatest factor in determining who survives. Gonzales combines scientific research with amazing stories of survival from plane crashes,
capsized boats, and lost hikers.
The confidence that helped James get into trouble was the same factor that
helped keep him alive as rescuers raced up the trail. It just took some coaching
from Officer Holmes. Rescuers Cormier and Pelchat are no slouches when
it comes to hustling along a trail, but you can bet they were making extra
time when they heard they were responding to a soaked solo hiker stranded
just below treeline. Their quick response made all the difference as the temperature soon dipped below zero, and even the strongest willed would have
likely succumbed to the elements. James had boundless praise for the volunteers when he reached the trailhead. He told the media that some additional
equipment could have improved his situation. He was lucky that he was
unscathed and all he lost was his wallet, which had been left where he had
fallen into the water. Later that same week James received his wallet in the
mail. Cormier, who had heard that James left it behind, had returned to the
accident site, found it, and sent it to him.

Facebook and False Alarms
In the Winter/Spring 2011 issue, I mentioned the rising use of what are commonly known as PLBs, or personal locator beacons. During the winter of
2010–2011, the trend continued. More and more mountain travelers are carrying some sort of PLB-type device that will send distress messages via satellite
connection. The U.S. Forest Service has also realized the value of the technology and recently began experimenting with their use for a handful of field
staff who work alone in remote off-trail locations. The satellite-based personal
messenger known as the SPOT device is one of the most common and has
multiple functions. Where expensive digital radios or smartphones fail to get
a message out, the SPOT can be counted on to let the outside world know
that you’re in trouble—or OK, or maybe even just at the summit snack bar
having a chili dog with Marty the cat. As the technology associated with these
devices changes and becomes more complex, the potential for operator error
seems to be rising in sync.
	On December 23, 2010, Dave L., a local climbing guide, led a couple
of clients up Mount Washington’s Lion Head winter route. Dave was the
climbing school’s go-to guy for tech toys, and the school had given him a
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new GPS/satellite tracking device to test. It was agreed that he would use the
SPOT to notify the school along the way that all was going well. As Dave
headed up the mountain that day, he stopped occasionally and pushed a button that he thought was sending a preprogrammed message that said, simply,
“I am leaving now from here for a hike in the mountains.” Instead, the device
sent out a message to the prearranged contacts that said, “Need Assistance,
Notify MRS.” MRS is the Mountain Rescue Service, the White Mountains’
only search and rescue (SAR) team that specializes in technical and extreme
weather rescues. Worse, the button pushed was also set up to update Dave’s
Facebook page with the same message.
Within a short amount of time, the phones and radios of the USFS snow
rangers began ringing off the hook. Concerned friends and family had seen
the Facebook update. Rescuers from the USFS, the Appalachian Mountain
Club, and Harvard Mountaineering Club responded and began their ascents
of Lion Head. Meanwhile, a repeat of the same distress message came through.
This time it originated from higher up the mountain, which seemed odd
for a party in distress. Search coordinators began formulating ideas about
what was going on high on the mountain, but the forces pushed ahead just
in case the hunch was wrong. They informed the staff at the summit, and
everyone began looking for Dave and his two clients. They soon appeared at
the summit where they were quickly informed that the SPOT had actually
been sending a distress message and a rescue had been initiated.
Comment: The SPOT device has become one of the most commonly
carried PLB-type devices in the backcountry because of its ability to send
multiple types of messages. If you send the right one, it works well. One
preprogrammed message is equivalent to an “SOS,” and a second basically tells
loved ones that you’re fine but will be late. A third commonly used message
essentially confirms that all is well. The buttons can be reprogrammed to send
whatever message the operator would like. Dave visited the SPOT website
the night before the hike and changed the messages connected to his device.
Dave is a pretty tech-savvy guy, so when different messages were received
by his family and friends, he was convinced that there was an error on the
manufacturer/service provider’s end. After the incident, he immediately got
in touch with the maker, DeLorme, and began a dialogue.
After reviewing transmission logs and other technical reports, DeLorme
determined the cause of the confusion. Dave had gone to the SPOT website
and changed the prearranged messages, but he did not know that the device
needed to be synced for the change to actually occur. Without this crucial
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step, the old messages were still activated. The company pledged to investigate options that would prevent users from sending messages in the field
when a syncing operation is still needed.

A Trusty Wingman
On March 15, 2011, a group of friends made their way up to Tuckerman
Ravine and continued toward the summit, choosing Right Gully for its direct
approach and relatively moderate pitch (of about 30 to 35 degrees). It was
around 10 a.m., and surface conditions were mixed with lots of refrozen and
icy old snow peppered with pockets of powdery new snow. The group all
wore snowshoes and carried ski poles in their hands. Going up, one of the
top members slipped just below the mouth of Right Gully. He immediately
began sliding headfirst on the slick surface and was headed toward the Lunch
Rocks. David R., 27, of Montreal, Québec, was near the middle of the line
when his friend began to slide out of control. He began running in his snowshoes and jumped in his friend’s way to prevent him from smashing into the
boulders. In one of his final steps before blocking his friend, David broke his
lower left leg.
Witnessing this accident were the Harvard Cabin caretaker and three local
climbing guides who volunteer for the MRS. The four initiated a quick and
safe rescue, splinting David’s leg, then placing him on a litter, which they
slid down the riverbed to the top of the Little Headwall. USFS snow rangers
met them there to assist with a 300-foot technical rope lower down the steep,
snow- and ice-covered cascade. At the bottom of the steep pitch, David was
loaded into a sled and then towed by snowmobile down to Pinkham Notch
Visitor Center, meeting an ambulance.
Comment: This young man definitely gets the Wingman of 2011 award.
He had little winter hiking experience and had not spent time in steep, open,
snow-covered terrain. If he had, he might have thought better of what he did
to save his friend. Instead, he reacted valiantly. Despite that and the happierthan-it-could-have-been ending, there is a lesson here in the group’s decision
to wear snowshoes in steep terrain. Modern snowshoes are usually equipped
with a fairly aggressive crampon that provides good traction in low-angled
terrain. Such a set-up allows snowshoers to work their way up into some
pretty hairy terrain before they know it. The problem is that few snowshoers
carry the ice axes that are absolutely necessary when you travel through terrain
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where a sliding fall would quickly get out of control. The good news is that if
you fall, the snowshoe crampons are not nearly as aggressive as mountaineering
crampons, so you are less likely to catch a point and break your leg. The bad
news is that you’re likely to fall. Snowshoes often act like skis; they want to
schuss you down the slope. If you try to walk in an established boot ladder,
the snowshoe often prevents your foot and the crampon from engaging the
recessed step. Ask yourself, “What would happen if I slipped right now?” The
ultimate answer is that you ought to carry an ice ax to avoid those dangerous
slips and stop them from turning into sliding falls when they do occur.

Frozen SPOT
The first PLB-initiated incident of 2011 also occurred on Mount Washington
and involved a mountaineering guide. Unlike the event a few months earlier,
this accident on March 26 was not a false alarm. The guide, Joan V., 49, had
low expectations for the day when she reviewed the weather forecast. She had
been assigned two clients who wanted to summit New England’s highest peak
via the standard Lion Head winter route, but the forecast was daunting. New
snow had fallen, temperatures were below zero, and the winds were expected
to ramp up above the 60 miles per hour they’d reached. Following normal
practice, Joan checked the clients’ gear, informed them of the weather forecast, and suggested several options for the day, one of which was to stick to
their original plan. They wanted to attempt Mount Washington as planned.
Guides use landmarks on the route as goals while climbing. On a day like
this one, setting the summit as a goal was setting a high bar. She set lower
landmarks as destinations. Most folks have no problem getting to the start of
the Lion Head winter route even in the foulest of weather. From there, climbers face the technical crux of the route, where a steep rock step requires careful
movement with cramponed feet. Once climbers move past this section, they
become increasingly committed. Guides assess their group’s progress with
increasing scrutiny. Joan’s clients were strong and in good spirits, so the group
pushed on, following a line of bamboo markers that the USFS snow rangers
had installed the day before.
The winter route soon breaks the treeline, a common destination and
turn-around point. When the predominant northwest winds are blowing,
this is where the mountaineer first senses a significant increase in wind speed
as a result of exposure. Small undulations in terrain provide changes in wind
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dynamics on the climb up to the Lion Head, where the winds rage. Climbers
can usually find a reprieve in the nooks between the boulders. The southeast
side of the exposed knob provides some of the best shelter, but just around
the corner, the ground falls away toward Hermit Lake. It was around this area
where, in February 1996, Donald Cote slipped or tripped in strong winds and
fell 350 feet to his death.
Joan’s crew was feeling strong. The two clients were enjoying their climb
and seemed largely unfazed by the conditions. Joan had already told them that
she had an established 2 p.m. turn-around time, and they realized that their
chances of making it to the summit were slim. Nonetheless, they decided to
give it a shot, and the three set off across the edge of the Alpine Garden where
the lack of topographical relief made the going tough. Snow filled the air
and a steady wind was at their right cheeks. Joan used a compass to navigate
through the Southeastern Snowfields where all the cairns were buried and the
trail vanished. As they climbed higher, the wind became too much to handle.
Joan kept pushing up her jacket to look at her watch, and by the time she had
made the call to turn around, her wrist felt exceptionally cold.
The three shot a back bearing, but the wind pushed them off course just
as it had on their ascent through the same area. Joan recognized their error
and tried to correct their course. With the limited visibility of snow blowing,
nothing looked familiar, and she second-guessed herself. The wind was
pushing them to the southeast toward Tuckerman Ravine where the Mount
Washington Avalanche Center had forecasted high avalanche danger, and the
terrain around them became increasingly steep. Joan decided to backtrack
and then perform a sweeping search of the area looking for cairns or some
indication that they were going the right way. The clients became upset,
though she tried to explain her strategy. Then her glove blew away. Joan’s
clients lobbied for her to activate the SPOT, and after deliberation, she agreed.
The device was frozen over from the blowing snow and she couldn’t push the
buttons. Things immediately became more desperate, and Joan used her ice
ax to depress the emergency button and activate a distress signal. While the
rescue was coming to life, Joan and her clients contoured back to the northeast
and eventually found a cairn. As soon as they found it, Joan recognized her
settings and pushed the “I’m OK" button on her SPOT, effectively calling off
the rescue.
Comment: According to the National Association for Search and Rescue,
more than 50,000 SAR missions are initiated each year in the United States.
Many of these are false alarms. Because she used the SPOT, she could call off
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her rescue, but most other devices use COSPAS-SARSAT, the international
Search and Rescue Satellite-Aided Tracking System. Once initiated, a distress
signal sent through COSPAS-SARSAT cannot be called off. The National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration has operated the system for more
than 20 years, and the long-term data suggests that for every real distress call,
there are seven false alarms. The greater the number of false alarms, the more
likely that rescuers will react to PLB calls as to little boys crying wolf. One
of the real advantages of the SPOT, therefore, is that it can call off the rescue
when it’s no longer needed.
Although the devices using COSPAS-SARSAT follow an established phone
tree based on the area, the SPOT is quite different. Rather than relying on
the government-owned satellites as the other devices do, the SPOT uses the
privately owned Globalstar satellite system best known for the satellite phone
service it supplies in the most remote parts of the earth. Joan’s distress call
was sent to the International Emergency Response Coordination Center in
Houston, Texas. At the center, a private company coordinates the notification
stage of the rescue. The local agency with SAR responsibilities (either NHFG
or the Maine Warden Service in the White Mountains) is notified, as are the
two contacts the SPOT device’s owner listed when activating it. Most of the
time, the contact would likely be your mother, spouse, or good friend; for
Joan, it was the climbing school. Her co-workers made a direct call to the
USFS snow rangers, which was faster than routing the call through the official
channels. At one point, the operator from the center in Houston called the
Mount Washington State Park, which is staffed by one person all winter. They
reached the janitor. They tried to persuade him to go outside and have a look
because the distress signal coordinates were fairly close to the summit. He
declined, based on the hurricane-force winds and subzero temperatures. The
operator hung up and called someone else.
Joan suffered frostbite from her ordeal with the most severe patch on her
wrist where she had repeatedly exposed skin while looking at her watch. In
arctic conditions such as the group saw, bare skin will freeze in less than a
minute. To operate in this type of environment, a climber must be outfitted
with a hat and gloves and a facemask and goggles as well. When your body
is sealed within this envelope of gear, the experience can be surreal as your
calm contrasts the chaos of the world around you. As soon as something
goes wrong, however, the chaos tears into your world. In a millisecond, your
glove or goggles could blow away. If you’re carrying extra gloves, you’ll still
have to battle the wind while quickly extracting the items from your pack.
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Try doing this with a bare, shivering hand in less than 60 seconds, and don’t
forget about the risk of losing something else while you’re at it. I rarely use the
keeper strings on my gloves but they’re a good piece of insurance.
Joan was operating at the edge with two strong clients and was confident
in her skills and judgment. She pushed higher than anyone else on the mountain that day but became lost when low visibility and high winds led her off
course. Joan tried to use her compass to navigate, but the strong winds kept
pushing her off a straight line. A GPS might have allowed her to record a
track to follow back, but most units don’t appreciate subzero temperatures.
Instead, Joan used her knowledge of the terrain to recognize how they were
off course and headed for dangerous avalanche terrain. Almost a foot of new
snow had fallen in the past two days, and the snow rangers had rated the
avalanche danger in Tuckerman Ravine as high. The wind wanted to blow the
climbers into the same area as it was blowing the snow, and Joan realized that
they were too far to the south, near the rim of the ravine. She wisely climbed
back up and away from the steep slopes. The snow rangers recorded evidence
of avalanche activity on a wide variety of slopes that day, including those
similar to the area from which Joan backed away.

Unplanned Bivy
On March 26, 2010, experienced hiker Julie H., 61, of Milton, Massachusetts,
began a climb of 4,052-foot Mount Jackson. She started early in what was
supposed to be the most favorable part of the day, but that’s not saying much.
The temperature was right around zero when she set off, and clouds rolled in
and out of the forest on moderate winds. A windchill advisory was in force,
and cold Canadian air was forecasted to pour in on strong northwest winds
later in the afternoon. Julie was well prepared for these conditions, but she had
no desire to stick around for the evening, when temperatures were expected
to fall well below zero and wind speeds would push toward 100 mph.
Mount Jackson ranks 38th on the New Hampshire 4,000-footer list and
is a popular hike because of the views from its open, ledgy summit. The 5.2mile round-trip typically takes hikers about five hours when trail conditions
are good, but it can be slow and hard to navigate when the trail has not been
broken. The area on Mount Jackson above treeline is not expansive, but the
vistas would make you think otherwise. This same openness is what gave Julie
problems when she tried to navigate back down after reaching the summit
in the early afternoon. Julie had little problem on the ascent, and when she
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left the summit, she had two groups descending about 20 minutes ahead of
her. Blowing snow filled the air, and she was unable to find where they had
disappeared into the forest on the trail. Their tracks were long gone, and
the more she looked, the more confused she became. The Jackson Branch of
the Webster-Jackson Trail descends almost due west off the summit, but she
had mistakenly followed part of the Webster Cliff Trail to the south before
losing it.
Julie found a protected spot and used her cell phone to call a friend and
let her know that she was lost not far from the summit. Her next call was at
2:45 p.m. to the AMC down at the Highland Center in Crawford Notch where
she asked if anyone was available to show her the way back to the trail. Once
Julie made this call for help, the SAR ball began rolling. A series of phone
calls ensued until NHFG was officially notified at 3:40 p.m. After acquiring
some information from Julie, they instructed her to call 911. This allowed cell
towers to begin locking in on her phone’s location. Unfortunately, a strong
lock could not be made so rescuers had little to go on other than that she
had only walked 15 minutes down from the summit in what she believed was
the direction of the trail. Rescuers shouldered their gear and read the same
weather report from the Mount Washington Observatory that Julie had access
to at the AMC’s Highland Center in Crawford Notch. The report read:
The most significant danger above tree line today will be lack of visibility. Due to the amount of newly fallen powder being blown about
by strong winds, very little in the way of contrast can be expected.
As a result, it will be extremely easy to become disoriented if venturing above tree line. Take extreme caution and be advised that winds
will rapidly increase this afternoon, exacerbating an already dangerous
situation.
	NHFG conservation officers and volunteers from the AMC SAR team
searched the Webster-Jackson Trail up to and around the summit that
evening. Julie was able to stay in contact with the rescue organizers periodically via cell phone, but she did not see any of those who were looking
for her on the mountain. It is little surprise, however, because the searchers
reported conditions so poor that they couldn’t see each other unless they were
almost holding hands. After exposing themselves to the harsh conditions long
enough to make a rough sweep of the trail side of the summit cone, they
retreated at midnight.
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Julie spent a frigid night in an open bivouac and routinely moved around
to circulate blood and stay warm. She paced back and forth and did jumping
jacks through the morning hours. Temperatures hung just below freezing and
gusts of wind greater than 100 mph whipped the air into a snow-filled frenzy.
When the sun rose, the conditions were still too harsh, and she remained
hunkered in her protected spot. Rescuers from the AMC, MRS, and AVSAR
accompanied NHFG conservation officers up the trail while a New Hampshire
Army National Guard helicopter began a search from the air. Just before
10 a.m., the helicopter crew spotted Julie on the southwest side of the summit
cone and confirmed that she was alive and ambulatory. Ground forces were
just arriving in the area, and the flight crew directed them to her location.
When rescuers reached her, they were impressed at how well she weathered
the conditions. After a quick bite to eat and some warm liquid, the entire
group regained the trail and descended to the trailhead, which they reached
at 12:30 p.m.
Comment: Julie’s ordeal immediately brought questions about whether
she would be considered negligent and billed for the cost of her rescue.
On the one hand, she set off by herself with a destination above treeline
when the forecast explicitly called for dangerous and unforgiving conditions.
Windchills were forecast to be off the chart, so she had little room for error.
Although Julie said that she was fine when they found her, it was already
10 a.m., and she hadn’t tried to descend. If she had been physically capable,
she could have climbed back to the summit, shot a bearing to the west, and
followed it to where her trail entered the treeline. The problem was she didn’t
carry a compass.
	On the other hand, Julie was experienced and carried the rest of the proper
equipment such as plastic double boots, snowshoes, and plenty of warm
clothes. When she became lost, she called the AMC asking for a little help.
She didn’t want an official rescue for fear that she may be charged. She was
cold, tired, and hungry, but she was willing to wait until the storm died down
and visibility improved. Recognizing how atrocious the conditions were and
given a deteriorating weather forecast, the NHFG officers convinced her that
they should rescue her. I have to agree. Sure, she could have survived with her
good attitude, excellent fitness, and proper gear. The problem was that if anything went wrong, she would surely perish. The incident commander had to
assume that she suffered some level of hypothermia in those conditions. The
first thing affected by a drop in body temperature is the brain—coordination
and judgment. Julie had misjudged her abilities in the first place, thereby
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creating her predicament, and another lapse in judgment could have had fatal
consequences. A rescue was definitely warranted.
	Since 1999, when legislation first authorized the state of New Hampshire
to recover search-and-rescue costs, authorities have billed for fewer than
5 percent of missions. The few times they have billed flood the news, perhaps
obscuring how rare this practice is. For the state to charge Julie, it would have
had to argue that she was negligent in attempting her itinerary under the
forecasted conditions with the gear that she carried. Not bringing navigation
equipment is a potentially fatal error, and NHFG recommended that the
state seek to recover some of the $7,471 incurred from the rescue. To date, the
state has not followed that recommendation.
	In 2010, NHFG billed a total of $9,891 for five SAR missions. This was
down from the $43,388 the state billed for ten missions in 2009, although it
subtracted $26,000 of that when it canceled charges against Scott Mason’s
family in that publicized 2009 search for an Eagle Scout from Halifax,
Massachusetts. (See Appalachia, Winter/Spring 2011.) A committee is reviewing many proposals to determine equitable and sustainable ways to fund the
program. Stay tuned.
—Justin J. Preisendorfer
Accidents Editor
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December at the Ocean’s Crest
Under the twelfth moon the sea is lugging
snows of foam that drop and slide,
each roll of froth a chilled shore hugging.
Not the summer linen moon but
the winter wool, rough light threaded
through clouds showing its wet luster
longer than the sun, and seems with
the sea, on the edge of the end.
Neither rests! Two prodigious
bodies laboring in heaves and sighs
offering the heavy wisdom
of ocean, and of night.
					

Clifford Paul Fetters

Clifford Paul Fetters has poems published in CrossCurrents, The Oxford American,
Poetry East, The New York Review of Books, The Seattle Review, OnEarth, The Willow
Review, 5AM, Light, and many other magazines. He lives in Florida with his wife, the
novelist Debra Dean.
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For What They Are
Evening arrives. Driftwood, sand dollars,
polished stones stipple the shore we walk.
Memory pools possessions; cowry sensing
the way it sees the world, the glossy
shell a protection, implicit will to survive.
Trails ripple across the sand: clam,
periwinkle, fluted limpets. The ocean gathers
gifts, decor or detritus: sea lettuce, kelp,
eelgrass, feathers—everything lustrous
with sunset fire—hollows in beach rocks,
edges of thunderous crests flush
with evening’s last flare. We linger for the sun
to drift below the sea, for the ascendant
dusk slowly to yield its polished moon.
					

Kay Mullen

Kay Mullen’s poems have recently appeared in Shark Reef, Raven Chronicles,
San Pedro Poetry Review, and Windfall: A Journal of Poetry of Place. Several of her
poems have been nominated for a Pushcart Prize as well as for Best of the Net
Anthology 2009. She teaches creative writing at Catherine Place, a center for women,
and lives in Tacoma, Washington.
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Alpina
A semi-annual review of mountaineering in the greater ranges

Alaska
In the quiet season reported for 2010 on Mt McKinley (20,320 ft), 1,222
climbers from 281 teams attempted the mountain, and 670 of them topped
out. This reversed the slow decline in ascents in the years since the banner year
2005, when 775 of 1,340 mountaineers summited. Most of those attempting
the mountain in 2010 were Americans (673); others came from the United
Kingdom (62), Canada (52), Poland (39), and Russia (36). Japanese climbers’ interest in Denali has decreased—with the exception of the “Giri-Giri”
boys’exploits, described just below.
Four died in the park, all in mountaineering accidents; the death rate
remains low relative to early years. Park mountaineering rangers express concern over the trend toward speed climbing and “single-push” efforts with gear
of reduced weight and thus less warmth. Ranger Mark Westman (who has 20
years of experience in the Alaska Range) points out, “The benefits of rest may
increase the speed while moving to the point of compensating for the added
weight that may slow one down.” In the Alaska Range, where rescue is more
difficult, warmer gear may provide a critical safety margin in case of accident
or illness.
The few “notable climbs” emphasized light and “fast” efforts. One more
traditional climb was the major new route of the season by Colin Haley and
Bjorn-Eivind Artun on the SE Face of Mt Foraker (17,400 ft). They spent
37 days in the Alaska Range, acclimatizing with three summits of McKinley,
one approaching Mugs Stump’s 15-hour speed record on the Cassin Ridge set
in 1991. Haley and Artun then climbed their new route on Foraker to the left
of French Ridge: 10,400 ft of elevation gain in alpine style, 71 hours up and
down, with practically no sleep. The Giri-Giri boys from Japan (see Alpina
Summer/Fall 2009 issue) were back in the persons of Ryo Masumoto, Takaai
Nagato, and Kazuaki Amano. They warmed up in the Ruth Gorge, climbing
the W Face of Pk 7,400 ft, and making a new finish of a route up the N Face
of Mt Church. They further acclimatized on the W Buttress of McKinley,
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made an 80-hour ascent of Denali Diamond, then climbed the N Buttress on
Mt Hunter, and rappelled off.
Deaths in the 2010 Season. Foreign mountaineers comprised about 45
percent of the climbers in the park, yet in 2010, all four mountaineering
deaths in the park and a long, survived fall involved foreigners. Frenchman
Pascal Frison, 51, was climbing on the W Buttress route near 12,000 ft on
May 16, when he lost control of his cargo sled and instinctively jumped on
it to stop it from going over the ridge. He was unable to self-arrest and fell
more than 1,000 ft onto a crevassed section of the Peters Glacier. The park
helicopter reached the site within minutes, but Frison had fallen into a deep
crevasse. A ranger tried to reach him and determined that he had died in the
fall. Two Canadian climbers, Andrew Herzenberg, 39, and Avner Magen, 42,
were found dead on May 29 at the base of a steep gully in the Ruth Gorge—
probably swept down by an avalanche as they descended. A helicopter flight
to the site confirmed the deaths, and the bodies were recovered the following
day. On June 7, Belgian Joris Van Reeth was leading his partner on a technical
section of the Cassin Ridge on McKinley when a climbing anchor pulled out,
and he fell about 100 ft to his death. One fall that did not result in death was
the drop of about 1,000 ft down the W Rib Route on McKinley by Canadian
solo climber Luc Benoit on May 26. Rangers picked up Benoit by helicopter
the next day, and a doctor at base camp assessed and released him, little the
worse for wear.
Denali Park and Reserve gained a new mountain, Mt Stevens (13,895 ft),
when the formerly unnamed southern peak of Mt Hunter was named for former senator Theodore “Ted” Fulton Stevens by congressional and presidential
fiat (the Mount Stevens and Ted Stevens Icefield Designation Act). Stevens
represented Alaska from December 1968 to January 2009. Reelected seven
times and obviously popular in Alaska, Stevens was markedly adept at funneling federal largesse to the state—including to national parks located there.
Environmental groups, particularly in the lower 48 states, came to dislike
him. The colorful senator was a verbal and effective (though inconstant) disbeliever in global warming and fought very hard to open the Alaska forests to
lumbering and the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge to oil exploration. Stevens
lost the 2008 election following an indictment and conviction on charges that
he had made false statements on financial disclosure forms. In 2009, before
sentencing, a federal judge threw out the conviction, citing gross prosecutorial misconduct. Stevens died in an aircraft crash near Dillingham, Alaska, on
August 9, 2010.
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A park service executive described Mt Stevens as “a difficult task” and
“rarely climbed.” It is unlikely to become a frequent goal of even Republican
pilgrimages.

Nepal Himalaya
Pre-monsoon 2010. Not reported in the previous Alpina are two new routes
or new variants established in last year’s pre-monsoon season on 8,000-meter
peaks in Nepal. The first, on Lhotse (8,516 m), was a well-planned solo effort
by Kazakh Denis Urubko, the fifteenth man to climb all fourteen 8,000ers.
The Normal Route up Lhotse branches from the Everest route at a point well
below the S Col. Instead, Urubko left the S Col itself at 6:10 a.m. on May 16,
climbed up Lhotse N Ridge for 600 m then traversed below the pinnacled
and difficult ridge for 1.5 km until he reached a couloir on Lhotse W Face then
climbed the couloir to reach the summit of Lhotse at 11:30 a.m. He descended
by the Normal Route to Camp 2 by 4:00 p.m.—the whole effort solo, with
no fixed ropes or supplementary oxygen, taking 9 hours and 50 minutes. The
traverse from the S Col to Lhotse summit or vice versa is probably the most
difficult part of the once widely discussed but never accomplished “Everest
Horseshoe.”
The complicated, new variation on Makalu (8,485 m) was developed by
Mstislav Gorbenko’s fourteen-member Ukrainian expedition and combines
earlier routes and a new section. The Ukrainians followed the 1975 Yugoslav
S Face route to 6,600m, then forged a new line to join the French 1971 W
Pillar Route at 7,500 m, then up the pillar and the NW Ridge to the summit.
They employed no Sherpas and used no oxygen. Most of the members of the
large team worked on the route; the most difficult part was the new section
where the rock is polished and slabby with little place for protection and bivouacs. After a long struggle (the team reached its base camp on April 7), three
members, Sergei Bublyk, Volodymir Roshko, and Dmytro Venslavovsky, left
Camp 3 on the new section at 30 minutes past midnight on May 23. Bublyk
reached the summit at 6:45 p.m. and the other two at 8:00 p.m.. It was now
snowing and getting dark, and they decided to descend by the N Face, which
they had never seen.
Fortunately for them, New Zealand guide Martin W. (Marty) Schmidt
started a solo ascent from a N Face camp on the morning of May 24. He
encountered Bublyk, then Roshko and Venslavovsky, disoriented, cold, and
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sometimes not moving. He got them up, doused them with hot water, and
directed them down toward his tent; then he continued to the summit and
returned to nurse, with others, the three through the night of May 24–25.
Roshko and Venslavovsky suffered injuries from exposure and hypoxia, as did
four other team members who had worked on portions of the route.
Autumn 2010. Although the political situation in Nepal seemed no
more unstable than in autumn of the previous year, mountaineering notably
declined. As I have argued before in these notes, mountaineers going to the
Himalaya often must commit to their plans long before reaching the mountain. Thus, the effects of an economic recession may not show up for about a
year. In any event, 170 expeditions visited in the autumn season, 59 were successful, 189 members and 85 hired climbers reached the top. The corresponding numbers in autumn 2009 were 210 expeditions of which 121 succeeded;
399 members and 192 hired reached the top. The number of expeditions
dropped by 19 percent, and the number of successful climbers dropped still
more, by 53.6 percent. Despite the lesser activity, the mountaineering death
toll in autumn increased from three in 2009 to seven in 2010, not counting
the loss of the two-man crew of a rescue helicopter, which crashed on Ama
Dablam in that year.
Two highly regarded mountaineers with extensive Himalayan experience,
David Goettler of Germany and Kazuya Hiraide of Japan, tried a novel route
on the N Face/N Ridge of Ama Dablam (6,814 m) in pure alpine style. In
early November, they established two bivouacs on the N Face, then a third
on the N Ridge at 6,400 m on November 6. They found snow conditions on
both sides of the ridge very dangerous and concluded that they could neither
climb farther nor descend the ridge. Having only minimal gear, they could
not fix ropes or rappel down the face. They were trapped. They bivouacked in
a notch on the ridge between two seracs and called for a helicopter rescue. On
the morning of November 7, a helicopter appeared, plucked Goettler from the
top of the serac below the bivouac, and dropped him at nearby Chukhung.
Hiraide then climbed the serac and awaited his turn. The helicopter apparently hit the serac with its rotor during the approach and crashed, killing the
crew. On November 8 at 7:00 a.m., Hiraide heard a second rescue helicopter.
He signaled the pilot to avoid the serac, and they agreed by gestures on a flat
spot about 50 m lower. Hiraide managed to climb down and was rescued and
flown to Lukla.
A minimally equipped alpine-style expedition in major difficulty was
rescued with no more damage than a frostbitten thumb for Hiraide, but two
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brave men, helicopter pilot Sabin Basnet and engineer Purna Awale, died.
Three recent developments increase the risk for such tragedies: Better elevation capability and reserve power of helicopters make rescue from higher and
more perilous locations feasible, satellite phone weight and cost have been
reduced so that lightly equipped groups normally carry one, and (perhaps
in response) expeditions attack difficult routes without reserve gear for selfrescue and a minimum of food and gas for water.
First Ascents in Autumn 2010. First ascents of 7,000-m peaks in the Nepal
Himalaya are now an extinct species or, at best, fabulous beasts like unicorns.
Of the many unclimbed 6,000-m peaks, three were climbed in autumn 2010.
All were opened for mountaineering in 2003 by the Nepalese mountaineering
authorities, were not attempted until this season, can reasonably be called
remote, and lie near or on the border with Tibet. The successful expeditions
all dealt with those conditions but otherwise were different from one another,
demonstrating the range of present-day Himalayan first ascents.
The well-known and enterprising mountaineer Tim Macartney-Snape led
his eight-man Australian expedition to attempt Pabuk Kang (6,244 m) in far
northeast Nepal. The effort was planned in contemporary fashion: full alpine
style, no Sherpas, and no supplementary oxygen—but nobody now uses oxygen on 6,000-m peaks. The expedition established two bivouacs below and
at the foot of the S ridge, and on November 5, six members left the 5,900 m
second bivouac for the summit. A steep rock step defeated all but MacartneySnape and David Charles Barton, who turned the step and reached the top
through “classic deep snow” at 2:00 p.m.
The attempt on Changla Himal (6,563 m) on the Tibetan border north
of Jumla was by Himalayan first-ascent standards a children’s crusade. The
four-man Japanese student expedition from Doshisha University was led
by Hirofumi Kobayashi, 22, the most experienced climber and the eldest.
They traveled to the road head beyond Simikot by bus and trekked to the
border—entirely without Sherpa or porter support throughout. They
followed the conventional expedition approach—reconnaissance to choose a
route, establish camps, wait out bad weather—then on September 27, 2010,
all members left the second camp at 6,090 m on the north (border) ridge at
4:00 a.m. on a fine day, dealt professionally with a 300 m icefall using a fixed
rope, and reached the summit at 11:40 a.m. The four then traced a convoluted
path to return to the 6,090 m camp at 11:30 p.m.
Very different in age and methodology was the two-member expedition
led by Hidenobu Tsuji, 47. (The second member, Isayo Iyama, 67, stayed
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in base camp throughout.) Tsuji attacked Yakawa Kang (6,482 m) near
the Thorung La in Mustang. Once exotic Mustang, the formerly semiautonomous “kingdom” sticking up into Tibet, is now popular for relatively
easy unclimbed mountains with satisfyingly high absolute elevations at the
top and not much lesser elevations at the bottom.
Tsuji had hired three experienced Sherpas from Khunde: Dawa Norbu,
Dawa Tshering, and Tshering Tashi and, after establishing a base camp on the
5,416 m Thorung La, Tsuji remained there while the Sherpas fixed rope for
three days up the S Face, reaching 6,300 m. After a rest day for the Sherpas,
Tsuji and the Sherpas left base camp at 1:43 a.m. on November 7, climbed to
the end of the fixed rope, and proceeded up “steep and gentle slopes . . . over
rock and then mixed snow and ice” all roped together to reach the summit
at 1:00 p.m. They returned to the Thorung La at 6:30 p.m.—“very tired,”
according to Tsuji. (The thoughts of the Sherpas, all of whom had previously
climbed Everest, were not recorded.)
Autumn Mountaineering Deaths. The mountaineering deaths in
the autumn season were all caused by falls or avalanches. Walter Nones (a
38-year-old professional climber from the Trento) led a three-man Italian
group to attack the SW Face of Cho Oyu tried only three times before.
The group established one camp at 6,300 m, and on October 2, Nones
climbed alone to 7,000 m and pitched his tent there for the night. At about
10:00 a.m. the following morning, he stepped out of the tent, not wearing
his crampons. He slipped or perhaps was blown off his feet by high wind and
fell 700 m (in elevation) down the steep slope to his death. Volunteers from
other expeditions helped recover his body, which was eventually flown to
Kathmandu for cremation.
A single massive avalanche on the NE Ridge route up Dhaulagiri struck
two cooperating Japanese expeditions, killing four and injuring three others.
On September 28, three Sherpas from an expedition of less-skilled climbers
acting in support of the four-member expedition led by Himalayan veteran
Osamu Tanabe were fixing rope at 6,100 m when a snow and ice-block
avalanche swept all three down 2,100 m. It buried the experienced Pasang
Gelu, 47, who was never found; injured Da Tendu and Dawa Chhiri,
who survived; and engulfed four climbers in Tanabe’s expedition below
5,400 m. Only one member, Kazuaki Shimada, survived, pushed aside by
the air blast into soft snow. Though injured, he attempted to find the other
members, but they were far too deeply buried. The bodies of Osamu Tanabe
and Toshio Yamamoto were never found in repeated searches, but that of
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Daisuke Honda was eventually recovered by the use of special locating
equipment sent from Japan.
The experienced Chhuwang Nima was working for American Melissa
Arnot on a two-person expedition to climb Barun. On October 23, Arnot was
resting at 5,500 m Camp 2 on the Normal SE Ridge route, while Chhuwang
and Nima Gyalzen from another expedition were breaking trail and fixing
rope to the summit. At about 3:30 p.m. Chhuwang, who was leading, broke
through a cornice at 7,000 m and fell down the E Face, followed by an
avalanche. Later helicopter searches showed that further avalanches had fallen
down the slope, leaving no chance of finding his body.
Chhuwang Nima Sherpa of Tesho in the Khumbu was 43; he made many
ascents in the Himalaya, including eighteen of Everest, starting in 1994. He
had friends worldwide, particularly in Japan and America. Earlier in 2010, he
was selected to train with Denali rangers to further develop his rescue, emergency medical, and “clean climbing” skills. Chhuwang was very popular there
and is remembered with fondness and regret over his early death.

Indian Himalaya
Harish Kapadia, writing for the Himalayan Journal, notes a further decline
in numbers of expeditions and climbs of high peaks in 2010. He applauds a
partially compensating increase in activity on small peaks by less elaborate
expeditions, perhaps a reaction to higher peak fees and the hindrances caused
by the formidable Indian bureaucracy. There were 40 foreign expeditions,
below the normal number of about 65, and 63 Indian expeditions—
many of the latter were to routinely climbed peaks or were washed out by
bad weather.
A fundamental change in the prestigious Himalayan Journal occurred
when Kapadia announced his retirement as editor after more than 30 years in
the post. His unmatched personal and historical knowledge of Indian mountains, based on a host of exploratory climbs and treks all over the mountain
regions of the country, has been manifest in the journal, in his summaries for
the Indian Mountaineering Foundation, and his books. His knowledge and
his careful and forcefully written scholarship will be difficult to replace.
	In something of a last hurrah and perhaps a demonstration that he can still
travel to little-visited places, Kapadia, 65, led a trek with his wife, Geeta, Vijay
Kothari, and Atul Rawal into the East and West Kameng areas in Arunachal
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Pradesh below the Kangto Range. The Kangto is part of the extension of the
Himalaya beyond Namcha Barwa (the Himalayas’ formal end) and lies along
the McMahon Line, which is the (sometimes disputed) international border
between India and Tibet. British Captains F.M. Bailey and H.T. Morshead
determined the line in a six-month semi-authorized foray in 1913, as described
in Bailey’s book No Passport to Tibet (Rupert Hart-Davis, 1957). The highest
peak is Kangto I (7,042 m), which a Japanese group climbed from the north
(Tibetan) side in 1981. Two later expeditions to investigate base camps and
approaches from the south side failed in the difficult terrain.
Kapadia’s trek traveled by road to Baming, where the district officer
provided porters. There followed three hot and tiring days to Lada at 1,500
m. Kapadia was surprised to see a tourist bungalow under construction and
wondered who would walk three days in the hot valley to reach it, particularly
because Lada is so remote that all food must be carried in by porters or dropped
by plane in the rare periods of good weather. Kapadia reached Sachong village
on Sunday and witnessed a loud and enthusiastic church service. Some years
back, a charismatic Catholic priest from Mumbai (Bombay) named Prembhai
(brother of love) by the locals, established a series of churches in the valley
with, according to Kapadia, remarkable results: “We did not see any largescale drinking, no smoking—only God-fearing people.”
Kapadia reached Bisal in another three days. The trek would have had
to cross the Pachuk river on an iron wire with an improvised harness to
reach points closer to the Kangto Range, because the bridge was gone. They
declined the risk and decided to return to Lada to follow a trail along the
West Kameng valley toward Bomdila. They crossed the Lupoi Pass at 2,400
m and made an “enjoyable [descent] through a variety of forest, specially a
large area of bamboo forest,” to reach the road head at Khajlang. Here, they
managed road transport to Bomdila and then Tewang. This area is the start
of the “Bailey Trail” through Mago village to the Tulung La, a pass across the
range defining the McMahon Line. At Tewang, Kapadia crossed and, for a
bit, followed the path of his 1913 predecessors. (Bailey’s eponymic trail was
once used by local tribes for salt trade with Tibet, but it has been abandoned
since the Sino-Indian border war in 1962.) Kapadia’s trek then returned home
via Tezpur and Guwahati after more than a month of exploration.
The British–New Zealand four-man expedition to Vasuki Parvat
(6,792 m) was among the more notable of the year’s efforts. The alpine style
ascent of the previously unclimbed W Face and the subsequent traverse of
the main summit and descent by the NW Ridge began on October 3 from
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a base camp at 4,820 m below the face. It was a continuous push with seven
bivouacs on the face. Leader Malcom Bass and Paul Figg reached the top
on October 12, and after one more bivouac, they reached base camp again
on October 13.
Also notable, though not a summit, was the solo climb of an El Capitan–
sized granite wall on Raldang (5,499 m) in Kinnaur by Catalan big-wall
expert Silvia Vidal. Raldang itself was supposedly climbed by P. R. Oliver
(the frequent companion of F. S. Smythe) in 1931, when no one would have
dreamed of trying a Himalayan wall. Vidal saw a picture of the wall on a
website and arrived in India with only the picture and the Google Earth
coordinates. In July 2010, she, with her porters, established a base camp at
3,800 m, took 2 days to find the foot of the wall, and, after fixing the first
three pitches, began her 25 days on the wall alone. She avoided the use of
artificial aid except for drilling for “bat hooks” through completely featureless
sections above pitch 10—two weeks into the route. She emphasized that her
objective was not to climb Raldang but to ascend the big wall, and that the
crux sections were climbed “all natural.”
Among the peaks officially opened for climbing in 2009 is Lingsarmo
(6,995 m) near Nun and Kun. It is far
better known as Pinnacle Peak and was
first climbed by Fanny Bullock-Workman,
a guide, and a porter in 1906. BullockWorkman and her husband, William
Hunter Workman, had developed a
prickly relationship with the Survey of
India and the administration of the British
raj, who viewed their accomplishments
with a jaundiced eye. Kenneth Mason,
one-time
superintendent
in
the
survey and later first editor of the
Himalayan Journal, described the ascent
and the Workmans’ efforts at topography
in unfriendly terms in his book Abode of
Fanny Bullock-Workman, as she
Snow (E.P. Dutton, 1955). He commented,
looked around the time she made the
“Unfortunately they had a poor sense of
first ascent of Lingsarmo, in 1906,
topographical direction. . . . Bullockamid some controversy. The peak
Workman also claimed to have reached
reopened to climbers in 2009.
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
the summit of ‘Pinnacle Peak’ to which
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she gave the height of 23,300 feet instead of 22,810 feet and persisted in stating
that it was higher than Kun.”
Mason was unduly critical of the Workmans, given the uncertainties of
exploratory Himalayan mountaineering in 1906. The Workmans’ elevation
for Pinnacle Peak was as close to the current value for Lingsarmo as was the
survey’s. Current photos of Lingsarmo demonstrate that Bullock-Workman
was indeed on the right peak, and Nun and Kun are both now given an
elevation of 7,135 m, making the peak ascended in 1906 the third highest in
the group. There is no doubt that it was then the highest elevation reached
by a woman.
A three-woman, U.S.-Canadian expedition led by Alison Criscitiello
visited the Nun Kun massif in August of 2010. Departing from the usual
Kun Base Camp they established three camps up the Swiss Face, the highest,
Camp 3, at 6,270 m. Heavy snow and wind defeated the first attempt, but
on the second try Criscitiello and Rebecca Haspel reached the col between
Nun and Lingsarmo and followed the SW Ridge and S Flank to reach the
top at 6:30 a.m. on August 16. They returned to Camp 3 in two hours. They
state that no permitted expedition has summited Lingsarmo since records
were first kept, starting around 1958. But other teams recorded climbs,
particularly in the 1980s, and then, of course, so did Fanny Bullock-Workman
in 1906.

Climbing All Fourteen 8,000-Meter Peaks
The controversy over the identity of the first woman to join this small but
prestigious peakbagging club is now as close to resolution as it is likely to
become. Unfortunately, the resolution is something approaching the Scots’
“not proven” verdict.
When South Korean Oh Eun-sun reached the summit of Annapurna from
the north on April 27, 2010 and claimed to be the first woman to climb all
fourteen 8,000ers, a chorus of objections sounded. These came not only from
the supporters of her principal rival, Basque Edurne Pasaban, who claimed
all fourteen with her climb of Shisha Pangma on May 18, 2010, but from
many in South Korea. No one questioned Oh’s ascent of Annapurna, which
her well-equipped TV crew had documented. The detractors’ objections
centered on her ascent of Kangchenjunga late on a partly snowy May 6, 2009,
accompanied only by three Sherpas.
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Her summit photo shows her standing on a rocky formation with more
rock and snow apparently above her. (Current Kangchenjunga summit photos
show all snow at the very top.) Her head Sherpa, Dawa Wangchuk—who is
very experienced with many ascents, including three of Kangchenjunga to his
credit—told her, and still affirms today, that she was about ten linear meters,
five vertical meters, from the very top. Another one of Oh’s Sherpas, Nurbu,
asserted that the party had stopped 150 m from the summit. His testimony has
varied with time, and because he had never climbed Kangchenjunga before,
his estimates of distance, particularly in snowy weather, are questionable.
Understandably, Pasaban, who observed the climb from lower on the
mountain, does not believe that Oh and her Sherpas could have reached the
summit and returned in the short time they were out of her view.
The Corean (so spelled) Alpine Club after tergiversation “acknowledges
she [Oh] had successfully reached the summit.” But in August 2010, the
Korean Alpine Federation in the person of their Secretary General Kim Jaesoo declared that Oh had not. Kim was also on Kangchenjunga that May leading the expedition that put the late Go Mi-sun, then Oh’s principal Korean
rival, on the summit May 18, 2009, so he cannot be viewed as disinterested.
There is no official agency empowered to decide who has or has not
climbed an 8,000er, but Elizabeth Hawley of Kathmandu, the doyenne of
those who keep the count, has not previously shied away from declaring a
climb “unrecognized.” Consider the case of Alan Hinkes, who claimed all
fourteen after his ascent of Kangchenjunga in 2005. In his list of fourteen,
he included an ascent of Cho Oyu in 1990. Hawley declared that climb
“unrecognized” in 1996, and he remains at thirteen on everyone’s list to this
day. After an extensive review of all aspects of the Oh case in her Seasonal
Stories for the Nepalese Himalaya 2010 issued in June 2011 by Himalayan
Database, Hawley’s conclusion is softer than for the Hinkes case: “So the
question remains, who was the first woman to summit all eight thousanders?
Doubt about Miss Oh’s sincerely believed Kangchenjunga summit claim may
never be dispelled.”
	Oh could try again on Kangchenjunga, but that would concede that she
had not reached the summit, and thus could not be the first woman with
all fourteen. Also, Kangchenjunga is a cruel mountain for women. If Oh
did not reach the summit, only four women had by the end of 2010. By the
same date, four had died there, including the outstanding female Himalayan
mountaineer of the twentieth century, Wanda Rutkiewicz. The odds are
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not encouraging. And so, Oh Eun-sun remains on the list with fourteen
ascents—one marked with an asterisk indicating “disputed.”
A happier outcome and certainly not disputed is the final membership of
the Aosta guide Abele Blanc, who reached the summit of Annapurna with
a Korean group on April 26, 2011, becoming the 23rd member and the 21st
man. Blanc, born in 1954, made his first 8,000er ascent—Everest—in 1992 at
the relatively advanced age of 38. In fall 2001, he climbed Dhaulagiri for his
thirteenth, leaving himself only the difficult and dangerous Annapurna. It
was nearly 10 years until he stood on that summit.
Annapurna is only the tenth highest of the 8,000ers, but all who attempt
the list dread it because no one has discovered a reliably safe route. Blanc tried
twice with his frequent climbing partner Christian Kuntner of Bolzano (who
also had thirteen 8,000ers) on the long E Ridge and on the steep S Face, failing
both times. On May 18, 2005, Kuntner and Blanc, supported by three other
Italians, were on the way up the north side, following a route successfully
climbed by Ed Viesturs to become the first American member just six days
before. Blanc stopped briefly to take a short video in a shallow couloir safely
crossed by Viesturs’s party in both directions. An ice-block avalanche swept
Blanc, Kuntner, and two supporters about 500 meters down the slope. The
supporters were lightly injured and helped in the rescue. Kuntner suffered
serious internal injuries and died a couple of hours later. Blanc was struck on
the head and had broken ribs but appeared little injured. However, he went
into traumatic shock and did not speak coherently until in the hospital two
days later. He retained no memory of the avalanche but was grief-stricken
over the loss of his companion, Kuntner.
Blanc joined another Italian expedition to Annapurna in 2006, but was
called home by the death of his son before he could set foot on the mountain.
In 2010, he announced a conditioning foray to Everest to be followed by
another Annapurna attempt—generating a storm of media interest—but Everest took too long, and he abandoned the Annapurna effort. To avoid
the distractions of media and publicity, Blanc planned an entirely unpublicized
effort in 2011 with a Korean group, again on the north side, to the left of the
1950 French Route. He and the Koreans left 7,200 m Camp 3 at 1:30 a.m. on
April 26 and reached the summit of his fourteenth at 1:40 p.m.—a bit over
twelve hours later—and almost ten years after the summit of his thirteenth.
He slept that night at Camp 3 and threaded through the dangerous seracs
the next day. The end of the list and safety at last.
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Even more of an under-the-radar approach to membership was that of
Mingma Sherpa, whose sudden appearance as the 24th member of the club
with his climb of Kangchenjunga on May 20, 2011, surprised many mountaineering writers. He is the first Sherpa member, the first Nepalese, and the
first among the Indian, Nepalese, and Tibetan “hired” who have supported
so many climbers in the Himalaya. In the course of their work, the hired
climbers often reach the summits of 8,000ers with, sometimes ahead of, their
employers, but because they do not choose the mountains to be climbed,
none before Mingma have accumulated the geographically diverse list constituting the fourteen highest.
Mingma was born in 1978 and lives in Nurbu Chaur in the upper Walung
district, not far from Makalu. He distinguished himself at 21 on his first
8,000er when hired by the 2000 Italian expedition to Manaslu. Mingma
arrived at the summit, solo, two days before any of the members and has
demonstrated similar independence and enterprise on subsequent efforts. He
works as a guide on his climbs and has used oxygen on five of the higher
8,000ers because he must carry loads and take care of others.
	In 2010, he arrived late for an Iranian expedition to Annapurna, but
he had a permit for the mountain and infiltrated Pasaban’s summit try,
reaching the top with her group. He then signed on to the disastrous Chinese
Dhaulagiri expedition (see Alpina Summer/Fall 2011), reached the summit,
participated in the difficulties of the descent and rescue, but escaped injury.
For his Kangchenjunga ascent, he was again working, as expedition
“organizer” and general factotum. He reached the summit first shortly before
8:00 a.m. on May 20, 2011. He then participated in the rescue of ill and
injured member Cleo Weidlich—one of the few women to reach the summit
of Kangchenjunga and very nearly one of those to die there.
	On August 23, 2011 Austrian Gerlinde Kaltenbrunner reached the summit
of K2 to become the 25th member of the 8,000ers club, the first Austrian,
the first woman to climb all fourteen without supplemental oxygen, and the
third woman overall (the second woman with no disputed climbs). Following
her closely that day were Kazakhs Vassili Pitsov and Maksut Zhumayev,
the 26th and 27th members. Zhumayev climbed all fourteen without
supplemental oxygen.
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In Memoriam
Lt. Colonel Balwant Sandhu, 1934–2010. A speeding auto on a street in
New Delhi ended the life of the dominant Indian mountaineer of the last
half of the twentieth century. Born on October 1, 1934, the eldest son of
a Sikh farming family, he followed the Sikh military tradition by joining a
machine gun regiment in 1953 and transferring to the paratroopers in 1958.
The disastrous experience of the nascent Indian Army in the Sino-Indian
border war of 1962 dramatized the need for mountaineering capability in
the Indian military. Sandhu played a major part in the development of this
capability and commanded a battalion from 1971 to 1976.
As a mountaineer, he specialized in alpine-style first ascent expeditions
to remote Indian mountains, often as the expedition leader or, with foreign
expeditions, co-leader, gaining the respect of such mountaineering luminaries
as Chris Bonington, Doug Scott, Dougal Haston, Yoshio Ogata of Japan,
and Jean-Claude Marmier of France. Sandhu’s extensive list of first ascents
as leader and often member of the summit party includes the pioneering
alpine-style ascent of Changabang, Mamostang Kangri, W Face of Kamet,
Chombu E Pk, and many others. Contrary to the record of other Indian
military mountaineers, he always found the right mountain and was rigidly
exact in his accounts and claims.
He accumulated the honors and offices deserved for his capability and
performance: president of the Himalayan Club, principal of the Nehru Institute
of Mountaineering, vice president of the Indian Mountaineering Foundation,
honorary member of the Alpine Club, fellow of the Royal Geographical
Society, Indian representative to the International Mountaineering and
Climbing Federation (called the UIAA), and recipient of the Arjuna
award for excellence in mountaineering. He also played a prominent part
in organizations devoted to the training of young mountaineers and to the
preservation of the mountain environment.
	Ironically, Sandhu, the veteran of many dangerous adventures, including
perhaps the longest survived fall recorded in India,1 more than 150 parachute
jumps, and many high-speed trips on his powerful motorcycle, was struck down
by a careless driver while crossing a street near the IMF office on December 3,
2010. He died without recovering consciousness on December 10.
In 1964, Sandhu and two rope mates survived a skid of about one km below Nanda Devi
E, from the Longstaff Col to the Lawan valley base camp. He suffered only a heel injury that
prevented him from joining the 1965 Indian Everest effort.
1
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Nawang Gombu, 1936–2011. Perhaps the last survivor of the band of great
Sherpa “Tigers” passed away quietly surrounded by his family in Darjeeling.
Gombu was born near Kharta in Tibet under something of a shadow. His
father, a monk of “good family,” eloped with a nun from a family of serfs.
However, in a piece of later good fortune for Gombu, his mother was the
beloved elder sister of Tenzing Norgay, who climbed Everest with the first
successful expedition in 1953. Gombu begged a job from his uncle on the
1953 British Everest expedition led by John Hunt, and so became at 17 the
youngest climbing Sherpa on the expedition. He proved to be a bit of a teen
terror, at least by the standards of the rigid Sahib-Sherpa relationships of the
time. Assigned to Dr. Michael Ward, Gombu gained notoriety by becoming
the only Sherpa in recorded history who “asked his sahib to walk a little more
slowly as he was finding the pace too fast.” On a carry of oxygen loads led by
Hunt, not yet Sir John but a colonel in the British army, Gombu asked Hunt
why he had to carry two bottles while Hunt carried only one. Eventually
Gombu distinguished himself on two carries to the South Col, receiving the
Queen’s coronation medal and the Tiger Badge from the Himalayan Club.
When Tenzing went to the newly established Himalayan Mountaineering
Institute in Darjeeling, Gombu followed him and was one of the Sherpas
selected to train in Switzerland. He then worked for several of the national
expeditions of the 1950s and early 1960s.
He was selected by Will Siri for the 1963 first American expedition to
Everest and formed a close, lifelong friendship with Jim Whittaker. Both
were blunt, down to earth, and interested in getting to the top by the easiest
way. And so they did. They were aware of the ugly controversy over whether
Tenzing or Sir Edmund Hillary had reached the summit of Everest first, and
as they approached the summit—after a short “after you, my dear Gaston”
colloquy—they joined arms and each simultaneously placed one foot on the
very top. The exploit won Gombu a visit in Washington with President John
F. Kennedy, who presented Gombu with the National Geographic Society’s
Hubbard Medal. In 1965, he went to Everest again with the second and successful Indian Everest expedition, reaching the top in the first summit group
with A. S. Cheema, ascending Everest for the second time, receiving Indian
decorations and a gold medal from the Olympic committee.
Gombu was an honorary member of the Alpine Club and the Himalayan
Club. He followed his uncle Tenzing as director of field instruction at the
HMI, serving there for 40 years training generations of mountaineers, and
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he devoted his final years to the welfare of the Sherpas of Darjeeling. But
Nawang Gombu will always be remembered as the first person to climb
Everest twice.
Acknowledgments. These notes are based in part on accounts in The American
Alpine Journal and The Himalayan Journal and their electronic supplements.
The use of the valuable reference sources The Himalayan Database and
8,000er.com is also gratefully acknowledged. The In Memoriam for Nawang
Gombu benefits from his obituary by Ed Douglas in the Manchester Guardian.
—Jeffery Parrette
Alpina Editor
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News and Notes
Andy Falender Retires as Appalachian Mountain Club President
Appalachian Mountain Club President Andy Falender announced plans to
retire in January 2012 after nearly 23 years as leader of the AMC, the nonprofit
conservation and recreation organization that publishes this journal.
Falender is leaving the AMC at a time of growth and financial strength
for the organization. The AMC ended 2010 having served more than 40,000
youth, maintained more than 1,500 miles of trails, and hosted more than
150,000 guest overnights at its huts and lodges during the year. In the
previous decade, the AMC assisted in the protection of more than 1.5 million
acres of land, including taking direct ownership of more than 66,000 acres of
forestland in Maine’s 100-Mile Wilderness region. The club completed 2010
with a small surplus, its 23rd year of balanced revenues and expenses, and its
endowment reached a record level of $50 million.
The Board of Directors launched a national search for Falender’s
replacement, engaging Bridgespan Group, a specialist in executive searches
for nonprofit organizations.
“While we are sorry that Andy is retiring, we are committed to
maintaining the high standards that Andy has established for programs,
facilities, member and volunteer services,
trails, and conservation stewardship,” said
Laurie Gabriel, chair of the AMC Board of
Directors, in the announcement.
Referring to the AMC’s Vision 2020, its
strategy for the current decade, Falender said,
“We plan to build on the momentum we
already have, and are investing in new ways
to get kids outdoors, build our constituency,
lead in regional conservation, and continue
the progress we have made in the Maine
Woods Initiative.”
For details on the search for a new president,
see www.outdoors.org/presidentsearch.
Andy Falender.

AMC
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At the end of August 2011, Tropical Storm Irene knocked out sections of the Kancamagus
Highway in the White Mountain National Forest. JUSTIN PREISENDORFER/U.S. FOREST
SERVICE

Tropical Storm Irene Rages Through the Whites
Tropical Storm Irene brought high winds and 7 inches of rain to New
Hampshire’s White Mountain National Forest August 27 and 28. The U.S.
Forest Service closed the White Mountain National Forest for two days. The
damaged Kancamagus Highway closed for more than two weeks.
A month later, closed roads and trails included: Sawyer River Road,
closing access to Signal Ridge Trail, Sawyer River Trail, and Sawyer Pond Trail;
Tunnel Brook Road, blocking access to Tunnel Brook Trail; Wild River Road,
limiting access to Wild River Trail to feet; Downes Brook Trail; Sabbaday
Brook Trail; Greeley Ponds Trail from the Waterville Valley side; Dry River
Trail; Pine Island Trail; Flume Brook Trail in the Waterville Valley; and the
Imp Trail’s northern trailhead.
Damaged trails included: Livermore Trail; Lincoln Woods Trail, where
hikers had to detour around the suspension bridge; Great Gulf Trail, where
a landslide obliterated a 600-foot section at the headwall; Highwater
Trail, which lost a suspension bridge at the north end; and sections of the
Wild River Trail.
The Appalachian Mountain Club has put out a special appeal for
donations to help in the considerable trail work post-Irene. To help, visit
www.outdoors.org and click on “2011 Campaign for the Trails.”
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Following the Darhat Mongols’ Migration Routes in Mongolia
In the end, traveling to Mongolia is about exploring the human condition:
a smile’s unspoken language that marks the connection we feel as human
beings.
We all share unforgettable moments: playing baseball with two young
Mongolian boys with yaks and horses looking on; a wrangler’s whistling and
singing; crystal clear water; rainbows; getting off a horse at the end of the day;
facing ice on the tent in the morning; crossing rivers; learning to communicate without words; drinking fermented mare’s milk; staying in a Mongolian
ger, like a round tent; and looking at the pile of parts for the support truck
that always needs repairing.
	In July 2009, our plane touches down in UlaanBaator, Mongolia. I am coleading an Appalachian Mountain Club major excursion. We are twelve (nine
Americans and three Germans) who spend a quick overnight in the capital
city, a city seemingly trapped between harsh Russian architecture, coal plants
to fuel the country, and attempts at concrete modernism.
Less than twelve hours later with little sleep, our fourth and final flight
lands in the north-central city of Moron. Our group has grown to fifteen with
the addition of our three guides, Byambaa, Ariuka, and Tsegi. It grows by two
more with our two cooks, Maagie and Tumuru. We travel in two overland

Sodo, a wrangler for the expedition, was a very accomplished horseman—as are all
Mongolians. RICHARD CABLE
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vehicles heading north on a dizzying array of dirt roads. I bump my head on
the ceiling of the van while gazing intently at the rolling plains.
Two years ago, Sue Lach—my friend and travel partner—and I bantered over
tea and coffee about going to Mongolia. We agreed that whether alone or as AMC
leaders, this trip made our “short list.” Over the next six months, the kernel rested
on infertile ground.
Sitting in the Denver Airport with time to spare, I did a Web search of
Mongolia outfitters. Boojum Outfitters intrigued me. I called them. Over the next
two months, the trip plan came together, much more easily than I thought. A trip
to follow the ancient migration routes of the Darhat Mongols to their summer
feeding grounds took seed.
Bumping along those dirt roads, we continue north toward Siberia,
nearing our destination of Lake Khovsgol. We arrive to a double rainbow.
The next morning, we transfer to a boat, continuing north along the western shore. Lake Khovsgol is 750 feet at its deepest point, stretches nearly
100 miles, and contains 2 percent of the fresh water in the world. We need
special visas because we are less than 50 miles from the Russian border.
After eight hours, we disembark our boat, along with stoves, tents, food,
and other gear for our eleven-day horse trek over the snow-covered mountains.
We are headed into the Darhat Valley, summer home of the Darhat nomads
and their herds of horses, yaks, cows, goats, and sheep.
Disembarking the boat, our group grows again. We meet three wranglers,
Nyamkhu, Sodo, and Bandi, who transfer all our gear, food, and so forth to
horseback. Unprecedented rains have swelled the rivers beyond their banks.
Our next-day departure is delayed by several hours, but it gives us all a chance
to fully understand how far removed we are from the rest of the world. Our
closest major city is 1,000 miles away. We now have no cell phone coverage,
no electricity, no vehicles, and no other folks except ourselves and our
support team to which we will entrust our lives and the next days of
unimagined discovery.
Mongolians do not name their horses, but we all do. My friend names her
horse Max. I like the ring of TJ, so when riding side by side, we laugh over TJ
Maxx, not easily translated to our Mongolian wranglers!
	Over the next three days we learn how to cross a mountain stream and
not look down so as not to fall off, when to let our horses drink and when
not to, how to trot, and when to climb on and off. And the end of each day
brings us to a camping spot adjacent to water for cooking and for our horses.
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In those three days, we see only two Mongolians cutting grass in a mountain
meadow.
The permafrost on the tundra often slows us. And on these long, sunny
days of utter mountain beauty, the only sound besides the whinny of a horse
is the singing and whistling of Nyamkhu, our lead wrangler (a voice I still
hear as I pen these words) and the smiles and unspoken harmony between
Sodo and me as he makes sure the girth on my horse is not loose.
	On day three, we cross the mountain pass that we learn will be as cold as
60 degrees below zero in the harshest part of winter with unrelenting wind
and snow. We know that this day will take us to the Darhat Valley, a long
verdant valley that stretches nearly 100 miles north to south and 25 miles
east to west. We know that here we will meet the nomadic Mongolians who
frequent the valley in summer, moving as many times as needed to keep the
herds on grazing land.
We enter the floor of the Darhat Valley, a long, verdant valley stretching
nearly 100 miles north to south and 25 miles east to west. Tears roll down my
cheeks. I do not look at my friends, and we never speak about this moment.
It is as if we each have found a special bond with this sight.
	Over the next four days, we travel the valley floor, and we discover a tiny
fraction of what life is like for the Darhat Mongols. We learn that men spend
their days tending the herd, while women milk the yaks, cows, and mares and
prepare food, including cheese, milk, and bread.
Living in the ger requires special etiquette that includes how you enter,
sit, and eat. Everything in the ger has its specific place. Men sleep on the
left, women on the right. The entrances always face south. The ger can be
dismantled in less than a day and be made ready to transport by cart to its
next location that might be several days away if en route to winter pasturing
grounds. The Mongolians consider horses work animals. There are 26 horses
for every Mongolian. Children begin riding young.
	I was told before the trip that one would have to love watching the grass
grow to really understand Mongolia. We learn to understand the Mongolian
sense of time. When we ask what time we will leave, they answer, “Have you
ever been late for dinner?” We never have to ask again.
August 21 is my birthday and one couple’s wedding anniversary. Of course
we spend it riding, but the Mongolians guiding us plan a celebration. They
slaughter a sheep and cook it in a huge milk can that acts as a pressure cooker
with hot stones inside along with the meat. Bandi, one of the wranglers,
stands on top for the next 45 minutes. Our cooks make two cakes using
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We stayed in a ger, the nomads’ traditional round tent, easily disassembled for travel.
This is in the summer grazing area of the Dhahat Valley. RICHARD CABLE

the stove. We end the evening with Mongolian vodka and songs. My wrangler friend, Sodo, presents me with a sculpture he carved from an Ibex horn
he found. For the second time, I am reduced to tears. I fall asleep with stars
ablaze in the sky.
The next day Sue asks if I have seen the stars when I left my tent to go to
the bathroom during the night. I say no because I never put on my glasses to
leave the tent. She tells me that tomorrow night I must put them on. And so,
I do exactly that the next night. It takes some will power to leave my sleeping
bag (which proved to be highly inadequate), find my glasses and the zipper
of the tent, unzip it, and emerge into below-freezing night air, and all to go
to the bathroom and to see the stars. I let out a gasp, and coincidentally, Sue
has left her tent, too. Without lights or cities closer than 1,000 miles away, the
Milky Way is worthy of this trip.
For two days, we rest in the village of Renchinlhumbe and do a social
service project at the local school. We have survived the first mountain pass.
The second part of our circular route will be more arduous because we need
to go over a higher pass.
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Bidding farewell to the village, we begin our four-day return to
Khatgal. Our riding skills have improved, we are well rested, and we are trying
not to think that we are in the second half of our trip. It takes us two days
to reach the mountain pass with most of the first day spent leaving the valley
floor and moving into the foothills. Our riding skills are tested as we maneuver
huge bogs and move through brush and trees. We again face multiple river
crossings and then the very steep ascent punctuated by bright blue skies
and ragged stone outcroppings. A very long, traversing descent of the pass
and the hope of finding a water supply are quickly diminished, as the rains
have not reached this area. This day becomes our longest in that we need
to find water for the horses. Each movement south is a reminder that we
are moving farther and farther away from the very people we have come to
visit and know. The hours drag on, and we ride more than twenty miles this
day. I get off my horse, and my knees and legs refuse to move! My day is
nearly over; however, our cooks prepare dinner, our wranglers remove
saddles, water the horses, and turn them out for the night, and we marvel at
the fact that we have water, a great meal, a tent, and another night of stars
and wonder.
Before heading home, we attend a local Nadaam Festival. These occur all
over Mongolia, the largest being in the capital. The festival is based on three
competitive events: wrestling for men, archery for both men and women,
and horseback riding for children. People place bets and cheer; victors hold
their arms high, and grandparents preen when their grandchildren reach the
finish line.
Tomorrow begins a 50-hour trip home—retracing the bumpy road to
Moron. Today closes with many laughs and tears. Two of our three wranglers
leave to take our horses back over the mountains. They will make it partway
before dark. I say good-bye to the horses and to Sodo, my faithful wrangler.
I give Sodo my photo album of my life and family. I have wrapped my new
sculpture in a cylinder to protect it. We stand tearfully, knowing our horses
and wranglers will return to the nomadic life.
	I am returning to Mongolia.
—Richard Cable

Richard Cable, a longtime AMC member from Connecticut, is an AMC adventure
travel leader with extensive world travel experiences on several continents, including
a period of living in Turkey.
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Densmore Wins Award for Appalachia Article
Lisa Densmore’s article, “The Demise of Kilimanjaro’s Glaciers,” which
appeared in the Summer/Fall 2010 Appalachia, took first place in the “Magazine: Camping/Backpacking/Outdoor Recreational Travel” category in the
Outdoor Writers Association of America’s annual Excellence in Craft competition. The awards ceremony was held in July in Utah.

Waterman Fund Awards Grants for Alpine Work
The Waterman Fund, the organization founded to further research in alpine
areas of the northeastern United States, awarded a total of $13,380 in grants
to the following in 2011:
The Beyond Ktaadn Project (sponsored by Walden Woods Project) of
Concord, Massachusetts, is a collaborative project focused on the exploration,
study, and conservation of the alpine summits and surrounding wilderness of
the northeastern United States and Canada. Beyond Ktaadn aims to build
strong working relationships with agencies and organizations in Québec and
Newfoundland with similar conservation goals, and received funding to bring
its Canadian partners to the 2011 biennial Alpine Stewardship was hosted in
in Waterbury Center, Vermont.
The Dartmouth Outing Club of Hanover, New Hampshire, was awarded
funds to continue its alpine steward program on Mount Moosilauke. The
grant will pay for an alpine steward to teach hikers about the fragility and
uniqueness of alpine environments. This is a crucial position on such a heavily
trafficked alpine summit.
Zoe Linton, an undergraduate student majoring in environmental studies
and art history at the University of Vermont, received funds to support her
senior thesis—an illustrated children’s book whose main mythical character,
the Wampahoofus, learns about the fragility and importance of Mount
Mansfield’s alpine area as he circumnavigates the summit. The book will
be distributed to several libraries and the Mount Mansfield Visitor Center.
Linton will print pamphlet versions for young hikers to carry.
The Maine Appalachian Trail Conference of Augusta, Maine, received
funding to pay its caretaker at Horns Pond, a high-use subalpine camping
area in the Bigelow range. The caretaker will share information about the
subalpine and alpine zone with campers and day-hikers.
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Antioch University New England’s Monadnock Ecological Research
and Education Project (MERE) will receive funding for its first volunteer
coordinator position. This person will help MERE and the state park manager
inform park staffers and the public about its summit stewardship program
on busy Mount Monadnock. The Waterman Fund has helped support that
program and MERE’s related efforts for the past few years.
—from Waterman Fund Press Release
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Morning Snow, Haskins Meadow
Blown clouds bury the day moon,
snow turns the wind white, fills fox tracks
across the meadow to the brook. A towhee
calls beyond the frozen ledge of burdock
ahead on the path through the hawthorn.
I clamber over alders fallen
across a gulley of ground pine — pheasant wings’
sudden drum from a hemlock grove —
the green head, the eyes’ red ornament, the golden
plumage through a spray of snow ascending.
						

Wally Swist

Wally Swist is the author of seventeen books and chapbooks of poetry. His newest
collection is Luminous Dream, a finalist for the 2010 FutureCycle Poetry Book Prize.
A short biographical documentary film regarding his work, In Praise of the Earth, was
released by award-winning filmmaker Elizabeth Wilda (WildArts, 2008). Also, he has
published a scholarly monograph, The Friendship of Two New England Poets, Robert
Frost and Robert Francis (The Edwin Mellen Press, 2009).
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Research
A Riot of Wood Frogs
More than a decade has passed since I first stood, mesmerized,
beside a small roadside pond in west Anchorage, Alaska, listening to the
hiccupy love songs of Alaskan frogs. Not coincidentally, that same spring and
summer I joined a couple of dozen other locals in our community’s first-ever
census of Rana sylvatica, the wood frog. I spent much of the city’s warmest
months pursuing a mysterious presence that swims and hops among us,
barely noticed.
All these years later, it still seems something of a miracle that any amphibian inhabits the far north. Though few people seem aware of its presence, the
wood frog is among Alaska’s most remarkable inhabitants. You want amazing?
Consider how they survive Alaska’s winters.
University of Alaska Fairbanks researcher Brian Barnes and his students
are largely responsible for the little that’s known about the wintering adaptations of far north frogs. Several years ago, Barnes and some graduate students
decided to follow the movements of wood frogs by attaching tiny radio transmitters to their bodies. Besides hopping as far as a quarter mile or more from
breeding waters—no small feat for such a little critter—all six radio-tagged
frogs survived a Fairbanks winter while huddled beneath snow and soil.
“All of them dug into the soil, but not deeply,” Barnes later reported.
“They were about one inch deep in leaf litter, three to four inches deep in
sphagnum moss, or just barely buried in sand.” The insulating abilities of
snow kept ground temperatures at 20 to 23 degrees even as air temperatures
sank to minus 40 or 50 degrees below 0 Fahrenheit.
	In an experiment he didn’t intend, Barnes left several other frogs in an
uninsulated crate outside his home and then forgot about his subjects. Temperatures fell to minus 10 degrees, freezing them solid. Barnes naturally figured the frogs were dead meat. But when moved inside his heated garage, the
frozen bodies gradually thawed. As they defrosted, the frogs began to twitch,
then hop around.
	Scientists don’t fully understand the mechanisms at work, but they
believe the animals survive such frogcicle states through a biochemical process that converts body starches to glucose. In flooding a wood frog’s cells,
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the glucose somehow prevents frozen body tissue
from being lethal. Eyes,
brain, heart, everything
freezes, then later thaws,
no harm done. This physiological marvel, combined
with snow’s insulating
abilities, enables wood
frogs to survive the extreme
cold of Interior and Arctic
Alaska’s winters. Making
it through Anchorage’s A wood frog freezes, then thaws, no harm done. It
winters is by comparison a then hops around the neighborhood for any kind of
puddle it can find. Jordan Metzgar
piece of cake.
	Once thawed in spring,
the frogs head for water. There, sometime in April, May, or June, males and
females mate to produce gelatinous globs of eggs. In only a few days’ time, the
eggs become tadpoles, which in turn gradually morph into frogs. Those small
frogs will then abandon the place of their birth, as did their parents before
them, and spend several weeks hopping about the neighborhood and feeding
on insects until it’s time to hunker down for winter. And the cycle repeats
itself.
This happens all over Anchorage. Which leads to another amazing thing
about wood frogs. Though many are born in lakes and ponds, others enter
life in vernal pools, which are small ephemeral bodies of water that dry up
by the summer. These may be woodland puddles, roadside ditches, or even
deep, rutted tire tracks. I know that wood frogs will live in such pools because
I’ve heard them singing in a roadside pond beside Anchorage’s international airport and in small, swampy—temporary—pools beside the city’s
Coastal Trail.
	I’ve also found them in a flooded meadow inside the city’s Bicentennial
Park; in marshes beside Northern Lights Boulevard; and in the Hillside lakes
area, roadside puddles behind Potter Marsh, black-spruce wetlands behind
the YWCA, and the small pond beside the parking lot at Point Woronzof. To
me, this is way beyond cool; each time I hear the hiccupy songs, they stop me
in my tracks.
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	One more marvel: Rana sylvatica is the world’s only cold-blooded vertebrate to inhabit the Arctic. During a trip into the Brooks Range several years
ago, a friend of mine stumbled across a wood frog while squishing his way
through an alpine tundra wetland, only a couple of miles from the Arctic
Divide. He was startled; I was ecstatic—and then disappointed that the frog
disappeared before I could see it.

Close Encounter
I recently had another memorable meeting with wood frogs. To call the
encounter unexpected wouldn’t be quite right; I hoped, even expected, to
hear a singing frog or two (though most researchers and literature liken the
male frog’s calls to a “duck-like quack,” to my ears they more closely resemble
a hiccupy gulp). What follows is my experience, as best as I can reconstruct it
from memory and journal notes jotted soon afterward:
	Still anxious to hear the season’s first frog songs, I drive from my Turnagain neighborhood to Point Woronzof, knowing from past years that its pond
is among the first each spring to echo with the calls of lovesick males.
Even before I leave the car, it’s clear that something special is happening
in the pond. Wood frog monitors have developed a “calling intensity index”
to qualitatively grade the number of singing frogs. The scale goes from 0 (no
frogs calling) to 3, a “full chorus” in which calls are “constant, continuous,
and overlapping.”
	Never, in a decade of listening to Anchorage frogs, have I heard a louder,
fuller, or more frenzied chorus. Simply put, the calling is off the charts, though
it’s early afternoon on a sun-drenched day, when the temperatures are already
in the 60s. According to those who know them best, wood frogs normally call
most aggressively after twilight. In fact, standard North American protocol
requires frog-watch participants to monitor calls a half-hour after sunset.
Given the length of Alaska’s spring and early summer days, the protocol is
relaxed here. Still, late evening is generally recognized as the best time to hear
frogs sing. Yet here they are, going crazy in bright sunshine and midday heat.
The hiccuped calls are so loud, so frequent and overlapping, that there is no
way I can estimate their number, except to say “a bunch.”
Leaving Coya, my mixed collie, in the car, I step to the water’s edge, close
my eyes, and simply breathe in the love songs. Then I proceed to the south
end, where most of the calls appear to originate. Walking as quietly as possible,
I round a thicket of alders and take some tentative steps toward the pond.
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	I’ve always found the wood frog to be a secretive, elusive, and easily spooked critter. Often they’ll stop calling or dive for the bottom at the
slightest noise. But on this bright afternoon, the frogs must be totally absorbed
in their own frenzied mating rituals. Of course, amphibians are hardly the
only creatures to be driven to distraction by sex.
A few feet from shore, I am greeted by a riot of frogs. Or an explosion. I’ve
read online that wood frogs are “explosive breeders,” and now I better understand the term. They are everywhere, it seems: singly, in pairs, and in small
groups. And none makes a dash for cover. Some frogs crouch in the shallows,
others float in deeper water, front and back legs splayed in what appears to
be a relaxed pose. There’s no actual mating that I can see, but some appear to
have strong interest in others, as they move in a hop and frog-stroke sort of
watery pursuit.
Because they’re moving about, it’s hard to get a specific count. But I would
guess between 15 and 20 frogs sit and swim before me, all within 15 feet or less
of shoreline. Measuring two to three inches with legs extended, they range in
color from brown or bronze to a bright, coppery orange. Each wears a dark
band across its face, the species’ so-called eye mask. Beneath that mask, a thin,
whitish “lip line” runs along their mouths.
To see even one frog in an Anchorage pond often strikes me as something
of a miracle. But this orgy of frogs is so out of place, it strains the imagination.
This would be an amazing sight even in the tropics.
Here’s something equally amazing to me: at least a dozen cars rest in the
parking lot. Yet for all the frogs’ loud and persistent calling, no one else comes
to find out what’s happening. On the one hand, this saddens me. On the
other hand, I realize this may be a good thing, and that’s why I don’t call
anyone over. I’d hate for these blissed-out frogs to be unnecessarily chased or
otherwise harassed (though at other times and places I’ve done my share of
frog chasing).
Continuing my watch, I eventually notice several black, rounded clumps
“hanging” in the water. These are gobs of eggs already deposited by the females;
eventually they will produce hundreds, if not thousands of tadpoles. This too
is a surprise. Only a week ago, I found no signs of frogs here. The eggs suggest
the mating is already mostly done. But if so, then what’s this ruckus about?
Though I’ve heard and seen wood frogs many times in recent years, I have
never caught males in the act of calling. Now, finally, at the edge of this pond,
I have. Their sides bulge out, then deflate. Bulge, deflate, bulge, deflate, over
and over and over.
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	I suppose that if I had enough patience and observed them long enough, I
could identify the singers and figure out the male-to-female ratio. Alas, Coya
waits in the car; a walk beckons. After 15 minutes or so I reluctantly leave the
frogs, sure I won’t see anything like this again this year, maybe ever.
When I return an hour later, a few frogs continue to call, but it’s nothing like before. And when I return the following day, a strong, gusting wind
rushes across the pond. No frogs sing.
—Bill Sherwonit

Anchorage nature writer Bill Sherwonit is the author of thirteen books. His
website is www.billsherwonit.alaskawriters.com.
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Books of Note
My First Summer in the Sierra:
100th Anniversary Illustrated Edition
By John Muir
Photographs by Scot Miller
New York
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2011
204 pages. ISBN: 978-0-618988-51-8.
Price: $30 (hardcover)
Coffee table books too often sit on display as if objets d’art
rather than stay by the bedside for studious perusal. The 100th anniversary
illustrated edition of John Muir’s iconic work, illustrated with 21 of the
author’s own sketches as well as 72 magnificent photographs by Scot Miller,
represents the best of both approaches. Its handsome photographs and stunning cover would complement any coffee table. Its inspiring narrative by the
influential Muir would satisfy intellectual curiosity.
Miller, whose photographs previously recaptured images from Thoreau’s
Walden and Cape Cod, retraces Muir’s steps during a season in California’s
Sierra Nevada, an area now part of Yosemite National Park.
His breathtaking pictures of tumbling waterfalls, towering mountains
and verdant valleys wonderfully offset Muir’s descriptive, elegant prose, as
in this passage relating his stay at a sheep camp near the North Fork of the
Merced River:
The night wind is telling the wonders of the upper mountains, their snow
fountains and gardens, forests and groves; even their topography is in its
tones. And the stars, the everlasting sky lilies, how bright they are now that we
have climbed above the lowland dust! The horizon is bounded and adorned
by a spiny wall of pines, every tree harmoniously related to every other;
definite symbols, divine hieroglyphs written with sunbeams.

	Such words helped inspire the creation of national parks.
A century later, we continue to draw inspiration from Muir, and thanks to
his reverence for nature, the world he saw then still exists.
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	I hope Muir’s words and contemporary images captured by Miller will
similarly endure 100 years from now, so that future generations will relate to
familiar wonders rather than long-lost memories.
—Steve Fagin

The Nature Principle: Human Restoration
and the End of Nature-Deficit Disorder
By Richard Louv
Chapel Hill, North Carolina: Algonquin Books of
Chapel Hill, 2011
317 pages. ISBN: 978-I-565125-81-0.
Price: $24.95 (hardcover)
Richard Louv is a journalist and prolific
author who struck a nerve with his last work, the
widely acclaimed Last Child in the Woods: Saving
Our Children from Nature-Deficit Disorder (Algonquin Books of Chapel Hill,
2008). Its catchy title and comprehensive review of evidence popularized the
notion that today’s children are ill served by having so little unstructured time
outdoors.
	In this new book, he maintains “that a reconnection to the natural world
is fundamental to human health, well-being, spirit, and survival.” Certainly
the spiritual, physical, and psychological benefits of the outdoors will come
as no surprise to Appalachian Mountain Club members and other readers
of this journal. And although we may not be entirely sanguine that “the
future will belong to the nature smart” and that this century will see “human
restoration in the natural world,” such inspiring assertions cannot help but
buoy our enthusiasm and give a boost to our efforts at connecting people
with the outdoors.
The Nature Principle is strongest and most energizing in those declamatory
passages that read like an Emersonian essay or where Louv speaks from personal experience such as hiking with his son in Alaska or recalling his parents’
garden. But too often, the book bogs down describing one study after another
or relating conversations with exemplars of the nature principle, whether
the subject is the “science” of happiness or urban agriculture. Perhaps the
book would have had more impact as a concise polemic richly embroidered
with notes.
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Though not a gripping volume, it is thought-provoking and worth a read
by anyone caring about humanity’s place in the natural order. It does not
merely speak to repairing natural habitats or just to the virtues and pleasures
of being outside, but more refreshingly to the ongoing relationship of human
beings in nature. Significantly, this does not necessarily require vast wilderness
tracts, however valuable they may be, but access to fields and forests near the
places where we live and work. When Louv calls for “the right to a walk in
the woods,” I wanted to stand up and cheer. “As a society,” he proclaims,
“we need to give nature back to our children and ourselves. To not do so is
immoral. It is unethical.”
The Nature Principle is valuable not because it blazes new paths. Natural
spaces beside developed areas sound a lot like Frederick Law Olmsted’s
designs, and building construction in accordance with nature hearkens back
to Frank Lloyd Wright, Ian McHarg, and others. Restorative communities
seem similar to the English Garden Cities movement of the early twentieth
century. Family nature clubs are reminiscent of the AMC. Louv doesn’t hide
these connections; rather, he augments such touchstones with modern studies
and ongoing instances.
This book links the value of outdoor experience for human well-being,
the relationship between understanding place and self-knowledge, and the
practical possibilities of reuniting people with nature. In doing so, it lays
the philosophical foundation for the future of environmental conservation
in urban, rural, and wild places. Its continuing success will depend on our
ability to capture the public’s imagination using the cornucopia of arguments
Louv has gathered.
—David K. Leff
Ultralight Backpackin’ Tips: 153 Amazing & Inexpensive
Tips for Extremely Lightweight Camping
By Mike Clelland
Guilford, Connecticut: Falcon Guides, an imprint of Globe Pequot Press, 2011
134 pages. ISBN: 978-0-7627-6384-9. Price: $14.95 (paperback)
Mike Clelland illustrated L ighten Up ! (Falcon, 2005), by
Don Ladigin, the guide to minimalist backpacking. Now Clelland strikes out
on his own as both author and illustrator of a new volume.
	In keeping with the spirit of lightweight travel, Clelland’s lighthearted
tone amuses and teaches. Drawings are reminiscent of Don Martin cartoons
in Mad magazine.
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Among the silly illustrations are nuggets of useful advice, such as how much
(or how little) food and water to carry, and how to leave behind such amenities as extra clothes, stoves, tents, and even toilet paper. Clelland has legitimate
credentials as a National Outdoor Leadership School instructor and should be
taken seriously even when some of his observations seem whimsical.
	I have too often regretted lugging too much gear and food up and down
mountain trails. I am ready to embrace Clelland’s prevailing themes: “Know
the difference between wants and needs,” and, of course, “Simply take less
stuff.”
This is a practical guide that includes such comforting messages as, “It’s
OK to stink.” Buy the book, but don’t dare carry it in your pack.
—Steve Fagin

Three Cups of Deceit: How Greg Mortenson,
Humanitarian Hero, Lost His Way
By Jon Krakauer
New York: Anchor, 2011
96 pages. ISBN: 978-0-1-43038-252. Price: $9.95 (paperback)
Greg Mortenson’s T hree C ups of Tea was a literary and cultural
phenomenon with ramifications far beyond the suburban book clubs that
nurtured its success. The 2006 book, in which Mortenson describes wandering
half-dead into a tiny Pakistani mountain village, then being nursed back to
health by the people, brought attention to Mortenson’s Central Asia Institute,
which he founded to build schools in the remote region, where girls especially
struggle to receive an education. The institute has been a huge success at
raising money—$23 million in 2010 alone—but its track record at actually
building schools is less clear. Equally troubling, it now seems clear that much
of the narrative in Three Cups of Tea, along with Mortenson’s other books (all
of them bestsellers), is untrue.
Jon Krakauer is no stranger to literary stardom—his first book, Into
the Wild, became a bestseller and a movie directed by Sean Penn. He’s also
acquainted with criticism after both his journalistic veracity and his mountainclimbing skills were questioned in the wake of his book Into Thin Air. A former
contributor to Mortenson’s charity, Krakauer is perfectly poised to write this
brilliant, scathing takedown. First released as an e-book, Three Cups of Deceit
gallops through the litany of Mortenson’s inconsistencies (including many
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of his stories disputed by the Pashtuns he smeared as Taliban); its slender
size, quick pace, and pared-down scope mark it as the best of a new breed in
American books.
—Kate Tuttle
This review, first published in the Boston Globe, appears here with Tuttle’s
permission. Mortenson delivered the keynote speech at the Appalachian
Mountain Club annual meeting in 2009.

AMC’s Best Day Hikes in the White
Mountains, Second Edition
By Robert N. Buchsbaum
Boston, Massachusetts:
Appalachian Mountain Club, 2011
290 pages. ISBN: 978-1-934028-43-8.
Price: $16.95 (paperback)
Calling anything “the best” always invites
debate because such subjective pronouncements are
influenced by variable factors. But you can always
trust the Appalachian Mountain Club’s judgment, and Robert N. Buchsbaum has done an admirable job compiling these itineraries and updating
the first edition.
The book has all the hallmarks of an AMC publication: easy-to-read maps,
concise directions, interesting observations, and clear writing. It contains
many favorite, familiar destinations—including Arethusa Falls, Frankenstein
Cliff, Crystal Cascade, Glen Ellis Falls, Tuckerman Ravine, and the Alpine
Garden—but also a plethora of lesser-known peaks, streams, and trails. Like
all good guidebooks, this volume encourages the reader to put down the book
and lace up the hiking boots.
	I’ve been on many of the 60 excursions outlined in this well-organized,
meticulously detailed book, but I would hesitate to include several as my
favorites. My reasons tend to be that I hit stormy weather, a sore knee, or
noisy throngs on those trails. However, I may be one of the few hikers to have
completed all 67 of New England’s 4,000 footers who actually enjoyed, for
the most part, the long slog to Owl’s Head—probably because it was a warm,
sunny day, and I was in a happy mood—so go figure. Anyway, I quibble.
—Steve Fagin
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Passport to AMC’s High Huts
in the White Mountains
By Ty Wivell
Boston, Massachusetts:
Appalachian Mountain Club, 2011
134 pages. ISBN: 978-1-934028-49-0.
Price: $9.95 (paperback)
To many hikers, the Appalachian Mountain
Club’s huts are the Shangri-La of the White
Mountains of New Hampshire, spiritual refuges
surrounded by magnificent peaks, where visitors find
solace, shelter, and community. Others avoid them, preferring the solitude
of remote tent platforms to the often-effervescent atmosphere inside sturdy
wooden and stone structures.
I’ve spent a fair amount of time in and around all eight huts. I appreciate
both sentiments. When my son was young and disinclined to carry large
packs or hike long distances, we enjoyed staying in the huts with other
families. Now that he’s older, we tend to bypass them for overnight stays,
though they’re welcome way stations, well-suited for lunch breaks and
short rests.
This slender volume is devoted exclusively to the eight huts along the
Appalachian Trail, from Lonesome Lake to Carter Notch. It explains everything you need to plan a hike to one of them—trail routes, gear, how to make
reservations—as well as loads of interesting details on the history, legends,
lore, and even hut lingo.
For instance, when members of the hut “croo” refer to the “BVM” era,
they are talking about the time before Vibram soles, when hikers wore
hobnail boots. They call Greenleaf Hut “Flea,” Madison Spring Hut
“Madhaus,” and Galehead Hut “Ghoul” (back in the 1930s a hutmaster
found a human skull subsequently known as “Daid Haid” in one of the
abandoned Pemigewasset logging camps).
Passport is a fun read, whether you’re sitting at home or hunkered down at
Chez Belle (another nickname for Madison Spring Hut).
—Steve Fagin
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Changing Paths: Travel and Meditations in
Alaska's Arctic Wilderness
By Bill Sherwonit
Fairbanks, Alaska: University of Alaska Press, 2009
212 pages. ISBN: 978-1-60223-060-6.
Price: $21.95 (paperback)
Structured around a solo backpacking
trip in Alaska’s Brooks Range, this book by
frequent Appalachia contributor Bill Sherwonit
offers much more than a record of that
experience. The narrative engagingly follows his two weeks in the Gates of
the Arctic and his observations of the terrain, the wildlife, and the challenges
and joys of hiking and camping. It also is a series of meditations on
wilderness and humans’ place in it, the author’s life and spiritual journey,
and the exploits and accomplishments of Robert Marshall, who first explored
and wrote about the area in the 1930s before he became a founding member of
the Wilderness Society.
	Sherwonit first went to the Brooks Range in the 1970s as a young
geologist, and he later settled in Alaska as a journalist. He writes about the
political and cultural history of the creation of parks and wilderness areas in
Alaska, changes in the ecology of the area since he was first there, the idea of
wilderness in spirituality, and environmental writing and its challenges. Portions of this book appeared in Appalachia. Sherwonit has a light touch and
the gift of noticing interesting things, and the book moves along well. He is
a graceful writer but perhaps too generous in citing his influences; occasionally the plethora of names makes for heavy going, but for the same reason, it
might be a gold mine for someone looking for further reading. The epilogue
feels anticlimactic and a little forced.
Although this book will appeal to anyone seeking a good sense of what
backpacking in wilderness Alaska is like, it will probably be most valued by
those for whom the spiritual aspects of wilderness are of as great interest as
the physical.
—Nat Eddy
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Beyond the Notches: Stories of Place in New
Hampshire’s North Country
Edited by John R. Harris, Kay Morgan, and
Mike Dickerman
Littleton, New Hampshire: Bondcliff Books and the
Monadnock Institute at Franklin Pierce University,
2011
400 pages. ISBN: 978-1-931271-28-8.
Price: $29.95 (paperback)
The editors of this gigantic book set an ambitious goal, to
show how the residents of New Hampshire’s mountain towns and cities live
and think in today’s difficult times. Fifty essays cover North Country people
from Paleo-Indian to present days, and many of these writings captivate and
teach. North Country people include natives, transplants, paper mill and
logging workers (mostly now doing something else), and tourist industry
workers. The writers include a dozen academics, thirteen North Country
journalists, and another dozen and a half more students, schoolteachers, land
conservation advocates, and Appalachian Mountain Club employees.
That tension between those who grew up in the North Country and
those who came from elsewhere quivers in the heavy pages. Much history,
well sourced at the end, greets even the casual coffee-table browser.
Steven D. Smith, this journal’s former News and Notes editor, writes with
feeling about the Kilkenny region’s beauty. Sally Manikian, our current
News and Notes editor, writes a sensitive piece, “The Two Randolphs.” The
photographs—whether a paper mill floor, a view of Mount Washington, or
an aerial of a housing development—mesmerize.
The book highlights a changeover—from seasonal visitor to year-round
resident—many of the writers went through. It speaks in a bit of an “us vs.
them” tone. In the foreword, Richard Ober (president and chief executive
officer of the New Hampshire Charitable Foundation) writes, “Unlike many
good people from below the Notches who have been trying to ‘solve’ the
North Country’s problems for the last generation or so, the gifted writers in
these pages do know the ground.” John R. Harris, one of the editors, writes
that the North Country settlers’ “thirst for independence, laid down early in
the region’s gene pool, has continued to characterize those who arrive and
elect to stay.” But he and others insist that the newest development often fails
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to respect the land. Thinking hard about all this can be a downer. Perhaps
that’s what we need now.
—Christine Woodside

Becoming Odyssa: Epic Adventures on the Appalachian Trail
By Jennifer Pharr Davis
New York, New York: Beaufort Books, 2010
320 pages. ISBN: 978-0-8253-0649-5. Price: $24.95 (hardcover)
Jennifer Pharr Davis now holds the speed record for an
Appalachian Trail thru-hike—48 days. She already held the women’s speed
record—57 days—when she wrote this book about her first, traditional, solo
thru-hike that set no record—four and a half months. Most people define her
by her speed-hiking, she writes, “which is strange to me, because it was my
first thru-hike in 2005 that defined me.”
Her publisher might disagree. I do, too, a little. I think that Davis sensibly
parlayed her speed-hiking record into a book sale for Becoming Odyssa. And,
why not? But her book would benefit from more time and slower writing.
	In 2005, with the trail name Odyssa, she started north from Georgia carrying
her own gear and using a mop stick for a trekking pole. The story, of course, is
about how she faced the hardships, such as hurting feet, food shortages, and
awkward personalities, alone. The turning point for her seemed to be on a
ridge in New Jersey, when, early one morning, she came upon a recent suicide
victim inside a pavilion. She summoned her strength to keep going and dealt
with tough moments all the way to Maine. She went home feeling confident
and honest with herself. Others who have made this trek will understand.
Thru-hiker narratives ought to be Mark Twain–like stories. This one might
be, in several more drafts. Now, like so many books on AT hikes, it holds
back, emotionally, as it tells an emotional story. Davis describes what she did
and what she thought, but she fails to corral the important moments into a
theme, which strong narrative must. I thru-hiked the AT myself and have
written a little about it. I struggle myself with how to put down what actually happened to me and my companions. It’s hard. On the AT, the mostly
introspective thru-hikers navigated more than paths. We trudged into deep
and uncomfortable personal encounters in those woods, and not only with
ourselves. Becoming Odyssa still wants to become itself.
—Christine Woodside
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For Now
they merge with waves, hundreds
of Canada Geese lifting, disappearing with gusts
that streak a blue sky black, test the old oak’s
foothold at the pond’s edge,
whirr through firs in the dry air.
	New ice allows no carp to leap,
no painted turtle to sun along the fallen trunk,
no snake to test the trail.
All color gone, leaves spiral back
upwards, chickadees call across great distances.
A single cormorant claims the cove
where summer swans once nested in down,
left deep imprints in tall grass,
all leveled now in frozen flatness.
Harp-strings of ice laced straight
over the dam surprise me, as does my effort
to listen to their soft tones, and to hear them.
				

Ann Taylor

Ann Taylor teaches poetry at Salem State College, in Salem, Massachusetts.
Her collection of personal essays, Watching Birds: Reflections on the Wing (Ragged
Mountain/McGraw Hill), appeared in 1999. She has poems published or forthcoming
in Arion, The Aurorean, Ellipsis, The Dalhousie Review, Snowy Egret, and Classical
and Modern Literature. She lives in Woburn, Massachusetts, with her husband,
Francis Blessington.
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Survivor
High above the ore mines of Palmerton,
I never expected it, hiking.
But when the air sang in my ear,
I knew the bullet came close.
I hugged the forest floor and shouted
until the rifles stopped popping.
Far down canyon a ricochet of sound
clattered among zinc-rich rock.
One last stray shot out of season,
and a chickadee flushed from rhododendron.
My nose rested on decayed leaves
in the attitude of the routinely hunted—
deer that dodge and freeze—plentiful
among mountain laurel and hemlock.
Who was I to complain? Adrenaline
makes the heart pump faster,
dusts off the complacency of hiking
unguarded into October.
				

Dave Seter

Dave Seter’s first collection of poems, the chapbook Night Duty, was published in
2010 by Main Street Rag Publishing Company. He has lived on both coasts of the
United States; he currently resides in Sonoma County, California.
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AMC is completing its first bound
index for Appalachia in
65 years! Perfect for Appalachia
collectors and libraries!

Order Your Copy Now!
In order for us to estimate how
many copies to print, we are
asking Appalachia fans to
pre-order their copy of the index.
Delivery is expected in February.
To pre-order visit
outdoors.org/amcstore
Price: $60 hardcover
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A Peak Ahead

The Lure of Alaska

A

laska pulls Easterners like a magnet to its giant land mass
(twice the size of Texas)—its three dozen mountain ranges, volcanoes,
rainforest, wild rivers, and urban hazards like grizzly bears crossing in front
of cars. In the Summer/Fall 2012 issue of Appalachia, writers who moved to
Alaska from the East will discuss why they wanted to go, and what happened
once they got there. They will evaluate the reality versus expectations.
	Our Alaska section will include feature essays by Jeff Fair, Appalachia’s
Alaska bureau chief, a writer, and biologist, who lives quietly in a cabin
in Palmer and intends to stay; and by Matt Heid, the outdoor writer and
Appalachian Mountain Club blogger, who lived in Anchorage (and explored
remote regions) for three years before returning to Massachusetts. It will
include an essay I’m working on about a little known Episcopal missionary
named Hudson Stuck. He led the first successful climb of Mount McKinley
(Denali) in 1913.
Andrew Riely returns to the journal’s pages with a history of Gorman
Chairback Camps, the last of three camps the Appalachian Mountain Club
bought and refurbished for the public as part of its Maine Woods Initiative.
Doug Mayer and Rebecca Oreskes will visit with Bill Arnold, for the next
installment of the interview series, “Mountain Voices.” Arnold has worked or
wandered almost daily in the mountains since he was a boy.
Marcyn Del Clements will take us back to Ice House Canyon in California,
where she found what might have been a rare cliff-brake bird’s-foot fern.
With these stories, and others, will appear our usual departments: the
Accidents and Alpina reports, news in and near the mountains and rivers,
research, and reviews of notable books. Until June, then!
—Christine Woodside
chris@chriswoodside.com
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“I started reading Appalachia for the accident reports, but I kept
reading for the great features.” — Mohamed Ellozy, subscriber
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for $18 —18% off the cover price.
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